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I seem to start some days in trouble before I actually begin
with Dharma. Because of that I think I should discuss WHY I
noted that she has some lung scar-tissue which causes compromised lung function in the face of any invader or histamine
reaction. In this particular instance the histamine reaction is
caused by an allergic reaction to the little invades which would
ordinarily not even call attention.
If I misspoke about that particular trouble in her lungs at
present, it is brought forth by knowing what came before. I
always, in my own terms, refer to Blastomycosis as a very
serious invasion and it is not to be confused with a form of
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rather serious but limited histoblastosis which causes a bursting of aveoli and
leaves the lung bronchioles scarred. There is also the histoplasmosis which is
usually a very benign thing except in rather rare instances and is found to be
caused by little critters hitting in the Southwestern areas of which Texas is a
good example. The organisms hit everybody equally but some people respond
[Please see What Might
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Editorial norurn

CanGod-Of-Light
BeCopyrig
AsSomeone’s
Exclusive
Preserv
Editor’s note:
Of course
the question seems
TREATISE ON WHITE MAGIC Bailey emphasizes “in
absurd.
But obviously
not to the University
of the rounded-out (balanced) individual both head &
heart must function with equal power” and in numerScience &Philosophy.
As readers have been informed
over the past several wee&s, the US&P claims we have ous ways affirms the head & heart must be balanced to
infringed upon their exclusive domain-again-when
produce “the sun-in-the-head”.
some information on the nature of God was presented
(2) LIGHT ON TIE PATH, by Mabel Collins, rein CONTACT in the Spring of 1996 from a South fers often to Ywithin you is the light of the world” and
African source.
“When you have found the beginning of the Way the
We were legally bannedfrom printing anything that star of your soul will show its light”; “keep your eyes
even remotely
referred to the US&P/Walter
Russell
fixed on the small light & it will grow” and “the divine spark dwells in the still place where no convulmaterial on God and Light (God 12 Light for Heaven’s
sion of Nature can shake”,
sakes!) in an injunction issued early in 1995. We have,
since that time, worked hard, with monitors in place,
(3) All 1,000 pages of THINKING & DESTINY by
not to print anything on this all-pervasive
subject, as Harold Percival stresses in very intricate language the
ridiculous
a constraint as that may be to freedom of lessons a soul must learn by performing its duties 62
the press.
US&P claims we slipped when we printed
obligations; self-discipline and the balancing of one’s
the South African material in the Spring of 1996, and thinking & feeling (head & heart). All necessary Balfor that slip, we should all go to jail. Period.
ancing to reclaim what he calls the “Light of IntelliMeanwhile,
our readers
are beginning
to get
gence”. Very much a study book on THE DESCENT
worked
up into a state of indignation
over this -OF MAN & how to the ETERNAL ORDER OF PROcuriously and zealously vindictive legal affront to good
GRESSION.
common sense. They have gone so far as to call it “an
(4) From Paul Twitchell’s DIALOGUES WITH THE
obvious conspiracy”,
“absurd” and “petty”.
MASTER, pp.30 & 43: “try taking a shortcut to God.
Look within for the LIGHT & listen for the Sound”.
We here share several letters on the subject since
these speak from the heart, as well as from the head,
Twitchell speaks often on rca well-adjusted outlook on
and surely convey more natural intelligence
than can the middle path” and the balance of “the mind and the
be discerned to be emanating from US&P Remember:
heart”.
While God wins in the end, nobody said the road to
(5) Simpler books like Max Long’s SECRET SCZthat destination
wouldn ;Ybe bumpy. How are YOUR ENCE AT WORK in his research of the Hawaiian
shock absorbers holding up?!
Kahuna’s Higher Self, was always symbolized as
LIGHT. Brad Steiger, in his book REVELATION, THE
DIVINE FIRE details many spiritual experiences with
Sask. Can. SOM 2L0
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Dr. Edwin M. Young,
Editor-In-Chief, CONTACT
Box 27800
Las Vegas, NV 89126
Sir:

this Inner Sun or Divine Fire.
(6) From THE AQUARIAN GOSPEL (Levi), pg.
39: “for carnal men want not the LIGHT, they love
the dark, and when the Light shines in the dark, they
comprehend it not. We call these sons, REVEALERS
OF THE LIGHT; but they must m
the Light before
they can reveal the LIGHT”.
Please advise in CONTACT if the above ideas on
LIGHT & BALANCING of Heart & Head are similar
to those claimed by the RUSSELL FOUNDATION???
Sincere Reader of CONTACT
Blessings on your work,

I have difficulty understanding all the fuss being
made over Walter Russell’s books and the restrictions
on discussion of BALANCING and the INNER LIGHT.
All I know of Russell’s material, is from CONTACT.
There have been numerous publications I have read ’
and studied over the last 70 years (including the Bible)
Nell Haynes
***
which speak of the Inner LIGHT and the necessity of a
very balanced life in order to obtain same. So how can
the Russell foundation claim patent on these ideas???
To: Dr. Ed Young, Editor in Chief, CONTACT
Front: Ann Forbes-SA
(Fax: INT 011-942-4708)
Looking through a few old books in my library, here
are a few publications that stress both BALANCING
and finding the Inner LIGHT.
Dear Dr. Ed Young,
In pondering, half a world away, how best to deal
(1) Alice Bailey-lNlTlATlON,
HUMAN Q SOLAR (P.68) “each of us is recognized by the brilliance
with the law suits confronting all concerned with the
of his light. The finer the grade of matter’built into CONTACT, may I suggest a “Reader’s View” letter page
our bodies, the more brilliantly will shine forth the become a feature of the next few newspapers, inviting
indwelling LIGHT. LIGHT is VIBRATION.. .” In A opinion on “Who is God?” and “Can God possibly be

7/&d?-dyJcl,

copyrighted as the exclusive preserve of such as the
US&P?“, of your readers.
I believe through this means your subscribers and
readers, other than regular contributors, could add their
“voice” of protest as to how this case in being handled
in your so-called “courts of law” (NB. [sic] not justice). That there k a conspiracy taking place, is blatantly obvious-especially
when a case is brought by a
(again) so-called seat of scientific and spiritual learning, such as the US&P, against yourselves+r
any
other, for that matter. Claiming exclusive right by copyright of something as fundamental as, “Who is God?“!
Public opinion often goes a long way in resolving
cases of this nature, especially when the case for the
prosecution is so obviously pathetic to the point of
laughter (if it wasn’t so serious).
Just a thought which I hope will help. Either way,
you know we are all with you and that God will win in
the end.
Light, love and blessings-and
many, many thanks
for all the hard work you and your staff put into making CONTACT the QI& newspaper worldwide worth
reading.
4

u

Anne Forbes

P.S. In order to set this ball rolling, if you haven’t
already got better letters to hand; you have my full
permission to reprint my letter of 17th December, ‘96
addressed to the US&P attorneys.
***
Mrs. Ann Forbes
South Africa,
17th Dec., 1996
Messrs. Timothy J. Buchanan
&
Christopher E. Seymore
Attorneys at Law
5250 North Palm Avenue, Suite 402
Fresno, CA.93704
USA

Dear Sirs,
Re: Case no. CV-F-92-5431-REC-The
University of Science % Philosophy vs George Roy Green,
Desire4 Green, America West Publishers, EJ Ekker,
Doris J. Ekker, Tehachapi Distributing, Inc. & Phoenix Liberator, Inc., et al.
As a citizen of the Republic of South Africa, and
one with similar experience to that of the latter three
Defendants in the above case; I find this case, which I
have been following with great interest, ludicrous, to
say the very least:
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That our common Creator, currently transmitting
“The End Time Word” through the Hosts of God under
the command of one, Commander Gyeorgos Ceres
Hatonn-by
means of light-frequency pulsation(s), is
to be represented by a mere scribe and secretary obedient to the nth degree to her “boss”, is not only laughable, but also clearly indicates how little your Client(s)
understand the higher scientific principles upon which
their institute is supposedly founded!
Further, that you Client(s) seemingly believe,that
God, Light and/or Creation can be limited, or that the
Truth of the constituent, LIGHT, upon which the entire of creation is based, is their exclusive preserve, is
not only the height of stupidity, but also says much
about their ego and hope of financial gain. Ditto, the
elements involved, namely, the Truth concerning the
properties of atomic energy.
Sirs, do you yourselves honestly believe this knowledge is your Client’s exclusive preserve, or that copyright means a thing in the eyes of God..,even if in this
particular case, failure to acknowledge your Client as
the “exclusive holders of some perceived copyright”,
was that of the then publishers of the Phoenix Journal in point, namely, America West Publishers
of
George Green and his wife, Desired Green, and their
staff?
By way of clarification, we have here in South Africa-and
have had for years, “receivers/scribes/
contactees” and “secretaries” who’ve received, and
continue of receive material by means so similar to that
under dispute, from Higher Source, as to make this
case-as already stated-laughable.
I, myself, am one of those who have been “given”
this “knowledge” in “paraphrased” form by means of
frequency-pulsations transmitting through my left hand
(I am very definitely, right-handed), some ten to fifteen years ago. I had-and
to this day-have
never
read (nor do I particularly want, nor need to read), the
work, The Secrets of Light and Atomic Suicide. But I
have read and found the substantiation of what I “received” through One, Commander Omegon of God,
concerning these subjects in the Journal under dispute,
Murder by Atomic Suicide. (The same applies to much
of the material contained in the other Journals of this
particular Phoenix Journal series.) In this way I have
come to realize that TRUTH-however
“paraphrased/
copied and/or, by any other means, repeated”-IS.
Whereas our earthly understanding and research into
science and philosophy has sadly become a football in
the hands of egotistical, oft commercially minded, very
human, Beings. That one, Walter Russell was amongst
the first to “receive” Truth this century does not make
him neither exclusive but rather, greatly blessed.. . . But
most certainly, this does not give anyone “a divine
right” to exclusivity, be it self, a husband or wife, relative, friends, or any, any other opportunist1
Perhaps it is fortunate that I never went into print
with the material I was receiving at the time or your
Client would presumably have had me in court too facing farcical charges of “copy, paraphrasing, excerpting and otherwise duplicating the University of Science and Philosophy’s copyrighted works The Secrets
of Light and Atomic Suicide!!
It would perhaps prove an interesting exercise,
before this case comes to court, for you to find out how
many others across the Globe have been “given” the
exact same, or in paraphrase, the same Knowledge, in
the last 50 plus years, for which your Client(s) have
sought your services to prosecute in a Court of Law.

“Judges
ought
to be more
learned
than witty, more reverend than
plausible,
and more
advised
than confident.
Above
all
things,
integrity
is their
portion
and proper virtue.”
-Bacon,

Essays: Of Judicature
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To my certain knowledge there are at least three
others living (and one now deceased), right here in
South Africa, alone-all
of whom I have met, all of
whom are quite sane, and with whom I have compared
notes since the Knowledge was first “given” me.
Two of whom are already in print, and another’s
work is right this moment with a British publishing
house and being considered for publication! None of
them have/had ever so much as heard of Walter
Iussell let alone US&P or of the Phoenix Journals,
until I told them about them.
Further, I am not at liberty to divulge.
In ending this letter, I am being instructed by my
“boss”, Commander Omegon of God, to remind both
your Client(s) and yourselves, thus:
“Sirs, in the New Testament of the Holy Bible it is
clearly stated that before the ending of this cycle
(Time), God will make the Truth known to the four
corners of the Earth. Today is that time of which it
was told! Neither you, nor your Client(s), or any other
principality or power has the means to stop it. It is
happening.
Should you persist in attempting to close this one
extremely important flow of Knowledge, the very flood
gates of Heaven will open and the Truth setting all
man free of the iniquities perpetrated against humanity-along
with the Perpetrators (with no opportunity left them to see the error of their ways
and change direction), will be made known.
“But either way, the Truth is being made known
and THE PROMISED WORD is coming forth to all
men FROM GOD, HIM VERY SELF, and
THROUGH HIS COMMAND! I.e., The only Sign
of His return: THAT OF JONAH. This ‘Sign of
Jonah’ is already present in your skies against
Whom NOTHING and NO-ONE WILL PREVAIL,
be it attempted in your temples of *worship’, your
courthouses, through your financial institutions, or
your puny weapons-by
means of which, you can
only destroy yourselves!
“Should your Client(s) persist in their knowing
defiance of The Word Of God for, or by any means
whatsoever, they will live to rue the day. Theirs is the
freedom given to choose their course of action...and
the ‘reward’ upon themselves, this, their decision will
unerringly bring.
So Be IT, and So It IS.
Signed, Omegon, in The Command of God”
This letter will be initially faxed to you, with the
original following in the post, signed and sealed before a Commissioner of Oaths, with copies to the under-listed named. You have my permission to make
use of it anyway you like, for it is THE TRUTH before God.
Yours faithfully,
Forbes

Copies:
1. Chief Melford Okilo-Director
and current
President US&P
2. Lao Russell-Wife
of the deceased, Walter
Russell
3. Joseph Yount-Chairman
US&P
4. Dr. Timothy Binder-Director
US&P
5. William C.-Cranwell-Director
US&P
6. Richard A. Dulane-Director
US&P
7. Emilia Lee Lombard&Director
US&P
8. CONTACT: The Phoenix Project-Defendants
9. Mr. & Mrs. EJ Ekker-Defendants
10. File Record
***
(Editor’s note: While Chief Okilo is no longerpermitted to function in the capacity of President of US&P

we share the following
brave insight.)

letter

to him for its merit and

Mrs. Ann Forbes
South Africa
18th December, 1996
Chief Melford Okilo
President: University of Science and Philosophy
Swannanoa
Waynesboro
VA 22980
USA
Dear Chief Okilo,
It is with great sadness that I find myself first communicating with you in defence of the Verities of God
from certain members of the organization of which you
are now President, namely, the University of Science
and Philosophy.
As you possibly know, certain of your Directors
have again brought a case against those whose mission (if you will) in life is that of Truth Bringer(s) these
ending cyclic Times.
I believe from the enclosed copy of my letter sent
to the US&P attorneys handling the case, it will become quite clear the problem these particular US&P
Directors have with anything doming forth through the
Phoenix Project via one, Commander Gyeorgos Ceres
Hatonn, Commander of the Hosts of God. Personally I
find’this pettiness very disturbing, especially at this
particular time in the history of the Earth; because I
believe these particular Directors to be under the influence of the same dark forces currently behind all
the negativity and darn-right evil decimating (and
genociding) our own continent, Africa-as
well as
much of the rest of the world...and rapidly spreading
across the globe, today.
I am therefore, also attaching copies of the certified documentation
pertaining to a previous case
against the Phoenix Project for your consideration and
in order to give you background to what is now going
on.
That, and unless we accept that “Divine” intervention is now at work on our-Mankind’s-behalf,
I honestly believe, nay, Know that biblical prophecy will
have its way and at least two-thirds of mankind (a large
proportion of whom, will come from Africa), will literally lose their lives to the “ways of Satan” (if you
will). Of those remaining, some 50+% will be controlled and ruthlessly ruled by “his” rod.
But whilst Knowing this with an absolute certainty,
I also KNOW this whole scenario can be changed IF
we begin listening in the Higher Octave: LIGHT.
In this regard I think the University of Science
greatly blessed, for it was founded upon the “works”
of Walter Russell and theTRUTH which came through
him, which he was gifted to perceive and translate into
Form.
I therefore sincerely believe the US&P should be
playing a positive and supportive, rather than negative and suppressive role in getting this information
out amongst the general public.
As I’ve already implied, I believe this is failing to
happen solely because of some outside influence playing on the “exclusivity and the ego” of certain people
in your midst.. .absolutely contrary to their Inner Knowing and Knowinnness-for. -- yes.- financial and social
reward.
Either way, I wish you well in your new capacity
of President of the University of Science and Philosophy. From what little I have read of your writings, I
think you are the answer to subconscious “the clarion
call” of your people, and will be the one to make the
vitally necessary difference within the organization.
Very sincerely,
&n

Forbes
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Editorial Forum

THEWalkBevon
Walking
SimplyTalkingSomeTalk
J

Editor’s note: While providing
room (starting on
p. 2), in this week 5 CONTACT to air the righteous indignation ofseveral
readersfrom
afar, members of the
team nearby requested a chance to express their views
about our current legal storms, from more of a position “on the ftring line “.
Viewed from a perspective
which takes in the
Larger Picture, it certainly appears there is, as one
reader put it in her letter, a “conspiracy”
afoot
amongst several ready puppets of the dark forces, out
to attack those who contribute to this beacon of Light.
You discern and sort for yourselves,
from these firsthand accounts, those who really walk THE walk-beyond simply talking some talk. Indeed, God wins in
the end, but nobody said the battle would be dull!

Copyrighting
Works
Of

The
God

The word plagiarism is defined in Black’s Law Dic4th Edition (1951), at page 1308, as “The act
of appropriating the literary composition of another,
or parts or passages of his writings, or the ideas or
language of the same, and passing them off as the product of one’s own mind.”
The need for laws to protect one’s own literary work
no doubt arose because of the greedy nature of some
people to take the work of someone else and then appropriate it for themselves. If you were to tell a friend
about an idea you had for writing a story and then
shortly thereafter you saw your story idea in print under the authorship of your friend, you would be justified in feeling that your friend had stolen your idea,
and you would probably no longer consider them to be
a friend.
The Founders of America and the Framers of her
Constitution
no doubt understood this problem when
they incorporated the provisions for protection of same
in the Constitution at Article I, Section 8, Clause 8,
which states, “The Congress shall have the power to
promote the progress of science and useful arts, by securing for limited time to authors and inventors the
exclusive right to their respective writings and discoveries.” The purpose of the Clause; as well as the extent and the manner in which it is to be applied, are
the source of continuous debate.
The Supreine Court stated in 1984, in the case of
Sony Corp. v. Universal City Studios, Inc., 104 S.Ct.
774,782, that a copyright “is intended to motivate the
creative activity of authors and inventors” and at the
same time “to allow the public access to the products
tionary,

of their genius.. .” Thus, the Congress, in passing copyright legislation, did promote the progress of science
and useful arts.
In order to protect the literary expressions of authors and at the same time to promote the discovery of
new facts and information, copyright legislation drew
a clear distinction between fictional and non-fictional
writings. Title 17 U.S.C. Section 102(b), states in
part that, “in no case does copyright protection for an
original work of authorship extend to any idea, procedure,. . . concept, principle, or discovery.” Accordingly,
works of fiction are provided much wider copyright
protection, while facts cannot be copyrighted. As one
court stated, “the cause of knowledge is best served
when history is the common property of all.” See:
Hoehling v. Universal City Studios, Inc., 618 F.2d 972
(2d Cir.). Another court went so far as to say that “fact”
encompasses all “historical information”.
See: Craft
v. Kobler, 667 F.Supp. 120, 122 (S.D.N.Y. 1987). Are
not all of the writings of Doris Ekker within the realm
of “historical information”?
The one pervasive prerequisite element for copy
right protection is that such protection can exist only
in “original works of authorship.” See: Roth Greeting
Cards v. United Card Co., 429 F.2d 1106 (9th Cir.
1970); also, Title 17 USC. Section 102(a).
In a 1944 case it was reasoned that since an author
is “the beginner... the first mover of anything.. . (the)
creator, originator” it follows that a work is not the
product of an author unless the work is original. See:
Remick Music Corp. v. Interstate Hotel Corp. of Nebraska, 58 ESupp. 523 (D.C. Neb.).
If an author were to recognize that higher intelligences or entities, invisible to most humans, were available to impart into the mind of the author some profound FACTUAL wisdom, and if such an author were
to actually receive in his mind such higher profound
FACTUAL wisdom, and if the author were to write
down the information as it was imparted into his or
her brain, then it would follow that the author would
not be the real creator or originator of such written
words. The real creator or originator of such profound
wisdom would, of course, be “the first mover” of the
information, that is, the Higher Intelligence or entity.
Many people today may have difficulty accepting
the fact that invisible, higher intelligences or entities
may exist, But there is a growing body of individuals
who have come to the realization that there is more to
the picture than meets the eye. In other words, these
people recognize that there is an invisible realm or
dimension of existence that stands behind the visible,
physical world we all perceive. These people might
well consider the imparting to mankind of some information from higher sources to be “divine inspiration”.
Marcus Tullius Cicero (106-43 B.C.); the great

Roman statesman, orator and writer, knew well about
the imparting of higher wisdom when he said, “Nemo
Unquam Wr Magnus Fuit, Sine Aliquo Divino Afflatu”,
“No one was ever a great man without some divine inspiration.”
Doris Ekker holds those words of Cicero near and
dear to her heart, but has modified them to suit our
modern understanding of an equal recognition of the
importance of the contribution of women. Doris says,
“No one was ever a great man or woman without some
divine inspiration.”
It appears for all intents and purposes that Walter
Russell also recognized or intuitively understood the
words of Cicero, as Mr. Russell had stated that his
works on the subject of Light had been imparted to him
from some higher intelligence or “White Light”, and
that this higher intelligence had told Walter that the
information imparted was for all mankind and must be
as freely given to the world as the information had been
given to Walter himself. In addition, the higher intelligence also told Walter that other people would come
along in the future, including both men and women,
and that they would be receiving the same information.
It appears that Walter Russell understood and accepted the above arrangement and for 2 or 3 years he
published his writings on the subject of Light for all
the world to see, without copyrighting the material.
Walter was scorned for his work, which was considered far out, as it did not at all comport with what
the mainstream scientific community was portraying
as the way things are. Walter realized that his work
was perhaps a bit ahead of its time and that the world
was not ready to accept the information. (This appears
to be a common problem with geniuses.) It is also quite
conceivable that those who really run the world from
behind the scenes did not want the truth revealed to
the public in any manner whatsoever. In any event,
Walter decided to go against the instructions of the
White Light that had imparted the information to him,
and Walter had the written material copyrighted in his
name. Although he may have done so in order to protect the material from being distorted, later on others
could come along and say it was Walter’s work and
not from a higher source!
It would appear that a case could be made that since
Walter Russell was now appropriating the scientific
work on the subject of Light for himself, even though
he knew that the real creator or originator of the information was a higher intelligence, or White Light
(or God, if you will), and that Walter was now passing
this information off as the product of his own mind,
then Walter Russell could be considered to be copyrighting the works of God. This is where things become rather curious.
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God, or some other non-physical higher entity, may
freely impart wisdom or higher truths into the minds
of humans. God appears to have no need for either
human courtrooms or for the money that can be garnered there by those who are successful and come out
as the “winner”. God’s interest in His realm of existence does appear to be Light. Humans, for the most
part, have not yet realized that you cannot buy that
Light with all the money in the world. In fact, if you
had all the money in the world and did not use it freely
and wisely to better the lot of your fellow humans, you
would be in an even worse position toward acquiring a
bit of the Light. This is the meaning of the expression, “It is easier for a camel to pass through the eye
of a needle than it is for a rich man to enter the gates
of heaven.”
So, what we see is that God gives in abundance to
humans, but unless humans have achieved a balance
with their own egos, then those egos will lead humans
down the path of taking God’s gifts for themselves.
We must learn to share those gifts.
Now, what is of real interest is the fact that the
University of Science and Philosqphy is trying to bring
contempt charges against Doris Ekker for allegedly
plagiarizing the work of Walter Russell, and then publishing it, simply because 0.2 percent of what Doris
has written and published in the past 2 years bears some
resemblance to something Walter Russell wrote in the
1920s.
If Walter Russell received his information about
the subject of Light from a higher source (God), and if
Doris Ekker received her information on the subject of
Light, from a higher source (God), and if God is consistent arid does not change His own information regarding the subject of Light, then it only stands to reason that some of what Walter Russell has written and
some of what Doris Ekker has written is going to bear
some resemblance.
The 194 1 case of Oliver v. Saint Germain Foundation, 41 F.Supp. 296 (S.D. Cal.), bears more than a
striking resemblance to the US&P case against the
Ekkers,
and offers
persuasive
argument
for
considereing the US&P case to be baseless and without foundation or merit.
Basically, the case involved an action by Mr. Leslie
Oliver and others who had written a book entitled A
Dweller on Two Planets.
Oliver admitted that he had
received the information from a higher (non-physical)
entity named Phylos. Mr. Oliver even admitted that
he was not the author of the work, but that Phylos was.
Oliver contended that an author connected with Saint
Germain Foundation had plagiarized Oliver’s material
to write a similar book. The action by Oliver sought
an injunction, damages, and impounding of all copies
of the offending book and to be finally destroyed. Does
this sound familiar???
The decision of the court stated in part, “Who can
say that the spirit of the Master or Masters, whether
called by one name or another, might not see fit to use
both men as instrumentalities or amanuenses for communicating their messages of guidance and direction
to humanity7 The law deals with realities and does
not recognize communication with and the conveyances
of legal rights by the spiritual world as the basis for
its judgment... One who narrates matters of fact may
be protected by copyright as to his arrangement, manner and style, but not as to material or ideas therein
set forth. Nichols v. Universal Pictures Corp., D.C.,
34 F.2d 145.”
The court went on to say, “There is no plagiarism
or copying of words and phrases as such, but only slight
similarity of experiences in that the parties became
agencies for communicating between the spiritual and
material worlds.. .” Understandably,
the court dismissed the case!
Doris Ekker writes directly what she receives from
higher entities and has no cause or instruction to interpret what she receives. There is a legal maxim that
states her position succinctly: Quando Verba Et Mens
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Congruunt, Non Est Interpretationi Locus, “When the
words and the mind agree, there is no place for interpretation.” Furthermore, Doris Ekker does not copyright the Words of God. That is something she cannot
and will not ever do.
Therefore, since Doris Ekker arrived at her information regarding the subject of Light independently
from Walter Russell, and since her work bears some
resemblance to Russell’s simply because the source,
God, is the same source and His Truth is unchanging,
then we need to look at the court’s decision in the case
of O’Rourke v. RKO Radio Pictures, 44 F.Supp. 480,
482,483 (D.C. Mass.). That court stated in its decision that “(E)ven an exact counterpart of another’s
work does not constitute ‘plagiarism’ if such counterpart was arrived at independently.”
Said another way, the courts have argued that a
work is original and may command copyright protection even if it is completely identical with a prior work,
provided it was not copied from such prior work but is
rather a product of the independent efforts of its author. See: 197 1 case of Harcourt, Brace & World, Inc.
v. Graphic Controls Corp., 329 F.Supp. 517 (S.D.N.Y.).
Again, Doris Ekker did not copy her work on the subject of Light from anyone else, yet neither does she
wish to copyright the works of God.
In the final analysis, it appears that Walter Russell
himself may be liable for copyrighting the works of
God (if such a state of affairs is cognizable At Law),
while Doris Ekker now suffers undue burden and hardship by being charged with contempt for a crime she
did not commit!!!
If the legal maxim is true that, Lex Semper
Intendit Quod Convenit Rationi, “The law always
intends what is agreeable to reason,” then Doris
should have a reasonable expectation of US&P immediately issuing a formal apology to her personally.
For, either Doris Ekker has a reasonable expectation that she may exercise her God-given and Constitutionally guaranteed Right to Freedom of Expression
or she does not. And if she does not have that Right
then there is no Constitution in Force and Effect. And
if there is no Constitution in Force and Effect, then
there is absolutely no basis, foundation or authority
for any court to exist anywhere to find anyone in contempt of anything! If that is the case, then God help
us all, for our courts and our government would be
operating under tyranny and dictatorial rule, without
the consent of The People our Constitution represents! ! !
***

Pity The Pathetic
Haters And Liars
Editor’s note:
“Dr. John Doe”
is the newest
member of CONTACT’s local team of contributors.
You can expect to enjoy more of “Dr. John’s” wit,
style and down-to-Earth
insight in upcoming issues
of
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DR JOHN DOE

Truth is once again under attack. So what else is
new?
And once again, as always, the most virulent attackers are the very ones who stood closest to the Divine-on-Earth,
but yielded to those special tempters
who prey upon the “called” (and sometimes even the
“chosen”) and were thereby sucked away from their
higher opportunity. Just as the man called Jesus was
betrayed by those closest within his circle, so again
today it’s the one-time servants of God who ally themselves with the outright scoundrels and evilers straight
from hell.
Thus, for example, a key deception in Satan’s latest affront against the miehtv outuourina of Truth oc-
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curring in.Tehachapi, California, for lo these past nine
years comes from one Father Ed Cleary, apparently
helpful during one phase of the work here, but just now
another stupefied pawn of darkness. His ignorant assertion of the Ekkers’ “ 100% control” over every tiny
aspect of the CONTACT’s contents is a critical component in the recent US&P campaign of terror aimed at
silencing “Dharma,” the scribe who (often reluctantly)
has to pen whatever her “Cohan” Hatonn puts out.
Anyone having even a passing acquaintance with
the facts surrounding this paper’s production are all
too aware of the difficulties EJ and Doris Ekker have
just keeping up with the ongoing flow of print material from these offices, let alone maintaining complete
control over the form in which even Hatonn’s own writings end up on the page. Neither of them, of course,
had anything whatsoever to do with the staff oversight
of reprinting several “banned” passages of Hatonn’s
which loosely paraphrased several dozen apt phrases
of the gifted Mr. Russell, whom the US&P claims to
own outright.
Aside from the common sense realization that the
three protested passages comprise a minuscule 0.2%
of Hatonn’s total writings in CONTACT for the twoyear period under dispute (and barely 0.1% of the copy
contained in the 104 issues put out during 1995-961,
the simple fact is that these two had absolutely NO say
in their being reprinted. Nor’ could anyone familiar
with the exigencies involved in putting out a weekly
paper, often running 60-80 tightly packed pages, really fault CONTACT’s staff for reprinting such lofty
and helpful material without first screening every paragraph of Russell’s beautiful The Secret of Light and
The Divine Iliad for possibly similar phraseology.
What makes the whole lawsuit so ludicrous is that
the supposedly aggrieved party in the case, one “Dr.”
Tim Binder, who was evidently removed as the US&P’s
director some time ago (an organization that has just
pulled another director, by the way, raising the question of who’s really running this decaying monstrosity
that appears to be more dedicated to suppressing than
to spreading the Walter Russell message), could hardly
be called a student of the great Russell himself. His
entire attitude is so bizarrely out-of-sync with the spirit
and message of the teaching he pretends to value that
the very existence of this lawsuit constitutes a major
embarrassment to US&P, if not a prima facie case
against their right to claim the Russell intellectual
heritage.
That any financial harm has been done “them”
(whoever “they” are-for
again, Tim Binder appears
to be representing only himself in this action, and
clearly no longer speaks for the Board, though he may
retain his seat as a director) would obviously need to
be proved by, say, hard evidence of some drop in sales
of the books in point corresponding in time to the asserted damage done by CONTACT to US&P’s financial
interests. No such loss being documented, the suit reveals its real purpose-of harassment, pure-and simple.
Plainly, this is a dying organization, desperately reaching out in its final throes to slash and burn as, again,
is so common (and predictable) among those who once
sensed the rightness of rightness, but then, sadly,
turned their backs.
So corrupt is our legal system, however, and so
virulent is the hatred that darkness always has for the
Light, that these spiritually dead, soulless beings may
manage to inflict some brief physical discomfort upon
a few in the hot seats offered to truth’s servants on this
weary, suffering planet-but
stop the spread of the
Lighted Message of God Himself in these desperate
days? I hardly think so. ‘Interestingly, the very losties
themselves, in the depths of the self-hatred which has
driven them into their weird pacts with Old Nick, sense
that they can never turn back the tide-for as this one
paper continually proclaims to the world, “God too has
a Plan 2000,” But the inability to swallow their pride,
admit they were wrong and make peace with their Heavenly Father is a neculiaritv of the insanity which over-
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takes those who, having been shown Truth, later come
deny it. As the Master Teacher pointed out, “No man,
having put his hand to the plough, and looking back,
is fit for the kingdom of God” (5’1.Luke 9~62).
Of course, traitors and “jailhouse informers” are
always among us. For as the ,Master also said, “And a
man’s foes shall be they of his own household” (St.
Matthew 10:36). So if a world-weary judge chooses to
believe a perjured ex-priest, lying in a fruitless attempt
to try to forget his own failure to save himself at the
end of life, well, again, what else is new? But if the
day has come when one man’s expression of the timeless truths of God’s love for mankind render any subsequent re-portrayal unlawful if couched in similar
words, then surely these are the last days foretold for
this planet and Satan really has been unleashed on Earth.
Fortunately, however, the real truth is that we humans on this planet could easily oust the tiny, tiny fragment of wickedness among us by spreading the knowledge that heals. This is why the attack is made, even
though it is so outrageous, so laughably spurious on
the very face of things. Those extremely few would-be
world controllers feel their long-hatched plans slipping away from them right in the middle of what was
supposed to be their stunning moment of victory:
They’re battling openly among themselves and on the
verge of tearing each other to pieces. (No honor among
thieves, y’know.) And CONTACT is practically the only
print source consistently tracking their downfall; it’s
an embarrassment to every would-be king caught without his clothes on.
Now really, doesn’t anyone with even half a brain
realize that, of course, God wins in the end? That’s
every time! To be satanic is just plain stupid. The
“enemies” of CONTACT and of the Ekkers in this lawsuit, just like enemies of freedom of expression and
thought everywhere, destroy primarily themselves. Pity
the pathetic evil-doers for, as Christ so eloquently put
it, “they know not what they do.”
But let ‘em get away with the tiniest infringement
of even one hair on the heads of these dear, selfless
hearers and doers of the Divine imperative?
ABSOLUTELY NOT! Be warned, ye bottom-feeding creeps
and crooks, it is you who, individually and personally,
pay the highest price for your crimes against God and
Truth, far, far more excruciatingly than any discomfort you can ever inflict through your despicable barratries and fabricated indictments. You will lose, both
in this world and in the Real world. It’s never too late
to return Home, true, but you’re gonna need all the
help you can get. Best wishes.
In the meantime, please crawl back under whatever rock you inhabit. We have a job to do, thank you,
and will just be getting on with it, if you don’t mind.
***

My Personal Opinion
As I’ve Seen It
2/7/97

BRENT MOORHEAD

I first visited Tehachapi in September of 199 1. My
wife and I came here to meet the people who were publishing the most Truthful and Meaningful information
we had ever seen. Our first impression of the town
was one of wonderment as to why anyone would want
to live here. After meeting many of the people involved
in the work of the Phoenix Project, we immediately
‘understood the reason. It had little to do with the geographic location, but it was the people and the Higher
Energies involved who were and are important.
At that time, George Green was the publisher of
the Phoenix Liberator and the Phoenix Journals. I remember asking him if there were any full time paying
jobs available for someone with my job skills. His answer was a welcome one in that he said he would like
us to move here as soon as possible and we would have
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full-time, paying jobs upon arrival. I kept in close
contact with George over the next eight months and he
always reminded me that everything was still “a go”
for us to come and work. I trusted him then, until our
arrival in Tehachapi in May of 1992.
You can imagine our excitement when we got here
in our Ryder rental truck. I immediately jumped out
and headed for George’s office and sat down to discuss
when I would start my new job. The first thing George
said was that things were a little slow and he could
probably find me some part-time work. My heart sank!
What had I done? Looking back now I must say that
God works in mysterious ways because within six weeks
after we came to Tehachapi, George and Desiree moved
to Gardnerville, Nevada. I then became the Business
Manager for the Phoenix Liberator (later CONTACT
& Phoenix Source Distributors, Inc.). George soon afterward offered a job to me in Carson City, Nevada,
but how or why would I trust someone who had just
proven to me to be a liar?
I have seen many people come and go around here,
and really, it’s very interesting to see how they actually behave after the honeymoon is over. Most of the
people who came here to work, and are now professed
enemies, came with seemingly good intentions.
I’ve
also noticed looking back that many came with a boat
load of pain, guilt, low self-esteem and/or emotional
baggage which they hoped could somehow be alleviated merely by performing the work of our mission.
What they discovered was that they were the same
people here that they were before they came here. No
instant transformations were noted, no one received a
bop on the forehead and a magic cure for whatever ailed
them Spiritually or physically. They found the work
to be hard and long and the accolades to be non-existent. What a bummer!
When it was discovered that George Green had run
off with almost S400,OOO.OOworth of gold intended
for the Phoenix Institute, it became even more clear
whv George wanted to become involved. He saw what
he thought was a chance to set up a gold mine with the
Phoenix Institute. When George discovered that he
wouldn’t be able to split town with all the Institute
funds, he took what he could, and is still trying his
best to make E. J. and Doris responsible for his actions.
God only knows what stories he told some lenders to
the Institute. It’s very interesting to note that the few
who are trying to shut down the Phoenix Institute now
became involved financially because of George Green
when he was an Officer and Director of the Institute.
Now, they are blindly following a course which could
only benefit George’s lawyers and George. Go figure.
These adversarial people. are motivated in different ways. Some are moved by what they believe is their
work, some by money, others by over-inflated
ego
(which translates to feelings of very low self-worth) or
any combination thereof, George and Desire&s main
motivation, as far as I can tell, has been money and
ego. They are constantly moving and trying to cover
their tracks. George recently told a bunch of people
that he moved to Las Vegas when, in fact, he moved to
Coeur d’ Alene, Idaho.
How many of you know that George loaned almost
a million dollars to Lee and Brit Elders to finance the
publication of Billy Meier photos in book form? How
many of you know that George turned right around and
sued them for his money back and obtained most of
the books and, for all practical purposes, bankrupted
the Elders? Does anyone else see a pattern here?
I didn’t know Leon Fort very well, but I noticed
that he changed rather abruptly in intention and attitude toward the Institute when a certain person moved
in with him. 00~s.
I knew Betty Tuten fairly well when she was here,
and I always liked her. There have often been the hang
ers-on around here who don’t seem to like us a lot but
just can’t seem to leave. A couple of those types began working on Betty a few months before she left. I
could see what was happening when Betty’s usually
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cheery attitude began to diminish as the ones to whom
I refer began to take her ego through the wringer. They
told her that she was unappreciated and being taken
advantage of by those of us who work at the CONTACT
office. Nothing could have been further from the truth
and I told Betty that when I saw her feeling so down.
Betty did volunteer work on the newspaper as well as
cleaning up around the offices and meeting room. She
even bought her own cleaning supplies, etc. This, she
did gladly and lovingly, until she was duped into thinking otherwise by the hangers-on.
Unfortunately for
Betty, she bought the lies being fed to her. And when
she sank to contacting George, it’s been all downhill
for her from there.
Saddest of all for me has been the parting of the
ways with the Ence (Enz?) family. Unfortunately, Rod
was a complete failure as a farmer. He will tell you
that it was everybody else’s fault but his own, of course.
I recall Rod telling us how badly his father treated him
as a child and that nothing he would ever do would be
quite good enough in his father’s eyes. It was obvious
that Rod, a man in his forties, was still carrying a heavy
emotional burden from childhood which greatly affected him, even to the present day.
As a result of this load, Rod greatly resented anyone who appeared as an authority. This rancor extended to E.J. and Charles who tried their best to salvage three years of failed spelt crops on the farm. Rod
was offered other work (more in-line with his expressed
pleasure of the perfect job) several months before he
was asked to leave the farm, but he declined. We found
out later that, more than a year before Rod was fued,
he had decided he didn’t like our mission and most of
us. Apparently, he *wanted to milk the job for all he
could get before moving on. With free rent and utilities, a good salary, free gas, a free vehicle and all the
Welfare he could whip up, I guess he figured, “Why
not?”
He had been meeting for years with Mike Blinston
and Ed Cleary who promised to put Rod in charge of
all their farming when they got their big funding from
the Philippines. So, Rod felt very comfortable in kissing all of us off. When it became known that Rod had
solicited funds from Phoenix Institute supporters
($23,000.00) and then turned around and kept it for
himself, I believe that was the last straw for most of us
who knew him. These dear friends thought that they
were sending funds to buy equipment in support of the
Phoenix Institute and stated as much in an affidavit.
Rod would never have known about these people except for the fact that he was President of the Phoenix
Institute at that time. Rod not only lied to everyone
about it, but originally he told everyone that the money
came from his family.
Somewhere around September of 1995, Rod publicly announced at a meeting his enmity for Hatonn
and all of us so-called misguided ones. I suppose in
his mind he thought he was confronting the ones who
mistreated him so terribly. Actually, Rod stood there
at the meeting, yelling as loud as he could about what
a fake and liar Hatonn was. It was a pathetic display
because Rod was shaking all over and he made a total
fool of himself. Hatonn waited until the tirade was
over before he calmly responded to Rod’s deaf ears. It
was obvious to me that this was the boy who still could
not gain the approval of his father. Rod’s family members have since toed the line and blindly followed Rod’s
specious justifications. In the case of his children, that
is totally understandable, but still sad. In the very same
meeting Ed Cleary got up and announced that all the
trips that he and Mike Blinston made to the Philippines and other places, which the Phoenix Institute
sponsored in hopes of getting funding for Institute
projects, was for their own benefit and no one else.
This was no surprise at that moment, given the obvious collaboration of these pretenders. The next day I
asked Cleary for his office key. I saw no reason for
CONTACT, Inc. to furnish office space and a free telephone for his use any longer. He said, “You can’t tell
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me what to do, Sonny!” I told him that his attitude
was fine with me because I had already ordered a new
lock for that afternoon.
Recently, I attended a court hearing regarding the
Ekker house case in Bakersfield.
After the attorney
for the Ekkers made a compelling argument and showed
how opposition attorney Steven Horn had deliberately
lied to the court, Judge Chapin simply ignored the
whole issue and once again ruled against the Ekkers.
This is the latest of a long string of unbelievable courtroom rulings I have witnessed over the last five years.
This particular hearing was most interesting because
former Judge Jason Brent made an appearance in the
courtroom just before the proceedings began. I believe
that his presence there was a message to Judge Chapin
that he had better “do the right thing” as far as “Judge”
Brent was concerned.
Jason Brent is the one who stated that he violently
disliked the Ekkers and he was a former Judge on this
same case, as most of you will remember. It has been
rumored that Jason Brent’s former law firm in Beverly
Hills had an interest in Santa Barbara Savings & Loan
(the foreclosing lenders) at the time the no-sale took
place with the honse the Ekkers were living in and had
hoped to bny. If that is true, it certainly is grounds for
a lot of legal types to be sweating profusely over this
case. This is the same Jason Brent who is a member of
the Mensa Society and spouts that all the old and infirm should be killed for the benefit of the intelligent
members of society such as himself. Oh barfl
Jason Brent and his new law partner have been advertising locally in the newspaper and on at least one
prominent billboard along a major local highway. In
their ad it says: “Sharks? You betl” Talk about telling on yourself. This comes from a former Judge who
is supposed to be dedicated to justice. So much for
that nonsensical, outdated idea.
What has to be looked at here is the obvious about
the Ekkers. The plain truth is that if they were unscrupulous crooks as accused by the Green brigade etc.,
why are they still here? Why didn’t they take the money
and run years ago and avoid all the hassle and heartache? They certainly are not living the “good life”
enjoying great vacations and a luxury lifestyle. If their
bags are packed as Ence and Green have told everybody, then they missed the boat a long time ago: As
far as I’ve seen, their biggest thrill in life is driving to
a good buffet restaurant in the tiny town of Inyokern
near Ridgecrest a couple times a year. Why have they
continued to fight an uphill battle rigged against them
from the start? The answer is simple: They have
agreed to be a part of a much larger team of Lightminded individuals who are willing to present and
stand up for The Truth, despite the attack from the
puppets of the dark forces who are trying desparately

to prevail against The Light. The truth of the matter
is: God wins in the end. Hold that in your hearts!

NON SEQUITUR
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An Opinion Statement
On The
George Green Debacle
t/7/97

RICK MARTIY

As several of us helped George and De&d Green
move to Tehachapi from LaCosta, just outside of San
Diego, in 1990, we helped to pack up their home office. I remember thinking to myself, amidst the externally opulent setting, “What chaos.”
Referring to an open, intriguing box I was carrying, I off-handedly asked, “What’s in this box?”
“Oh, those are Billy Meier’s UFO photographs.”
Observing what appeared to be, literally, hundreds of
photos and slides, I recalled Billy Meier, on a videotape I had recently watched, when asked to produce
his original photographs, he simply said, “They’ve
been stolen.” Little did I know that my observation of
chaos and apparent theft would be a precursor for
things to come.
I also remember seeing a copy of the oversized
UFO color photograph book of Billy Meier’s work, a
fairly rare bird. It was only later that I would find out
the trail of tears behind its production, distribution
and ultimate lawsuit with Lee and Brit Elders by the
Greens.
Dharma has been “receiving” since 1987, and had
published 4 Journals prior to George Green entering
the picture. And yet, at the time, it was almost as if
George and Desire6 Green entered on a white horse to
get the rapidly produced Word to print, bound, and
out to the world. Little did we know it was, in actuality, a dark horse and the agenda was far more sinister
than simply spreading truth. It was as with Col.
Wendelle Stevens’ UFO research, which George $
Desiree published-get
the rights, publish a few thousand books, then bury it!
How do I know these things, and how am I able to
write about them? First hand experience and observation.
George and Desire&, upon arriving in Kern County,
immediately chose to live in a gated community outside of town, out of reach to even those with whom
they worked. No listed telephone numbers, of course.
I was later to find out from George personally that the
mob in Denver was looking for him. In hindsight, I
had more advance clues than I realized at the time.
Not long after George and Desire6 set up America
West Publishers/America West Distributors operations
in Tehachapi, I went to work for a corporation providing office management services to America West. Specifically, I wanted to help in getting The Word out to
the public. I shared the same office space with George
Green for over a year. During that time I heard many
clandestine calls, often in bizarre code, I remember
on several occasions looking up at him and thinking,
“You’ve got to be kidding.”
Frequently on radio shows, George and Desire6 did
succeed in letting people know The Word was coming
forth, but unfortunately the cultish, conspiratorial,
UFO-spin that George put into his talks made the information seem more lunatic fringe than from Higher
Source.
After the newsletter THE PHOENIX JOURNAL
EXPRESS was established and in production,
and
George had structured the Phoenix Institute for Research & Education, Ltd. (a Nevada corporation), the
mail started pouring in. This newsletter would later
evolve into the newspaper, THE PHOENIX LIBERA-
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While it is true that I picked up the mail daily and
signed for numerous packages daily, both at the Post
Office and from UPS, I did not open the mail. From
my prior corporate background, I found this very unusual, but George would personally open all mail-often, like Midas, tearing into each envelope looking for
money before even considering the contents in print.
Yes, the clues were certainly there.
At some point-1 guess it was around the time that
the University of Science & Philosophy brought suit
for copyright infringement-George
began to get really nervous. Plans were being made for Nevada operations. A Carson City hotel/casino was on the table
as one possibility for George. Of cotuse, at the time
George was also sitting on $350,000 in gold coins
which he had stolen from the Institute. No wonder he
was nervous.
Before they left Tehachapi, some 50 or so Jo&
nals were in print and occasionalIy I would travel with
George and Desire6 and my mother, Zita, to various
trade shows to help publicize The Word. Desire6 had
“received” much of The Phoenix Operator-Owner
It was a real
Manual, and also Pm-Flight Instructions.
shocker to both my mother and me to witness George
and Desire6 m promoting those two Journals out of
the 501 It was extremely evident there was some other
agenda going on here, which, in fact, we discussed with
others at the time.
Just prior to this time, I was privy to many diffrculties George and Desire6 were having with authors
whom they’d published. One such author was Dolores
Cannon, who had written
Conversations
With
Another was the author of The ImmacuNostradamous.
late Deception: The’ Bush Crime Family Exposed. And,
in fact, there were others.
But then came the rather sudden move to Nevada.
Shortly after they had gone to Nevada, the giftor of the
gold to the Institute telephoned to see if the gold had
arrived, as he had not been notified. Stunned, when
E.J. Ekker found out this news, a lawsuit was immediately initiated on behalf of the Phoenix Institute to recover the gold coins. That suit was originally filed in
early 1993. It has yet to be ultimately resolved, despite two Nevada Supreme Court rulings ordering return of the gold to the owner.
In their Jan. 4, 1996 Order Dismissing Appeal for
Case No. 26286, the five Supreme Court judges stated,
[quoting:]
This is an appealfim
an order ofthe district court
dismissing respondent’s complaint.
During 1991, appellant George Green (“Green”) received four shipments of gold coins from David Overton (“Overton’)
which were meant to be donated to respondent Phoenix Institute for Research & Education, a Nevada cor-
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poration (“Phoenix”).
Overton donated the gold coins
to Phoenix in order to assist Phoenix in publishing
some of its publications.
Green, representing himself
to Overton as an officer or trustee of Phoenix, did not
deliver the gold coins to Phoenix. Instead, after mov-
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matter7 It won’t just go away. For the State Bar of
Nevada to investigate its own is like the fox guarding
the hen house. The Secretary of State for Nevada has
disavowed any responsibility or jurisdiction. The Assembly of Nevada, AT LEAST, has called for an ining to Gardnerville, Nevadd, Green hid some of the quiry. But it always returns to the State Bar and Rob
gold coins in his home and buried the remainder of Bare. Well, Mr. Bare, just what would Executive Dithe gold coins in his back yard
rector
ayne Blevins have to say about your lack of
Then, further into the ruling we read, [quoting:]
response$ eness to the members of the public holding
We conclude that the district court did not err by Nevada corporations who want a resolution to these
returning the gold coins to Overton without conductindiscretions by members of the Bar?
In dismissing Phoenix’s causes of acing a hearing.
It is time to stop trying to push your responsibility
tion, the district courtfound that Green had been holdinappropriately onto CONTACT and get on with your
ing the gold coins in constructive
trust for Overton.
investigation.
Mr. Horton and Mr. Abbott should not
This court has stated that “[al constructive
trust is a be allowed to practice law within your state boundaries,
remedial device by which the holder of legal title to period!

property is held tp be a trustee of that property for the
benejit of another who in good conscience is entitled
to it. ” Locken v. Locken, 98 Nev. 369, 372, 650 P2d
803, 804-05 (1982).
In the interests of effectuating
justice, we do not deem it necessary to conduct a hearing in order to return property to a constructive trustor.

Then, further into the ruling, [quoting:]
We conclude that Overton did not divest title to
the gold coins when he delivered them to Green.
Overton -testified that he intended to gift the gold
coins to Phoenix, not to Green. [End quoting.]
Almost immediately upon arriving in Nevada,
George telephoned several people in Tehachapi to ask
them to pull their money out of the Phoenix Institute
IN GOLD. He arranged for a meeting in Gardnerville
with John and Eleanor Schroepfer, Leon Fort and Bud
Clark. He discussed with them “his projects”, which,
in reality, had been stolen from E.J. Ekker and me.,
It was at this time that George and Desire6 began
their full frontal assault against those involved in the
Phoenix work. In one of the fast such assaults, George
writes in the letter to Nora Boyles dated Sept. 26,1993,
on America WestDistributors letterhead, “Billy Meier
had contacted us with messages from the Pleiadian
Command and they discount the Tehachapi project.”
How convenient.
To be continued...
***
Editor ‘s note: And while we ‘re at it, let’s set yet
another lie to Truth from the bumper crop ofprevarication that seems to be piling up faster than hog-pen
manure after a slop-eating frenzy.

State Bar Of Nevada
Misleads Inquiring Public
2J7J97

RICK MARTIN

It has been called to our attention here at CONTACT that Mr. Rob W. Bare, Assistant Bar Counsel to
the State Bar of Nevada, is misleading the inquiring
public [see his letter in the box to the right]. Mr. Bare,
in recent communications with those expressing concern over the illegal and unethical antics of two buddies of the George Brigade, Nevada attorneys George
Abbott and David Horton, has informed the public that
he is in communication (implying recently) with CONTACT: THE PHOENIX PROJECT.
That is a lie. The
last communication any of us here at CONTACT, received from Mr. Bare was dated May 17, 19951
For those individuals concerned about the assaults
against the Nevada corporation The Phoenix Institute
for Research & Education, Ltd., it is very interesting
to note that Mr. Bare would deflect such legitimate calls
for investigation to the doorstep of CONTACT, which
really has nothing to do with any of it-other than also
being concerned about these abuses.
Just when is the buck going to stop being passed
from desk to desk within the state of Nevada, and who
is going to stand responsible for investigating this

Editor ‘s note: Zf you haven f already read the letterfrom Rob W Bare to John H. Ray in the box below,
please do so now before going on to John Ray’s reply
to k4r Bare.

John H. Ray
916 Swartmore Court
Schaumburg, Illinois 60 193
Rob W. Bare, Esq.
c/o State Bar of Nevada
1325 Airmotive Way, Suite 140
Reno, Nevada 89502
February 9, 1997
Re: Complaint of HARASSMENT resulting from

STATE BAR OF NEVADA
.--- --REPLY TO a

RENO

0

LAS VEGAS

Janualy 7,1997

Jojut H. Ray

916 Swattnioti Cod
Skhaumburg,
Illinois60193
Rt:

Gmgt

&%J& Esq. & David Horton, Esq.

Dear Mr. Ray:
This to adviseyou thatthis office is in receiptof your letterof concern
regardingC!~tact, tht Phomix Projectand attorneysGeorgeAbbottandDavid
HO&&L
Whileit is true for the proper place for this diaputc to be settledwouldbe
the civil courts,thisoffice haspreviouslyapprisedContactto keepus updatedas
tothe~~u~~in~yongoinglitigatian
concerning&kAbbottandh
Mr. Horton. We have‘informed
Contactto pleasenoti us immediatelyshould
a court make specific findingsof improprietyconccming the actions of Mr.
AWU.
Thank you for bringing this mattu to our

attention.

ROBW. BARE!
Bar Counsel
RWBzjb
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inquiry to State Bar of Nevada on conduct of certain
NV attorneys.
Dear Mr. Rob W. Bare, Esq.,
I find it highly probable that you, in finally acting
on my Oct. 17, 1996 inquiry into the questionable conduct of attorney(s) Abbott and Horton, Esqs., have now
invoked this same harassing conduct towards me that
generated my initial concerns. This was the purpose
of my request for an inquiry into this type of harassment and coercion being condoned in Nevada.
I am now receiving packets of materials from unknown soum(s)
(postmarked, Las Vegas) with only
the envelope addressed to me. They contained a letter
to you, Rob W. Bare, from an Ann Beam, President of
Infinite Balance, Inc. with copy(s) to Abbott and
Horton, Esq. in reference to CONTACT, tlte Phoenix
Project. It seems this “CONTACT”, which I assume is
another Nevada corporation, is also having difficulties with Abbott and Horton, Esq., judging by the contents of this letter. I also received (unknown source)
a copy of a letter to a Doris Ekker from a Sharri, which
also made reference to CONTACT. These were in addition to copies of numerous legal filings involving
various other Nevada corporations, a George Green,
Betty Tuten and motions to disqualify attorneys representing corporations in dispute with David Horton’s
clients. This was the exact complaints and rumors I
had heard, which initiated concern for my own as well
as other Nevada corporations and caused me to request
an inquiry.
I found it strange that in your previous response
(delayed two months) you also referred to CONTACT
and not The Phoenix Institute for Research & Education mentioned in my original inquiry request. Then
suddenly I began receiving packets (from *unknown
eource{s}” that intentionally
conceal their identity)
containing materials directly connected to a dispute
between those representing CONTACT and the clients
of David Horton, Esq. I can’t help but suspect that
you may be inadvertently
providing unscrupulous
character(s) with the names and addresses of anyone
inquiring into the conduct of David Horton, Esq. which
expands and perpetuates an already questionable and
unethical practice of harassment.
I am reluctant to
believe you would intentionally aline or jeopardize your
reputation through association with this type of intimidating actions against anyone questioning what I perceive to be unethical practices.
Practically everyone in authority in the State of Nevada has indicated only the State Bar of Nevada has
jurisdiction over attorneys. This leads me then to expect a direct response from you as to the State Bar of
Nevada’s findings which results from your investigation into these reported threats, coercion, intimidation
and harassment of attorneys representing The Phoenix
Institute for Research Bt Education. I also would like
to know what action, if any, the State Bar of Nevada
will take as a result of these findings. You have confused the issue by misrepresenting and/or misdirecting attention towards CONTACT and not the Phoenix
Institute for Research 62 Education, the point of my
inquiry.
Again I am asking for copies of Nevada statutes
giving the State Bar of Nevada sole authority over attorneys’ criminal or unethical conduct. Also I would
like a quicker response to my letters and not the twoplus months on the previous misinterpreted and preconceived acknowledgement.
I want answers from you
as the representative of the State Bar of Nevada, not
clandestine packages in the mail from certain unknown sources, of which I feel is irrelevant at this
time to my inquiry into questionable practices being
condoned in Nevada.
Sincerely,
John H. Ray
CC: Phoenix Institute, Atty. Gen., Sec. of St., St.
Assem., Press/f~Internet
networks
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Update
Ori Janet,
Susan And Briana
The Three Christmas
2/10/97

Miracles

DR AL OVERHOLT

God has given me the opportunity to befriend Janet Le
who was, on Christmas day
brought back after being across the barrier to heaven twice. Y he has a remarkable spirit and
is determined she will not be kept down as an invalid. It must be some of the old spirit of
the Cheyenne and Blackfoot Tribes of her ancestors.
The doctor told her she had 12 broken bones, a concussion of the head, an in’ured neck
vertebra and broke off two front teeth. Her healing is miraculous considering w 31at she has
been through [see picture below of her corn act car affer if became furfher compacfedJ.
She has her shoulder in a harness because o P a fracture and a metal rod from her ht to the
knee, which the doctor told her would have be there for 2 years, and a cast from t e knee
down and then wears a removable brace from the hip down. Her knee cap is gone and her
knee was injured badly. They used art of her hip bone to rebuild the knee area. The doctor
thinks she will have some usage o it later.
Her spirits are good and she says God must have something for her to accomplish to send
her back. She keeps pushing to get her body functioning normally again and is proud of her
fast recovery.
Her hope is to be able to help others save their children from our un’ust system of child
custody and poor home health care. Such as people like her who are h ghting, again, after
losm one daughter who 1s now 16, to the injustice of our of courts, years ago.
SEe is now t ing to gain custody of Susan, an &year-old, and Brian?, approximately
19 months old, wl-l o were put in the custod of an ex-husband after this accident-who,
she
says, wants to keep custod only to get t Ke Welfare money for drugs.
Susan has a‘cast on her r and one on her hand which were broken in the accident and
are healing well. Briana was not injured.
Janet has only been able to see them twice since the accident because of the custody
battle.
Janet says she committed her life to God about 3 years ago and still is committed but
hasn’t had an easy time. This is her 2nd major car accident m 3 years. She was hit from
the rear by an l%wheeler big-rig truck at that time.
Janet was planning for a baby boy before Briana was born and had planned to name him
Brian Daniel which means “strong man of God”, but when she birthed a irl she changed the
name to Briana Damelle meaning ‘strong woman of God”. I think this sitows you where her
heart is.
Janet has a comfortable used mobile home which she aid for and fixed up nicely, short1
before the accident. However. she does have hiah e Pectric bills because it is not we H
insulated and is heated by elect&it , and she has n&d of funds to help with utilities, taxes,
and rent for the mobile home ar.E. Fortunately she has good medical coverage, She
rro;yho
get some help from l octal Secunty but they told her that would be possibly 4-

R

F

eg

She sends you her love and wants you to know she appreciates all the cards and letters
that ones have sent.

Janet, Susan and Briana Leary, 5200 Entrar Dr. #54, Palmdale, CA 93551 fi
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powerful local politicians and members of the Republican Party organization who were participating in using the illegal money in their election campaigns.
Then the Oregon Atty. General through his investigation became suddenly aware of the immensity of
the operation and the full impact of national involvement of U. S. Representatives in using money from these
sources for illegal election purposes.
Not only had they broken Oregon’s RICO statutes,
but they were in serious violation of Internal Revenue
Service laws and rules, and deep violations of House
of Representatives Ethics rules. The entire investigation was covered up, and m
and Wallace were released on minor charges, and the hush was on.
Ginrrrich was involved with all the above named persons, and others as yet unnamed, in participating in
the use of illegal laundered money for election campaigns.
In 1994 the Republicans won control of the House
and Senate, and Speaker GinPrich became all powerful and in line to come into possession of the Presidency.
At the same time in 1994, Robert Smith, who had
been Oregon’s U.S. Representative since clear back in
1983, and involved with the illegal gambling operation when it was busted, had retired.
A new Republican candidate for the Oregon 2nd
District, who was not involved and had not participated
in the illegal gambling and drug money, was elected.
This Representative, Wes Cooley, had promised the
people that, if he was elected, he was going to honestly represent their interests and their Health, Safety
and Welfare to the best of his ability and would not
renege on them.
Soon after taking office, Wes Coolev kept his promise to the people. To keep this promise, Cooley had to
go against the strict commands of Newt Gingrich’s
orders.
Instead of following Gingrich’s orders blindly,
Cooley voted for what he knew was good for America
and his constituents in Oregon.
Immediately Ginarich’s uncontrollable rage descended upon Representative Wes Cooley. No one was
allowed to get out of line-Gingrich
ordered a conspiracy of abject terror against Wes Coolev and his family, designed to force him from office-and to also force
Cooley to abandon his plans to run for reelection.
First Gingrich through his influence obtained Wes
Coolev’s “Dossier” from the FBI. The FBI has Dossiers on each and every U.S. Congressman that at the
necessary time can be used to blackmail them into doing what they are told.
There was nothing incriminating in Coolev’s Dossier, so Ginzrich dredged up the ridiculous charge that
Wes Coolev had lied on a voter campaign pamphlet
which said that he had been in the “Special Forces, in
the Korean War”.
With this as the basis for his rampage against
Cooley, Gingrich instigated and launched the most incredible, sinister conspiracy of threats, intimidation,
blackmail and terroristic menace of implied physical
violence and harm that any U.S. Representative has
ever suffered.
The newspapers and TV programs
throughout the state of Oregon constantly were full of
lies and innuendos against Coolev every minute of the
day, every day of the week for months.
What follows herein is a brief summary of how
Gingrich mounted his insane conspiracy of terror
against Coolev and who was involved and behind it.
The conspiracy brought into play all of the corrupt Representatives, Republican Party members, local politicians etc., who had been involved in the 1983 illegal
gambling and drug money laundering.
In this incredible conspiracy to destroy an elected
U.S. Representative and to “denv the electors their
choice of representation, which every law in the land
protects”, Ginarich and the others enter thd realm of
Treason, a despicable breach of trust, not to mention
violation of IRS, nonprofit charitable laws.

Conspiracy
ToControl
The
Members~
OfThe
House
OfRepresentativ
l/14/97

GARY WEAN

The following is an Emergency Information, a w
liminarv report to the House of Representatives alerting and informing them that a terrible conspiracy of
treason exists within tbe House of Representatives itself.
It reveals a vicious criminal M.O. of extortion,
intimidation and blackmail threats to control the election process such as the insidious computer fraud and
illegal voters scam that Jim Collier has exposed nationally for many years.
Loyal Americans can help by sending copies to the
Congressmen in their state and letting them know that
the people are aware of these criminal acts.
TO THE UNITED STATES HOUSE
OF REPRESENTATIVES
January 14, 1997
To the House Ethics Committee, and to each and
every member of the House of Representatives:
As
elected government officials you are individually and
personally responsible for the herein related criminal
violations:
These heinous violations are too numerous and
encompass too many laws, Acts, Codes, Statutes, Rules,
Ordinances, etc., etc., to itemize at this time.
This is a preliminary, condensed report of major
crimes involving and committed by Newt Ginzrich, the
Speaker of the House of Representatives.
A multiplepage detailed report itemizing grievous injury done to
the American people and their Health, Safety and Welfare will follow.
For many years a major, organized operation of
illegal gambling and drugs existed in the Western
States-more
definitively, all the states comprising the
U.S. Ninth Circuit Court.
In 1983, one of the ring’s wide-ranging illegal

-/wullhlQmn

POti

‘L&r NotJump To GmclusioneHere Like Ciq@ch, I Fraokly Admit I Should
Have ConaAed A Lawyer’

gambling operations, a phony church, was busted in
Portland, Oregon. Since approximately 1978, Ginzrich
had participated in and received campaign election
funds from these sources.
In 1983 and prior, this false church set-up, the
“Church of the Conceutual Truth” operated supposedly
as a “nonprofit”, charitable group. It was raided by
the combined law-enforcement agencies of the Oregon
Attorney General, the County District Attorney and the
Portland Police Dept. While raiding the “so-called”
charitable gambling operation, the police scooped up
a crew of professional Las Vegas gamblers running the
everyday operations. And, as luck would have it, they
also nabbed two of the very important “big-time” members of the Ring. One, a lawyer, Carl Ward. Jr. was a
member of the Oxnard, California, law firm of Superior Court Judge Jerome Berenson and his partner, U.S.
Commissioner Ben Nordman.
Berenson and Nordman owned the largest, most
politically powerful law firm in Ventura County. Ben
Nordman was a member of the Lew family. The Bank
of A. Levv was one of the several Oxnard banks under
their control through which the illegal gambling and
drug money was laundered.
Carl Ward. Jr. was in
charge of all their ring’s gambling operations in the
-Ninth Circuit.
The other “big-shot”
nailed was Michael H.
Wallace, a businessman and rancher in Oxnard. He
owned the Wallace Machinerv Co. and was also owner
of the Caternillar Machinerv Comoanv agencies in
Ventura and other California counties.
Michael H. Wallace was a dynamic money raiser;
he was Ronald Reagan’s sensational National Campaign Finance Director in charge of raising money. As
champion money raiser Wallace was so good that he
had replaced the famed Lvn Nofziger. These millions
of dollars laundered through their banks were then
delivered to the Reagan election camuaign organization in Los Angeles and Washington, D.C. The money
was used to finance politicians in other states where
they were building their forces to take over the majority in the House and Senate.
A close associate of Newt Ginnrich was Congressman Robert Lagomarsino, another lawyer from Ventura
and Oxnard, California. Lagomarsino owned another
of the banks involved in laundering this ring’s money
which secretly supplied Ginprich. Also a member of
the gang involved with Carl Ward. Jr., Wallace and
Lagomarsino
was William P. Clark, a lawyer in
Berenson and Nordman’s law firm-Clark
also went
to Washington with Reagan as his National Security
Advisor, then becoming Secretary of the Interior.
Gingrich became one of the gang’s important cogs in
Georgia and the South. When m
and Wallace were
arrested, Oregon’s Asst. Atty. General Timothv M.
Wood charged them with State (RICO) Racketeering
1nfr::enced and Corrupt Organization Act violations.
The Atty. General, Timothv M. Wood took deDositions from Ward and Wallace and their professional
gamblers from Las Vegas and delved deep into the socalled “charitable. nonorofit” operation and where the
money was going. One of the investigation’s trails led
to U.S. Representative Robert Smith of Oregon’s U.S.
2nd District and to other Oregon Congressmen and
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This consoiracv+rines
back Ronald E. Robertson,
another lawyer from Ventura-Oxnard, a long-time conspiratorial buddy and pal of Congressman Robert
Lagomarsino: SecretaN of Interior William P. Clark
(who owns Pacific Telesis); Carl E. Ward. Jr.; and
Michael H. Wallace.
Lawyer and politician Ronald E. Robertson, prior
to and during the 1983 illegal gambling in Portland,
was deeply involved in that money-laundering activity. Robertson was the Chief Counsel for President
Reapan’s reelection campaign in 1983. Robertson’s
payoff for his part in funneling illegal money was being appointed General Counsel to the U.S. Department
of Health and Human Services. Robertson lived in
Washington, D.C., for over five years and was very
closely associated with Newt Gingrich in many politically powerful efforts. * Robertson’s part in the conspiracy against Congressman Coolev was considered
an especially clever plan; it appealed to Ginzrich immensely. Robertson was to disavow his old Republican buddies, then claiming dissatisfaction with them,
join Perot’s Reform Par&,
Robertson even conned
Perot into naming him as their candidate for Oregon’s
2nd U.S. Congressional District. The Perot Partv even
came up with front money to open Robertson a campaign headquarters and pay for media publicity.
Ginarich backed former Congressman
Robert
Smith to run on the Republican ticket against Coolev
and offered Smith a bribe; the position of Chairman of
the Agriculture Committee, and Robertson was bribed
with promises of a high paying, top priority political
position in Washington, D.C.
Smith and Robertson played Mutt and Jeff with
Cooley in the newspapers and TV and Robertson’s job
was to corner any loose Republican votes that might
go to the Democratic candidate.
This was their scheme while Cooley was still holding out and intending to run for reelection. But, when
the terrorist conspiracy became so fierce and frightening against Congressman Cooley and his family that
they could no longer bear up against it, Coolev was
forced to announce that he would give up his plans to
run for reelection.
As soon as this was made official, Gingrich ordered
Robertson to abandon all his Reform Partv operations
and join Robert Smith and the Republicans and take
all the Reform Partv votes he had rounded up with him
to Smith and assist him in being elected
This information of fraud and terrible conspiratorial crimes perpetrated by government officials barely
scratches the surface, but everything herein stated is a
matter of documented facts and evidence.
Not only the Ethics Committee, but the entire U.S.
House of Representatives,
must take notice of these
crimes, and thev are resmonsible for investigating and
taking action of prosecution.
Action must be taken to remove Robert Smith as
the Representative of Oregon’s 2nd District and either
reinstate Wes Coolev or arrange a “Special Election”.
This report will be delivered to every member of
the House and disseminated through newspapers, radio talk shows, the Internet and in every other manner
possible to the entire populace of America.
Any attempts to cover up or minimize these horrendous crimes by any member of the House will be
fully recognized by the people for what it is: a continuation of the “Conspiracy against the People”.

Gareth (Gary) L. Wean
P.O. Box 1857
Cave Junction, OR 97523
Former L.A.P.D. Officer, Jan. 1946;
Det. Sgt. Ventura Police Dept.;
Investigator for Los Angeles Dist. Atty. Bureau of
Investigation, Criminal Intelligence Section;
Chief Investigator for Ventura County Public Defender, until 1970.
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On Russbacher
& Roan Jackson
2/4/97 #l

HATONN

RUSSBACHERS
I am recently barraged by inquiries regarding the Russbachers. I am not “into” Russbachers so have very
little interest in reporting. Within the past two weeks a phone call was made to Ekkers supposedly “for” Gunther.
A very heavy accented lady said she was calling for Gunther Russbacher to make sure that this was still Ekkers’
phone number and that Gunther would be calling. There is no follow-up.
As for Rayelan, I can’t believe that you people don’t know that she is stiil in business espousing great inside
information but leaving Gunther out of her, at least radio interviews, speeches. If she thinks she is fooling the
people, she is mistaken. She goes by the name Rue Mills and writes an “insider information” paper called Rumor
Mill. We wish her well for in every endeavor which encounters serious problems we are left to do whatever it
is we do-nothing
less but usually a whole lot more in trying to protect the vulnerable assets against those we
wish to project as the blame-laden “others”. A LOT of people were hurt and damaged by these two and their
colleagues which then extended to ongoing accusations and pure fabrications of all sorts.
They are still trying to land the Philippine gold and we wish them well. They “owe” a lot of you beautiful
people who shared and befriended the whole lot of them and it would be nice if you were repaid as generously
as you gave.
Beyond that, readers, there is nothing of importance, more or less, to them except as you perceive it to be.
Love-but discern and always JUDGE ACTIONS. Forgive- but do NOT FORGET so that all experiences can
conclude in positive learning through experience. And remember always that you do not have access to the whole
of anyone else’s story nor even ALL OF YOUR OWN.
RONN

JACKSON?

There are no updates and at last input he was incarcerated for parole violation in Carson City, Nevada. We
do not receive regular updates.
1 prefer you not focus so much on the person of Ronn Jackson and his indiscretions, right or wrong at this
time, but rather keep us posted on what is happening with the “Freemen” trials around the country as courts
confront the use of “free” drafts drawn against assets such as liens, etc. There have been some positive rulings
in that parties using such drafts are not being held liable in some cases. This is a step in the right direction in
consideration of FREEDOM in the face of the Federal Reserve and FBI/BATF enforcers of criminal control over
citizens.
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Judicious Thoughts
On Legal Matters
3./4/97 #l
EVEN

HATONN

A GLORIOUS
DAYIF YOU
CAN’T
SEE
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being used as grab-bags in the bean toss for they are the
abused, and not by their father. Pray for the outcome of
justice in reality or you may as well fold it in as to ever
reclaiming justice within your legal morass of clowns.
O.J. relative to GOD will make it through and in so
doing will better serve truth than from all the lessons he
could ever have learned otherwise. Fray for his strength
and those who support truth and justice in this most
terrible display of end-times injustice. Unless mankind
comes to see the atrocities and recognize the patterns at
play he has no chance of recovery for his downhill
sleigh-ride.
2/5/97 #l

RESPONSIBILITY
VERDICT
OF O.J. SIMPSON

bring some semblance of sanity within, at the least, our
OWN people.
IT

YET

As we begin our work this morning I find my cup
runneth over. The professionalism in placing truth
before the court bench in response to the US&P charges
is so superbly done that it truly doesn’t matter, students, whether or not there is negative ruling. I believe
that at some time VERY SOON you will want to run the
accusations and the rebuttals side by side in CONTACT.
And to you who make great lists and great original
thoughts and statements which seem to be now deleted
from some of your original declarations, or you find
suggestions are made to enter some forgotten thought,
think not that these are not the most important original
thoughts which will carry the day in court when utilized in a different segment of either paper tilings or
court arguments and presentations.
Your own flashes
of m&mory regarding certain incidents and timing sequences need to be carefully listed and DOCUMENTED
if possible, but memory will serve as well in most
instances.
Those wonderful documents which were lost, when
McDonald did whatever he did with them, can be
regathered and Nora will actually better enjoy the next
trips than trying to gather with nothing from unknown
places. God will see to His own tasks and we will be
shown what is needed, where and when it is needed.
“But the price seems too high?” No, “the price is
right”.
Each of you, within, are going through great and
sometimes uncomfortable evolvement as we move from
tiy to day in a stressed and sometimes hopeless environment.
You are not in hopelessness nor even in
helplessness. YOU ARE SIMPLY IN CHANGE. You
are maturing, settling into choices now MADE, and
you shall now begin to bear the fruit for your labors in
the vineyards.
You are making, if I might parabalize, corrections
to the wheel hubs so that the spokes now placed in
permanent position for the most strength and lasting
durability, can support the full foundation of our attempted growth.
I ask that E.J. check with Little Crow and if
permitted, rather than speak of such high and wondrbus
“sweat lodge” treatment as he has recently undergone,
please use his tape as a “Word” mailing. You may or
may not receive this information and message in identical ways from one to another, but I assure you that it
is TRUE, right down to the unsurvivable temperatures
given along with the duration of time presented. I ask
you to refrain from asking comment from me regarding
him or any point as offered. If there is more to be told
it will be told and it will be told in its most perfect
sequence.
I accept Dharma’s appreciation that she only has to
face prison rather than to be “fried” in order to be
purified and given ability to fill a place of service. And
to our White Eagle: Sir, it is an honor to serve with you.
It is our committed intention to be able to support those
things which you are guided to confront and build so
that you may TEACH and uerchance we can.-w
together. I

STILL

ON THE
SUBJECT
,IUDICIAL
MATTERS;
O.J. SIMPSON
TRIAL

OF

You are now witnessing the hoped-for final act of
judicial indiscretion which will REALLY pit the Blacks
and others against one another, with this recent “firing” of the Black woman who has a daughter who
literally worked FOR the D.A.‘s office. This is your
sacrificial LAMB. Things were going WELL for the
O.J. troops and for O.J. This was unacceptable so
wham, barn, off with “mam’sn head. Then, when
MISTRIAL is all over the demand for justice headlines-the
Judge DENIES consideration of such a mistrial, blatantly and final. What is taking place? It is a
full-blown setup for major rioting over further intentional fixing of the judicial process to preclude innocent parties from having fair hearings and trials. Further, you will not find a Judge willing to overturn these
rulings or the Judge in the Simpson case, unless the
outcome could be even more useful for racial separation. O.J. was explicitly appointed and elected TO BE
THE FALL GUY IN FULL DESTRUCTION and “they”
will not stop until he is destroyed and the citizens are
in total frenzied uprising.
You cannot have a war,
readers, if the warriors fail to come to the war. You are
witnessing desperation rulings now on the part of the
judicial system in compliance with their MASTERS.
If for any reason O.J. is not thrown to the scavengers for bone picking, the “lamb” will be re-introduced
through the Cosby resource which is equally planned
and orchestrated by the SAME BAD GUYS. Bill Cosby
knows this and wishes to “win” by not allowing the
opposition to succeed-but if O.J. doesn’t go down, you
can bet the Cosby thing will blossom into something so
heinous as to blow your minds. Cosby is even more
respected and loved among all races as to be an even
better target than was/is O.J. The worms are already
eating away at past indiscretions and trying to build
trial balloons JUST IN CASE the results desired in
public uprising are not forthcoming as according to the
Goldman/ADL
[Anti-Defamation
League] plans.
Goldman makes no excuses or coverings for the Jewish
Leagues and ADL as his source of funds and backing.
This is the group through British Intelligence which
controls the Judicial System. The intent is accomplished from blackmail from the time a child decides to
become a “lawyer” to the compromise procedures in the
highest benches of the land(s).
Once within that
strangle-hold noose it is all but impossible to extract
selves-no
matter what might have been original and
individual intent and no matter what race, creed or
color begins the journey through the mind-warp. You
will do what the system teaches and demands of youor you will be destroyed. This is true in medicine and
theology and politics as it is in the so-called “practice”
of law which deals not with JUSTICE-but infliction of
man-ruled laws which bear no substance or semblance
to justice or original “law”.
If you are not incensed, you must be near death,
people. Keeppraying for justice and for those babies

HATONN

What happened? Does this “actuully” make O.J.
GUILTY? Why? How? Who says?
Friends, 0. J. Simpson was destined to be “GUILTY”
from long before the murders happened. He was actually convicted at his first trial when he was found, iu a
criminal case, to be not-guilty. But you have to realize
something: jurors in this case don’t have to live with,
THEY THINK, blood on their hands-ONLY MONEY.
And you know something:which is a sad fact indeed?
People don’t want to go earn their own money; they
want whatever others already have.
What I wish all of you would look at are the facts of
John Q. Citizen, for it is YOU who are being buried,
thieved from, lied about and cheated in every way
possible, without recourse, by the octopi gone mad,
“But, is O.J. REALLY guilty?” you continue to petition
of me. We have been over facts, produced several
papers devoted to nothing else-and
still you ask, so
you must not have read or believed anything offered, in
the first several instances.. But I will remind of you of
the most important fact of all: In THIS case, a voting
jury has no way to know for sure and also in this case
the jury only wanted money on their hearts and souls.
Does this make O.J. guilty? Does it make him innocent? NEITHER, it is simply another ruling by 24
people, 12 of whom said he was not guilty; therefore, do
these latest 12 make him guilty? He is either guilty or
innocent of these terrible charges, but a split vote of
unknowing people does not decide-only
the penalty
for being voted against, which happens to all of you
every election.
Simpson will have to find HIS WAY WITH GOD!
He was never to be found truthfully judged when the
Fred Goldmans of the world entered the picture and the
opposition campaigned for guilt from upstart of circumstances, UNTIL THE VERDICT WAS FINALIZED.
And, just like an election, the innocent pay for the
indiscretions and costs of the unbalanced campaigning
and fixed results.
Will MONEY be enough? Of course not. Simpson
and all his beloved family will now also be judged
guilty, NOT “REspoNsIBLE’.
The blood-thirsty
throngs shouted it last evening: GUILTY! GUILTY!
GUILTY! So, what is the REAL purpose of this lynching? To stop him from being able to locate and present
the KILLERS, precious readers. If you can’t find work
or be allowed substance-you
certainly cannot afford,
in this bleak world come upon you from the Elite, or
achieve enough to allow for truth and honor. The
message is, of course, “Get on your knees andpleadfor
mercy while we murder you bit by bit in the places of
inferior kind. ” Well, I don’t know very many

your

Blacks who are willing to do that much any more. This
will ferment and foment and then Cosby will be unseated in disrespect and finally disgrace and, somewhere, sometime, the Black race will have had enoughand things will begin to get pretty blood-soaked. Meanwhile, billions of you will be dying from the Elites’
diseases, be they from microbes, snatching for that
which is not yours, or simply by being put DOWN into
the seclusion of rorisons
bve .vour
ouopet-masters, you
- --~c-c-
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having become the puppets.
All of you should access a set of Federal Court
instructions for filing cases and doing trials, hearings,
etc. FULLY AGAINST THE CONSTITUTIONS OF
ANY STATE AND THE U.S. CONSTITUTION, THE
FEDS HAVE BROUGHT DOWN THEIR OWN SET OF
RULES-AND
THE CONSTITUTION
IS TOSSED
OUT. YOU CAN’T EVEN SUGGEST HAVING A
NON-BAR ASSOCIATION
ADVISER IN THE
“DOCK” WITH YOU, FOR COUNSEL. FURTHER,
YOU ARE AT THE MERCY OF THE WHIMS OF THE
MAGISTRATE AS TO YOUR FATE AND WHETHER
OR NOT YOU EVEN HAVE COUNSEL.
NO
MONEY-NO
COUNSEL. EKKERS FOUND THIS
TO BE FACT AS RECENTLY AS YESTERDAY! OH
WELL!
By the way, if your enemy, in this case, Mark
Williams (aka Rick Webber) who supplied the nonsense in the first place, with George’s emissary, Ann
Beam, George Green and T.B. (Teddy Bartholowmew),
decides you have spoken of GOD IN THE SAME WAY
SOMEONE SPOKE OF GOD PRIOR TO YOUR
SPEECH, THEN YOU CAN’T USE YOURS! AND IT
APPEARS THE MAGISTRATE WILL VOTE IN FAVOR OF HIS OWN HOME-TOWN ELITE LEGAL
FIRM, PROBABLY. I STICK THIS IN THIS WRITING

asked for the account infcrmation on their personal
account. The call had been answered by a “new” girl
who had already given out the information, which was
less than $32. Then this man began to ask for information on “all other accounts for corporations that I sign
on”. At this, the red flag went up and waved wildly so
the new girl had to refer the question to “someone more
familiar with those accounts”. An thus it got to people
who KNOW Ekkers VERY WELL. So, this was met.
with “Give us the information and we will get back to
you because we have to run a search.. , blah, blah...”
The man quickly said, “Oh, I will call back because I
hadn’t realized it was Friday and you would be so
busy.” (BUT PEOPLE, HERE IS WHERE A CALLBACK PUNCH-IN IS OF INSTANT REPLAY VALUE.
PUSH * AND 69 AND YOUR TELEPHONE CALLS
BACK THE MOST RECENT CALLER. HOW INTERESTING.)
Mr. Ekker attended Sierra Bank instantly on learning details. The BANKER is a close friend of guess
who: JASON BRENT. Brent is “in here all the time”
goes the secretary-and
then, when realization of what
was coming off here hit this lady, she about fainted.
She said, oh Mr. Ekker, this is SO WRONG and it
scares me to death! E. J. agreed and quite persuasively,
yet gently, said to this nice person, “Indeed, it is not
good, XXX, as Jason Brent is number one on the list of
those who ‘violently’ dislike us and promise to destroy
us. Mr. Henry Kissinger is number two, so I think you
understand my being placed in this position.”
Remember the advertisement for Jason Brent and
his partner? “Play it again, Sam”..er..er..Ed, please.
“SHARKS7 YOU BET!” And moreover, in full conspiracy and coalition with Steven Horn, Timothy Binder,
George Green, et al.
How can justice be gotten? How indeed, when you
are allowed no counsel? You see, if you have no
lawyer-everything
goes to the opposing anybodythrough DEFAULT. Does that mean Dharma goes to
jail? Well, who knows, I would suspect it might well,
more interestingly, be E.J. or Rick or Ed Y. or Gene.
Dharma in jail will only rouse the sleeping rabble.
In one of the most gracious and responsibilitytaking offers from anyone I have recently experienced,
ones in South Africa have come to the show and rescue,
hopefully, on their white horse with help. It was from
South Africa that came the request for the correspondence offered regarding who is God, etc. Does this
count’? Apparently not. They were private writings
which did, in fact, make it into CONTACT-right past
the MONITOR COMMITTEE. Who is to “blame”? IS
THERE BLAME? This is America; this is the U.S.A.;
there is a Constitution involved here and there was NO
agreement with US&P or Binder among any others save
Doris and E.J. Ekker, at best. The assumption is, and
proof is asserted, that E.J. and Doris CONTROL AND
RUN 100% OF CONTACT. Herein lies your circumstance.
Dr. Young has rebutted this in legal declaration
and actuality-but
he forgot to mention that he had
wonderful interchanges with Dr. Okilo, CEO and President of US&P, offering permission to print this material. Now Chief Okilo has been banished from the U.S.
by US&P’s Mr. Binder, who is not even longer CEOPresident. Anybody out there,?
And, do you still want to know about justice? Do
you want to TRULY know status of justice for O.J.?
The Phoenix Institute is YOURS, readers. It is NOT
Ekkers’-IT
IS YOURS!
The South African group is raising funds to allow
Ekkers to try and find an attorney-but
they only have
till the 18th of this month to hire and bring up to speed
such attorney-IF
ONE CAN BE LOCATED. If, further, you expect to make an impact, it has to be someone
so powerful as to stun the ongoing opposition and the
COURT. Does ANYONE have such assets or “pull”?
Can’t we go with the one we have for the Institute’s
Nevada problems7 No, Mr. Elley is NOT a “house”
counsel. He was, further, only put into the Ekkers’ case

SO THE MONITORS

CAN TAKE IT OUT.

But readers, in this manner, you are barred from
hearing, from freedom of speech, freedom of thought,
freedom of press and, yes indeed, freedom to live in any
semblance of FREEDOM UNDER GOD AND CONSTITUTION.
SO, WHY, I IMPLORE YOU, DOESN’T
SOMEONE TAKE THIS INFORMATION
AND
WRITE, WRITE, WRITE, AND PRINT, PRINTAND
REPRINT. EKKERS DO NOT RUN CONTACT AND
THEY DO NOT HOLD ANYTHING OVER THE
HEADS OFANYONE. WHY DO ‘YOU” NOT TAKE
CONTROL AND WRITE OF THESE ATROCITIES???? YOU, WALLY, YOUBRUCE, YOUJOHN,
YOU ED YOUNG (FOR YOU ARE THE, EDITOR)
AND YOU, RICK, FOR YOUARE THE CHIEFJOURNALIST-WHY
DO YOU WAIT FOR “iUE”?
GEORGE GREEN HAS COST YOU JUST ABOUT
EVERYTHING,JUSTASO.J.
HASLOSTAND WILL
NOW LOSE.
THEY WILL TAKE EVERYTHING
YOU HAVE AND CLOSE YOUR DOORS TO ABILITY TO WORK AND EARN AND RECOVER THESE
YEARS OF TORMENT AND THEFT.
BANKING,
TEHACHAPI
STYLE
This is a small town story so listen up; it is small
town U.S.A. and World, in post-1984.
E. J. Ekker went forth to speak with the top-person
at a small independently-owned
local bank, Sierra
National, to inquire if they would honor Nevada Corporations, etc. He also wanted to inquire, next, if gold
could be held in security by this local facility. He met
with the Banker himself, and his next-in-line assistant.
They were all delightfully nice and said they would
get his information for him. This was in response to
discussions with Nevada people to find possibility for
more convenient banking for corporation account holders.
They said they would get right back to him. In the
interim, one day about a week later a man called who
identified himself as “John, from Sierra...” E.J. took
the call and after many questions about planned operations, amounts to run through accounts (as if they were
already established) and thus and so, E.J. got very
suspicious and asked the man for a last name and a
phone number so “he could get back to him “, being
interrupted by a long-distance phone call. The man
said, “Oh no, no bother, I’ll call you back.”
Then on that Friday afternoon Sanwa bank personnel called E.J.‘s son-in-law and said something funny
was going on. They discovered that someone (IDENTIFYING HIMSELF AS E.J. EKKER) with EKKERS’
banking INFORMATION had called THEIR bunk and
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in California against Santa Barbara Savings because he
SAID he could get that case settled in our favor, permanently, in only a “couple of weeks”. HE OBVIOUSLY
DID NOT SUSPECT A CONSPIRACY RUNNING
THROUGH MANY STATES AND SO MANY JUDASGOATS, The CLC is desperately trying to raise money
to simply pay the man for this month’s billing. Does
this mean that cases are ending? No, it means that the
system has managed to extend two weeks into two years
with no signs of closure. THIS IS YOUR AMERICA,
CITIZENS! THIS IS YOUR WORLD!
Meanwhile, back to Africa: Mr. Magnus Penny
must not feel “responsible” for us speaking in response
to “What is God and Who is God’,, for, of all people, the
HEAD of the School of Truth, founded by a very high
and notable person of high social status, a man by the
name of “Campbell” whose son Dnunmond asked the
information from me. It was perceived to be such a
worthy writing that it was run in the paper. But, how
is Doris Ekker or E.J. somehow responsible? IF YOU
make them to be filling all slots of interchange and
responsibility-do
you see what happens? The facts are
that you can get to Hatonn far more easily and quickly
through almost anyone else here than through one
Doris Ekker. By the way, more and more, writings
received through OTHERS are making it into this
paper more and more and more readily as they come
clearing and graduations.
through their ?raining”,
They now do, as a fact, also receive from me, although
I ask that most of what I share NOT be utilized too often
lest misunderstandings come out of this foolish encounter, which never ends, with adversaries.
The offers from South Africa are under full consideration and acceptance if arrangements can be made as
offered, for financial assistance. Appreciation is greater
than can be expressed, for several reasons, but more
notably, because this brings unity to people a half world
away. These people also “WILL BE HERE’, to testify at
any TRIAL. There is STILL Constitutional RIGHT to
TRIAL BY JURY. Since, indeed, this is a Civil matter
with threat and request for CRIMINAL char yes, I
believe the opposition might be blundering quile severely-if they manage to damage, more greatly, these
innocent people. I happen to believe there are many
legal counsels so powerful and recognized as to handle
this case nicely and then, those who thieved might well
be caused to pay in like kind-you
know, jail, fines,
damages, etc. If not? Readers, I suppose if you expect
nothing you will never get anything. Why? Because
you will never try nor expect otherwise than failure.
We don’t know who sent mailings or packets from
Denver, Colorado OR from Las Vegas, Nevada-for
they all are without signatures and identificationhowever, does that not FIT AN ESTABLISHED PATTERN? How many, many packages did Green send
anonymously from Montana. And, readers, although
Green kept saying that Ekkers were packed to leave the
country with millions of dollars-they
are right here
where they have always been [please refer to Mr.
Moorhead’s
writing on p. 6-l while Green has had to
leave and move from Denver to Carlsbad, Calif., to
Nevada, to Montana and now secretly to Idaho after
sending out information that he would be in Colorado,
Arizona or Las Vegas-doing
his “big deal” promotions and developments. He is now in Couer D’ Alene,
Idaho-at least that is where he is seen, heard and has
his America West(S) things mailed or sent. We understand the TAX people were after them in Montana and
he skipped out “in the middle of the night”. I suppose
this is a figurative statement for Green always gets
somebody to do his moving for him and they can’t
always be available in the middle of the night.
So, what of the South African offers? We most
appreciatively ACCEPT the offers and pray for speed in
assistance. They will also have access to Chief Okilo,
formerly CEO-President of US&P. I would appreciate
immediate intelligence in finding this fine man who
must now face his own disillusionment. The “contract’,
offered by Ekkers, et al., to share with US&P, is hereby
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revoked and any further tampering or attempting to
fund it will be met with the LAW. The numbered
contract documents are hereby nullified and I ask Rick
Martin to see to same. I believe Chief Okilo should be
immediately put in touch with Mr. Drummond Campbell
of the Center (School) of Truth.

records that could be used to blackmail top officials,
celebrities, and such. She was the convicted head of the
call girl rackets tied to some of Nicole’s friends.
ITEM: Some of the L.A. detectives in the OJ case
are the same ones who covered up the politicalassassination in 1968 of Robert Kennedy, brother of the slain
President John F. Kennedy.
ITEM: Some of OJ’s lawyers are reportedly tight
with known major dopers.
ITEM: Was it a mere coincidence that a so-called
“disgruntled” person slaughtered employees in the L.A.
Police laboratory? In the first trial, did one of the jurors
get herself removed because she had a relative in that
police laboratory and was fearful?
THE BOTTOM LINE: President Clinton’ knows
plenty about the CIA and this dope traffic, going back
to the time he was Governor. Unwinding the truth in

***
[QUOTING:]
O.J.
THE

SIMPSON
AND
CIVIL VERDICT

Conspiracy

Nation-Vol.
10 Num. 17
by Sherman H. Skolnick

O.J. Simpson lost the civil trial-the
reasons are
simple but heavy. He could not tell the truth for
fear his entire family would be wiped out.
ITEM: OJ has to shut his mouth about the
mobsters controlling super-stars like him and
their crooked arrangements with the mass media.
OJ’s gangster business partner, also in dope, was
murdered during the criminal trial. Only the
newspapers in Buffalo, New York-where
OJ is
from-talked
about it,
ITEM: OJ’s business confidants confirmed to
us that he told them months before the double
murders that his ex-wife Nicole and her crony Ron
were big in dope dealing. OJ said it endangered
the rest of his family and his businesses, AND HE
HAD TO STOP THEM. But HOW?
ITEM: Ron Goldman was part of a homosexual gang distributing dope, on credit, to celebrities and fancy people, through fancy restaurants
like where he worked. His sidekick, also a waiter,
Micllbel Nigg, was murdered three weeks before
the criminal verdict in October, 1995. AND: The
courtroom bailiff during that first trial was
likewise murdered.
HE KNEW TOO MUCH.
Each evening the bailiff had custody of the jurors’
natebooks. AND: During that first trial, a nosey
mass media reporter was knocked off (Robin Clark,
covering the first trial for the Philadelphia
Zn-
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the 0. J. Simpson matter would put in jail the President,
top narcs, judges, prosecutors, police brass, and radio,
TV, and print media bigshots, along with bankers such
as Wells Fargo, tight with Clinton. (Major owners of
Wells Fargo, which in turn is a major owner of Household International, include the Yakuza and business
blowhard Warren Buffet. And Buffet is a major owner
of Disney, that owns ABC News, and he is a major
owner of the Washington Post, Coca-Cola Company,
and major Wall Street bond houses.)
IF 0. J. SIMPSON TOLD THE TRUTH, NO DOUBT
HIS WHOLE FAMILY WOULD BE WIPED OUT,
including children from his two ex-wives. If you were
in his position could *you* tell the world the truth
about all this?
[END OF QUOTING]
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quirer.)

ITEM: The Drug Enforcement police had an
undercover team tracking Ron Goldman. They
also witnessed reportedly the blood bath, the double
murders-their
“see in the dark” video (called
extreme low lux video) shows three or four
hispanics or orientals did the doubie butcher job.
Also, because of jealousy, OJ had private detectives tracking Nicole-they
reportedly also witnessed the bloody horror and informed OJ who
came on the scene AFTER THE MURDERS. Hence
his shoe print there as well as some of the blood on
him. A witness prepared to testify about this was
clapped away by crooked judges.
The highly
corrupt narcs and the private dicks did not lift a
. finger to stop the bloodshed they were reportedly
witnessing. They knew better than to mix in.
ITEM: The OJ affair revolves around the
bloody turf war-such as in California-between
two major dope operations, the Herreras of Mexico
and the Japanese mafia, the Yakuza. Both gangs
are tight with the American CIA raising money
for espionage operations through flooding the
U.S. with dope. From the bitter divorce, Nicole
got most of OJ’s fast food stores and brought in
crooked police brass as silent partners.
These
stores reportedly laundered dope loot through
California banks, most of them owned by the
Yakuza-such
as Bank of America, Wells Fargo,
and Household International
and their units,
Household Bank. In the first trial, Criminal Court
Judge Lance Ito knew all about this. His wife,
Margaret York, is an L.A. Police Captain in
charge of investigating police corruption. AND:
Judge Ito reportedly has Heidi Fleiss’s secret
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AL OVERHOLT

THE
BIGGEST
GIVER
OR THE
BIGGEST
HOG
Excerpted

from THE ST. PETERSBURG

TIMES,

g/23/96, [quoting:]
When Ted Turner forked over S200-million to
charity two years ago, he felt a tremor.
“My hand shook when I signed the papers,” he
recalls, about his first big gifts to universities and the
environment, “because I knew I was taking myself out
of the running for the richest man in America.”
Instead of the joy of giving, he was consumed by
the fear of falling-off The Forbes Four Hundred list of
wealthiest Americans.
But he learned that giving can be as much fun as
making, and now he wants his fellow billionaires-or
“01’ skinflints”, as he calls them-to “open their purse
strings” wider.
“That list is destroying our country!” He bellows
cheerfully over the phone. “These new super-rich
won’t loosen up their wads because they’re afraid
they’ll reduce their net worth and go down on the list.
That’s their Super Bowl.”
America’s flashiest extrovert, the Jim Carrey of
capitalism, has gone existential on us.
“How many times do you get asked which is your
favorite restaurant in New York, your favorite sport,
your favorite place to go on vacation?” he asks. “My
favorite place is wherever I am! Why do we have to
rank everything? Why can’t we like a fish restaurant
on Sunday and a Chinese restaurant on Monday? Why
isn’t it better to be the biggest giver rather than the
biggest hog7”
The man who raises buffalo here in Montana and
businesses in Atlanta, the Rhett Butler romantic who
married Jane Fonda, the adventurist who has stacked
up amazing achievements in sailing, baseball, television and preserving the condor, peregrine falcon and
Western lands, has another great idea. Why not start
an annnual list of the most generous, offering an
“Ebenezer Scrooge Prize” that embarrasses stingy billionaires and “Heart of Gold Award” to honor philanthropists?
Turner, aka Captain Outrageous and the Mouth of
the South,- is getting warmed up now. “I talked to both
Bill Gates and Warren Buffett, the two richest men in
the country, and they would be inclined to give more if
there was a list of who did the giving rather than the
having. What difference does it make if you’re worth
S 12-billion or $11 -billion? With a billion dollars you
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can build a whole university.
“They are fighting every year to be the richest man
in the world. Why don’t they sign a joint pact to each
give away a billion and then move down the Forbes list
equally?”
He got incensed after he read in the New York Times
that the mega-rich give away a smaller proportion
annually than the less gilded. “Why didn’t CNN break
that story? I was outraged!”
Gates and Buffett have given away some money, but
not the really big bucks. The Microsoft founder promises to give away most of his $16-billion, but wants to
wait until he is 50 or 60 to plan it. Buffett has said he
will give the bulk of his 15-billion to population control
[He ‘s one of the Elite so he’d probabaly
donation to help KILL off the population.],

use any

but not
until after he and hiswife are gone.
Turner impatiently drawls that tommorrow is not
another day, when it comes to population and the
environment,
“They should do it no-o-o-owl”
[He
should be worried, NOW!! Can he be so innocent that
he doesn ‘t know the Elite ARE depopulating thisplanet
and their methods??]

If the rich continue to control more of the nation’s
wealth more frugally, the cable visionary sees the specter of the guillotine.
“These big billionaires are busy letting go middle
managers in their ZOs, the day before their pension
plans kick in. We’re getting to be like Mexico and
Brazil, with the rich living behind fences, like they do
in Hollywood. Ronnie Perelman has a whole battery of
bodyguards, he’s so afraid of being kidnapped.
The federal government, the state government, the
municipal government-they’re
all broke.
All the
money is in the hands of these few rich people, and none
of them give any money away. It’s dangerous for them
and for the country. We may have another “French
Revolution, and there’ll be another Madame Defarge
knitting and watching them come in little ox carts down
to the town square and BOOM! Off with their heads!”
After ranting about Rupert Murdoch maneuvering
to avoid U. S. taxes, Turner offers a final blast. “Be like
Lois Lane! Don’t give up until you get some action. It
used to be, to sell newspapers you’d clean up Tammany
Hall. I’m going to get in trouble, but I’m a journalist,
too!” [End quoting]
Wouldn’t it be nice if Ted wasn’t so hypocritical
about wanting to help this world? He had a golden
opportunity to really help by giving us the tmth in the
news before he lost control of his network. That would
have helped much more than a few billions of donated
money.
ATF’s

“GOOD

OL’
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BOYS”

Excerpted from THE ST. PETERSBURG TIMESFC,
7116195, [quoting:]
More than 300 people attended an outdoor retreat
last spring in the beautiful hills of Tennessee. It was a
fine affair, complete with camping, free beer, delicious
food, good music and, of course, the camaraderie of
buddies and colleagues.
But the event, dubbed the “Good O’Boys Roundup,”
had an ominous side.
Many participants wore T-shirts with Martin Luther
King Jr.‘s face behind a target, and others wore Tshirts emblazoned with 0. J. Simpson in a hangman’s
noose. Racial slurs were everywhere. Near the park
entrance, for example, a sign warned: “Nigger Checkpoint”. Another read, “Is there a Nigger in your Car?”
And music, peppered with the word “nigger”, filled the
air. The most popular item, though, was the special

“Nigger Hunting License” that was distributed to everyone.
Now, guess who the participants were: All were
white men, all were either local cops or federal agents.
At least six still are active members of the Bureau of
Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms.
Twelve others are
retired ATF agents, and a few of them are suspected of
helping to organize the outdoor retreat, which has been
held since 1980. To their credit, two of the active ATF
agents left the scene when they saw and heard the
racism.
The implications of this activity are almost too
frightening to ponder. We have officers of the law, all
sworn to protect the lives of citizens-including
African-Americans-participating
in a racist affair. How
many of these officers and agents have had assignments
in black neighborhoods? How many are in a position to
hire and fire Black people7
’
said Ronald Noble, Treasury
“It’s scary,”
undersecretary for enforcement. “People who engage
in this sort of activity should give up their badges.”
Absolutely, John Magaw, director of ATF. said the
bureau has a policy of “zero tolerance” for all forms of
discrimination.
That may be true, but, at this very
moment, ATF is facing sexual harassment, age discrimination and race discrimination lawsuits. Apparently, the “zero tolerance” policy is not working.
A spokeswoman for the approximately 300 Black
agents in the race discrimination suit said that the
racism at the retreat simply is a manifestation of a
widespread problem at the agency. She said Black
agents routinely are “put up front to do the most
dangerous work, the most time-consuming and lowpaying work and assignments that don’t count toward
career advancement.”
m
officials argue that the bureau has made great
progress in rooting out prejudice. But that claim is
hard to believe when, time and again, top officials and
rank-and-file agents are accused of bigotry.
When
Black agents first filed suit, Michael Riselli. one of
their attorneys, said: “It’s pretty striking and sirnificant that you’ve got an agency that from time to time
gets called upon to help in civil rights cases. ..that
doesn’t handle its own problems in that area.”
The time has come for Magaw to clean house, to
round UP all of the “Good 0’ Boys”. The policy of “zero
tolerance” for discrimination should not be mere words
on paper. It must become standard operating procedure. Nothing else is acceptable. [End quoting]
Notice the date of this article-since
then they
appear to have changed only for the worst and I expect
it’ll be even worse next year. Hope I’m wrong!
DWAYNE
ANDREAS
AND
ARCHER
DANIELS
MIDLAND
“Mr. Nice Guy” and
the “Corporate Citizen”
Excerpted from CONSPIRACY NATION, Vol. 10,
Num. 12, l/12/97,
[quoting:]
Internet
<http://
www.shout.net/-bigred/cn.
htmI>
In CN 10.10 it was noted how “. . .prominent GOP
supporter
Dwayne Andreas of Archer Daniels
Midland.. .donated S 100,000 to Bill Clinton’s inaugural in 1993.” It was also noted how Archer Daniels
Midland (ADM) funds the ultra-boring yet oh-so-educational Jim Lehrer Newshour on PBS,
Not seen to my knowledge on the ‘@blic” television“news” program has been major coverage of what’s
been going on for several decades with Dwayne Andreas,
Michael Andreas, ADM, and others. (If PBS won’t do
it, Conspiracy Nation will.)
According to several articles in the New Federalist
(7/29/96), ADM and friends are quite a story. Here are
excerpts from the articles:
In 1878, John W. Daniels began selling flaxseed to
produce linseed oil and in 1902 formed Daniels Linseed Company in Minneapolis.
George A. Archer,
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another experienced flaxseed crusher, joined the company in 1903. In 1923, the company bought Midland
Products and adopted the name Archer Daniels Midland (ADM).
Dwayne Andreas, born inDecatur, Illinois in 1918,
joined his father’s R.P. Andreas firm in the mid- 1930s.
In 1936, the Andreas family changed the name of the
firm to the Honeymead Company. In 1945, [Dwayne
Andreas] sold 60 percent of the family’s Honeymead to
Cargill [another food giant].
From 1946 through 1952, Dwayne Andreas worked
for Cargill, learning how to hedge and speculate [a.k.a.
rob farmers] in Commodities.
In 1945, Dwayne Andreas met Hubert Humphrey.
Andreas contributed $1,000 to Humphrey’s first senatorial campaign in 1948. Humphrey and Andreas
became intimate. Humphrey was godfather to Andreas’s
son. In 1977, Humphrey, then on the Senate AgricuIture Committee, wrote legislation to establish government supports for sugar, which saved Andreas from
huge losses. In the 198Os, Andreas funded a Hubert
Humphrey Room at the Anti-Defamation League’s new
headquarters at U.N. Plaza in New York City. While
Humphrey lived, Andreas and Humphrey took 85 trips
together.
New Federalist
has recently reported on the connections between 1948 GOP presidential candidate and
governor of New York Tom Dewey and Republican
Party judge-fixer Roy Cohn. According to a July 14,
1996 cover story in the magazine section of the Sunday
Washington Post, Dewey, working during the 1950s as
Andreas’s lawyer, set up the, Andreas Fount ,tion, to
spread Andreas’ influence through charitable and
political contributions.
Andreas provided the funds,
and Dewey decided where to distribute the foundation’s
1arge::se. “Give money to both sides [Democratic and
Republican]. And give to the people your friends ask
you to give to,” is how the Post described the
foundation’s policy.
What did Andreas get in return? For one thing,
when Dewey became the governor of New York, he saw
to it that ADM was awarded a lucrative contract to
provide soy-based food products to the state’s prison
system.
Over the decades, working “both sides of the fence”
also netted ADM a change in the Food for Peace
legislation of the 1960s to allow that federal program to
sell processed food (from ADM and other cartel companies), and action by Richard Nixon to open China’s
wheat markets to MM-supplied
grain, to mention only
a few of the good turns done for ADM.
In 1974, ADM entered into a price-fixing scheme
that overcharged the U.S. Government $19 million in
sales of soy-fortified food to the Food for Peace program. ADM was convicted.
In 1976, the company
pleaded no contest to federal charges that it had systematically short-weighted and misgraded federally subsidized grain that was being shipped abroad.
In 1984, Andreas met Mikhail Gorbachev for the
first time. In 1990, Audreas contributed $1 million to
create a Gorbachev Institute in, the United States and
Russia.
Andreas was always close, as a result of his friendship with Hubert Humphrey, to the organized crimelinked Anti-Defamation League of the B’nai B’rith.
During the 198Os, Andreas was persuaded by another
major grain trader, Burton Joseph, of the Minneapolisbased S.I. Joseph Company, to contribute $1 million to
the ADL. Andreas made the payments in amounts of
$50,000 to $100,000 per year.
In 1995, the U.S. Justice Department launched an
investigation into fraud and anti-competitive
pricefixing in ADM’s handling and marketing of corn sweeteners and lysine-a
livestock feed supplement.
Key personnel connected with ADM are: Howard
Buffett, vice president of ADM and son of Warren
Bnffett; Robert Strauss, George Bush’s ambassador to
Russia, 199 l-1993; Brian Mulroney, former prime
minister of Canada; Michael Andreas, son of Dwayne

Andreas and heir-apparent to the empire.
Dwayne Andreas sits on the Hollinger International Advisory: Board, headed by Lady Margaret
Thatcher, Henry Kissinger, and Lord Peter Carrington.
Also on the Hollinger board are Evelyn de Rothschild,
Giovanni Agnelli of FIAT, and former Fed chief Paul
Volcker. [End quoting]
Andreas rips off billions from our taxes and his
customers through price fixing and gets fined pennies
on the dollar.
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Chief Deputy Public Defender Carl Holmes said Friday.
The motion could be made in the next few weeks.
“We want to determine whether or not there were
violations of our clients’ constitutional rights due to
the withholding of evidence,” he said.
The Orange County Register reported recently that
authorities often plant the magnetic devices without
getting a warrant and routinely conceal use of the
technology from defendants, their lawyers and the publit.
In California alone, 500 defendants may have been
ITALY
WITHDRAWS
VACCINE
sentenced to prison without their attorneys knowing
DERIVED
FROM
CATTLE
PARTS
about the computer tracking, said Larry Boyle, a defense lawyer and former Los Angeles County prosecuFrom NEWSPOT, West Coast Edition, 1127197, tor.
Defense lawyers argue that federal law requires
http://www.merc.com/stories/cgi/story.cgi,
[quoting:]
The Italian Health Ministry said on Monday it had prosecutors to share evidence. They also say using the
withdrawn a type of meningitis vaccine made with devices without a warrant couldviolate a constitutional
cattle derivatives that is commonly used on children, ban on unreasonable searches.
because of the potential risks associated with mad cow
PROSE&TORS
DISAGREE
disease.
The ministry said in a statement it had ordered the
drug HIB TITER, produced in Italy by a unit of Ameri“Anybody else could come up and stick some magcan Cyanamid (CYNA.BO) Co, to be withdrawn as a netic thing under your bumper, so the government can
precaution pending further consultation with pharma- do it,” said Devallis Rutledge, a county deputy district
ceutical experts.
attorney who supervises the appellate unit.
It said the move was part of “a strategy which aims
The public defender’s office discomposure request
progressively to take off the market all drugs whose is sweeping and a judge probably would reject it,
production involves cattle material belonging to the Rutledge predicted.
“This is not a fishing business,” he said. “They
first class of infectiousness (brain, liver, marrow).”
Cyanamid said it was satisfied HIB TITER, which cannot say, “We want to know every investigative
has been on sale in the United States since 1988 and is method used in every case you’ve ever filed.” [End
available in o_ther parts of Europe, presented no risk quoting]
Big Brother will never let go until he knows every
from mad cow disease,
or bovine spongiform
detail of your life, and probably your dreams, also!
encephalopathy (BSE).
The drug was made with products from certified Remember, they are leeches!
U.S. and Australian cattle from areas free of BSE and
GESTAPO-FBI
AND
had already been approved by Eur.opean pharmaceutiTWA
FLIGHT
800
cal authorities, it said.
“There is no problem from BSE and it should be put
back on sale. We will be seeking for it to be reinstated,”
from
INTERNET,
Excerpted
the
a company spokesman in Italy said.
MHoustonx@aol.com, l/3 l/97, [quoting:]
British scientists last March disclosed a probable
December 17, 1996: The Local Gestapo-FBI is
link between BSE and a fatal human equivalent, spark- investigating Marshall, a very sincere and curious
person who has the rights to investigate TWA 800 and
ing consumer panic.
The European Union subsequently imposed a world- report his findings, and thanks to the Internet, can air
wide ban on British beef and derivatives but has agreed his findings-which
normally would not get aired in
a step-by-step easing of the ban as Britain implements the ever increasing Pravda-style controlled press we
a selective slaughter programme of some 100,000 cattle seem to have here in the US, with the major presses
most at risk of BSE. Britain has been the country worst controlled by very few rich and powerful entities. Bruce
Meland, Electrifying Times cc <info@presslink.com>
hit by the disease. [End quoting]
Here is the near culmination of my conspiracy work
Should we believe this story after all the true stories
we’ve heard about the Elite purposefully selling con- over the past few months.
It involves TWA 800 July 17, 1996 8:30 pm. East
taminated vaccines to help fulfill their depopulation
plans?
of JFK Airport.
I put this up on the Internet early Monday Morning.
My friends involved in TWA 800 research are already
TRACKING
DEVICES
MAY
SPARK
receiving death threats. There has been a complete
CALLS
FOR NEW
TRIALS
media blackout in the US. I have’ obtained the best
Excerpted
from
THE
BAKERSFIELD
information overseas. I have never seen anything quite
CALIFORNIAN, l/12/97, [quoting:]
like what I have observed over the past few months.
Defense lawyers around the nation may seek new The TWA 800 websites have been raided by governtrials for defendants whose cars were secretly tailed by ment and Navy people calling us “unpatriotic” and
saying that it was a mechanical failure and that there is
police using an electronic tracking device.
State and federal public defenders in several cities no evidence of anything else. The story is so long that
have begun asking prosecutors to disclose whether it cannot be contained in this E-mail. I have looked at
their clients were tracked by the device known as nearly every possibility. [End quoting]
The real meat of this story is that the FBI is proving
Teletrac.
“They’ve been really hiding this one,” said Ira
Kirkendoll, the federal public defender in Dallas. “I
think the trap is sprung at this point. They’re not going
to be able to hide it without us finding out about it.”
Dean Steward, head ofthe federal Public Defender’s
Office, said the lawyers will begin routinely asking
prosecutors whether authorities used tracking devices
to follow their clients’ cars.
In Orange County, the’public defender’s office will
ask a judge to order every police agency in the county
to identify trial defendants whose cars were tracked,
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they have something to hide. This is nothing new to
CONTACT readers but I thought the story might interest you.
For those who haven’t read the true story of
what happened see the Oct. 8, 1996, Vol. 14, #9, of
CONTACT, page 16. It explains that the weapon was a
beam weapon and the signature of what happens with
its use.
TALMUD

REVIVAL

Excerpted
from a FLYER, source unknown,
[quoting:]
The following dispatch out of New York speaks for
itself:
The World Academy in Jerusalem will begin printing this year a new and revised edition of the ancient
Talmud, the first in seventy-six years.
The announcement was made yesterday by Charles
H. Silver, president of the New York Board of Education, who is a trustee of the academy.
Publication will be in thirty volumes of 600 large
folio pages each. The first volume is expected to be
issued next fall.
In this first punctuated edition, the Talmud will
include a digest of unpublished commentaries going
back to the eleventh century which have been gathered
over the world.
These manuscripts have been made available from
private collections and from leading libraries, including Bodleian at Oxford University and those of the
Vatican and Columbia University. The last edition of
the Talmud was printed in 1880-86 by the Rom Press of
Vilna, Lithuania.
Rabbinic scholars and research workers in Jerusalem have compiled more than a million cross-reference
cards in relation to the revised edition. In it names of
men and places will be identified and placed in their
historical and geographical settings. Garments, vessels, foods, instruments, diseases, seeds, animals and
plants will be described.
The literature in the Talmud, which embodies Jewish moral and spiritual teachings based upon Biblical
precepts and laws, embraces a period of about 1,000
years.
But the first known printing of the Talmud was
issued in Spain about 1475, just before the Spanish
Inquisition. In the succeeding 400 years about seventy
editions of the Talmud were printed in Spain, Italy,
Portugal, Poland, Switzerland, Holland, Germany,
Austria, Russia and Lithuania.
The World Academy in Jerusalem, headed by Isaac
Halevs Herzog, Chief Rabbi of Israel, is devoted to
Talmudic and Biblical research. It has headquarters
here at 122 West Seventy-sixth Street. Rabbi Herbert
S. Goldstein of this city is chairman of the academy’s
board of trustees.
No one should consider himself a student of Jewish
tradition unless he is familiar with the contents of the
Talmud. Below we reproduce a few excerpts from the
Talmud which appeared in an earlier issue of The Cross
and the Flag.
“TUE

CODE

OF

TNE

JEWS”

From The Talmudic Writings
1. “We beg Thee inflict Thy wrath on the nations
not believing in Thee, Take away, 0 Lord, all hope
from them. Destroy all foes of Thy Nation.” Synagoga
Judaica, p. 212 Minhagen, p 23 Crach Chaim, 480
Hagah.

2.“The teachings of the Talmud stand above all
other laws. They are more important than the laws of
Moses.” - Rabbi Ismael, Rabbi Chambar, et al.
3. “The decisions of the Talmud are words of the
living God. Jehovah Himself asks the opinion of the
early rabbis when there are difficult affairs in heaven.“Rabbi Menachem Commentary on Fifth Book,
4. “It is more wicked to question the words of the
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rabbis than those of the Torah.” --Mishna Sanhedryn
11:3.
5. “Every goy who studies the Talmud and every
Jew who helps him in it, ought to die.” -Sanhedryn,
59a. Aboda Zora, 8-6, Szagiga, 13.
6. “To communicate anything to a goy about our
religious relationswould be equal to the killing of all
Jews, for if the goyim knew what we teach about them
they would kill us openly.” -Libbre
David 37.
7. “If a Jew be called upon to explain any part of the
Rabbinic books, he ought to give only a false explanation. Whoever will violate this order shall be put to
death.” Libbre David 37.
8. “A Jew should and must make a false oath when
the goyim asks if our books contain anything against
Uts-zabot, the Book of Jore Dia 17.
them.” -Szaaloth
9. “The Jews are human beings, but the nations of
the world are not human beings but beasts.” -Baba
iUeca 11, 6.
10. “When the Messiah comes every Jew will have
2800 slaves.” Simeou Haddarsen, fol. 56-D.
11. “As soon as the King Messiah will declare
himself, He will destroy Rome and make a wilderness of
it. Thorns and weeds will grow in the Pope’s palace,
Then He will start a merciless war on non-Jews and will
overpower them. He will slay them in masses, kill their
kings and lay waste the whole Roman land. He will say
to the Jews: ‘I am the King Messiah for whom you have
been waiting. Take the silver and gold from the goyim.‘”
-Josiah
60, 6. Rabbi Abtrbanel to Daniel, 7, 13,
12. “A Jew may do to a non-Jewess what he can do.
He may treat her as he treats a piece of meat.” Nadarine, 20, B: Schudchan Aruch, Choszen Ham&pat 348.
13. “When you go to war do not go as the first, but
as the last, so that you may return as the first. Five [sic]
things has Canaan recommended to his sons: ‘Love
each other, love the robbery, hate your masters and
never tell the truth’.” -Pesachim
F. 113B.
14. “A Jew is permitted to rape, cheat and perjure
himself; but he must take care that he is not found out,
so that Israel may not suffer.” -Schulchan
Aruch,

A LAWFULLY
ASSEMBLED
CONGRESS7
Excerpted
from a FLYER, source unknown,
[quoting:]
IF CONGRESS has NEVER “LAWFULLY”!! reassembled since the Confederate Union States walked
out at the beginning of the Civil War and there has been
NO RECORD of the re-admission of the Confederate
States back into the Union, or to the U.S. CONGRESS
since then...what is the real status of all the “laws”
passed since then???
STUDY
THE
ORIGINAL
CONSTITUTION
]End quoting]
A very interesting thought, but do you think WCcan
do something about it?
VACCINE
MOST POLIO

CAUSE
FROM

OF
1980-94

From
THE BAKERSFIELD
CALIFORNIAN,
l/3 1197, [quoting:]
Practically every case of polio in the United States
between 1980 and 1994 was caused by the vaccine
itself, the government said Thursday. However, a new
vaccine regimen that went into effect this month is
EXPECTED to cut the risk dramatically[emphasis
mine].
[How about an excuse to change over to a
deadlier

vaccine??]

According to the CDC, 133 people contracted polio
between 1980 and 1994. A total of 125 of those cases-or an average of eight per year-were caused directly or
indirectly by the oral polio vaccine, which consists of a
live but weakened virus, the CDC said. [End quoting]
The figures are probably much worse than stated.
Furthermore, the Elite have a habit of calling polio,
etc., another name, when you have sickness tfter a
Choszen Hamiszpat 348.
vaccine was given, to prevent you from connecting the
15. “All property of other nations belongs to the vaccine with the illness.
Jewish nation, which, consequently is entitled to seize
HEAVENLY
WARNING
upon it without any scruples. An Orthodox Jew is not
bound to observe principles of morality towards people
From ANGELS ON EARTH, Nov./Dee.,
1996,
of other tribes. He may act contrary to morality, if
Guideposts, 39 Seminary Hill Rd., Carmel, NY 10512,
profitable to himself or to Jews in general.” -Schulchan
Aruch, Choszen Hamiszpat 348.
[quoting:]
Two days before Christmas 1993, I was stuckwork16. (The Jewish Kol Nidre (“All Vows”) Oath has
been set to a morbid Jewish music, and is often heard on ing late. My co-worker Frances and I were at our
the radio. It is sung as a chant at each Yom Kippur computers, our backs to each other, when I heard my
(Jewish New Year) service (September 17). “All vows, name called. I went over to Frances to see what she
oaths, promises, engagements, and swearing which wanted. She looked puzzled. Before either of us could
beginning this very day of reconciliation till the next speak, we heard a horrible cracking sound. The huge
day of reconciliation, we intend to vow, promise, swear, metal cabinet bolted above my desk tore completely out
and bind ourselves to fulfill, we repent beforehand; let of the wall. It smashed my chair in half, and partially
them be illegalized, acquitted, annihilated, abolished, embedded itself in the wall beside my desk.
Three maintenance men carried it away the next
valueless, unimportant.
Gur vows shall be no vows,
and our oaths no oaths at all.“-Schulchan
Aruch Edit, morning. ‘Whoever sits here is lucky to be alive,” one
remarked. I don’t consider it luck at all. It wasn’t
I, 136.
17. “Everything a Jew needs for his church ritual Frances who had spoken at that one critical moment.
no gay is permitted to manufacture, but only a Jew, God had sent an angel to call my name.
-Linda M. Wynn, St. Louis, MO
because this must be manufactured by human beings
and the Jew is not permitted to consider the goyim as
Aruch, Orach Chaim 14,
human beings.” -Schudehan
[End quoting]
20, 33, 39. Talmud Jebomdth 61.
18. “On the house ofthe goy one looks as on the fold
Isn’t it nice to have guardian angels around you?
Erubin VII, 1.
of cattle.” -Tosefta,
[End quoting]
Can you understand, with this sample, how evil the
total Talmud was and now they are revising it? It would
seem, according to their recent actions, that it would
only be for the m.
It is difficult for most non-Zionist-Jews to believe
they are hated so much-and that these other Jews are
filled with with so much evil.

Life is real!
Life is earnest!
And the grave
is not its goal.

-Longfellow,

A Psalm

of Life
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Notes About .
Healing Efforts
Editor’s note: Please also note our Front Page
Story this week,
as well as the material
that has
preoccupied
our Front Page slot for the two weeks
previously.
We are in serious times when it comes
to health.

2/4/97
#l
FOR
URGENT

ALL

OF

WARNING

HATONN
YOU.

PLEASE

RE:

HEALTH

Now, as to Dharma’s lungs-get
an inhaler and
mist with colloids (all mixed together) those lungs
before the symptoms settle into a chronic ongoing state
of mutation and disease. Please do this ASAP, I know,
the legal deadlines fall on this day so that is why I say
as soon as possible. Note that irritation to the lungs,
headache, and minor flu-like symptoms are accompanying your old/new disease processing now in the Los
Angeles area. Once entered into the body, the microbes
change and there is no treatment past the early stages.
So, don’t let early symptoms overcome you by thinking
you can save some silver colloid if you “wait”. Get rid
of these invaders as quickly as you come to realize you
may be hosting some alien bugs.
I believe that an inhaler of the electric variety for
“moist” vaporizing is best. This is NOT a humidifier
but an “inhaler” apparatus. Or, you can get over-thecounter “asthma” hand-held inhalers from which the
contents purchased can be emptied into another container, and the inhaler portion can be utilized to “suck”
colloid mist into the lungs for absorption at bronchial
surface levels. You may wish to leave a bit of the
asthma “treatment solution” (over the counter) in the
apparatus as a better “carrier” for the solution. When
inhaling, make sure that you add some drops of
Gaiandriana so that the absorption and transition to
well cells be readily utilized.
I have heard people suggesting hydrogen peroxide
sprayed through the nasal passages to cleanse the bronchial tree-DO NOT DQ THIS. It can be harmless but
you mn the risk of actually burning the lungs, caustically. Don’t do it. QxySol is GOOD to add to the
colloids inhaled but please do not use “straight” hydrogen peroxide for this purpose. Use something which
cannot bring harm but, rather, only healing support.
And yes indeed, we do try out all these things on people
RIGHT HERE before a drop goes to others. We are sort
of the “King’s tasters”. Further, we tend to sometimes
“overdose” intentionally to locate any possible unseen
effects. We findNONE with anything we offer-except
increasing the need for intentional replacement of
lowered intestinal flora. This is not “harmful” as such
but it can cause great malaise and digestive symptoms
until the bacteria belonging in the tract are replaced. I
will again see if there is some way to have available,
replacement flora critters. These are very easily grown
but we have about all the incubation nursery babies we
can handle. Perhaps next month we can begin to look
into broader facilities and increase our living world species.
Was Little Crow in real trouble? Yes. And I see
that Dharma is not going to leave those thoughts so I

NATELY, THERE WOULD NOT BE A VIABLE,
FUNCTIONAL BRAIN LEFT EITHER!
Therefore,
in such as the circumstances of Little Crow, even
though the brain ^remains” intact-he
will be the
first to tell you that the MIND is removed from the
circumstance and the alternate hologram presented
is perfectly capable of functioning and here is where
he/you can be located in several places at one moment
in “time perception”. It is a wondrous journey even at
the time of undertaking but one can’t depend on not
being taken to the “undertaker”.
God is not going to
allow Little Crow, however, to “get away”; in fact, HE
JUST SENT HIM “BACK” SO WE CAN MOVE FORWARD. He will now assume his POWER and responsibility in full realization of his ability to accomplish
any task required in full recognition of both his STAwill speak to that with you. Little Crow has a GREAT TUS and CAPABILITIES. Remember that we are all
mission, a huge mission, and he asked for HEALING children at some level of our beingness for it is neces“Was I
and CLEANSING and he got it. Most would and could sary to come INTO knowing and recognition.
Of course, do we
not survive physically, such trauma; however, it be- there?” comes the next thought.
If you do notcomes important to realize that your actual “earth students not also test our professors?
physical” properties get in the way, now, of our in- then you should. But I suggest you be very careful of
tended purposes and missions. He will be more careful your RIGHT and own level of KNOWING before you
I suggest you continue to
of his body now so that the mutation of cellular stmc- attempt such confrontations.
test self under the FIRE of responsibility accepted and
tures is not easily allowed.
If every “body” could be “baked” there would no not go through the ovens of hell to accomplish more
lofty goals.
longer be disease processes remaining-UNFORTU-
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of political coups against the governments of Third
World nations? Consider the manner the British Empire, through Colonial Offtce (“Overseas Development”
office) Secretary Baroness Lynda Chalker, is steering,
today, the highest rate of genocide in Twentieth-Century history, against literally millions of refugees from
Rwanda and Burundi.
It is past time for the Federal government and
ordinary citizens of the U.S.A. to come to their senses
in these and closely related matters. Have we not
already experienced international terrorism, and topdown, politically motivated, judicial cover-up in the
case of former Vice-President George Bush’s Special
Situation Group (SSG) assets, the (10) Afghan
mujahideen, to provide color for the bombing of New
York City’s World Trade Center? Are not the politically most sensitive aspects of the massacres at Waco,
Texas and Ruby Ridge, Idaho (12) still covered up? Do
George Soros in orchestrating November’s pro-drug- we not witness the effort to explain away what is
legalization referenda through Republican Party chan- presented as a highly sophisticated, and relatively largenels in Arizona and in California; also, consider the scale operation, the Oklahoma bombing (13), by sug
included documentation [eloboraleddocumentation
not gesting the whole affair is to blamed upon a convenient
included here], in that same location, of charges against pair of scapegoats?
Look at the relevant lesson to be learned from
Soros and his operations, which have been presented by
official circles in Italy, and by President Tudjman, and certain among the undisputed, well-known facts in the
his government, in Croatia. Combine this with (2) case of the terrorist attack in Peru (14), Look at those
French officials’ repeated exposures of Britain’s har- facts; then, say similar terrorist attacks could not hapboring of the most dangerous of the world’s well- pen in the U.S.A. itself, even as early as sometime
known international-terrorist
organizations operating during 1997. The leading, implicit point is: the legitiinside France.
Consider additional evidence, from mate purpose in chasing individual termites, is to find,
Israeli sources and elsewhere (3), corroborating this and destroy the nest from which they come.
exposure of Britain’s leading role behind international
terrorism operating throughout most parts of the world,
such as against Peru and elsewhere today. Take this
together with Sir Henry Kissinger’s public brag, in
1982 (4), that he had been an agent of the British
foreign service at the time he was supposed to be
serving U.S. Presidents Nixon and Ford. Add to this
Consider the following, exemplary features of the
(5) recent revelations of the roles of former U.S. Presi- matter, as drawn from the attached report (14) on the
dent Sir George Bush, as (a) former drug kingpin, (b) terrorist invasion and occupation of Japan’s diplomatic
Moonie-cult lackey, and (c) as a director of Britain’s premises in Lima, Peru.
Canada-based, Africa-genocide-linked
Barrick InterIn this case, the putative perpetrator is a branch of
internationally
organized narco-terrorism
operating
nationalinterests.
The question is: How does one correctly identify within Peru, the MRTA, which is otherwise to be
the British intelligence agents operating within any recognized as the complement to the similarly congiven assembly of the world’s so-called Very Important nected, sass-murderous, nominally Communist narcoPersons (VIPs)? Very few among today’s putative terrorist organization known as Sender0 Luminoso.
counterintelligence specialists have answered that ques- These two organizations represent, combined, internation competently. Even in the instance they identify an tional narco-terrorist gangs based in the area which is
actual such agent, their selections usually rely on meth- the largest single source of supply of illegal cocaine to
ods which lead them more often to wrong identifica- the criminal markets of the world; they are both criminal associations in the highest degree, which have
tions and interpretations than to correct ones.
For example, note, in attached documentation, al- already murdered tens of thousands of proverbial innothough today’s principal U.S. television networks were cent bystanders, criminal associations whose mere tolderived from British Empire interests’ control of radio erationby a government would constitute a crime against
patents, the difference between (6) traditional fellow- humanity by that government. For years, Peru’s Presitravellers of the British services, such as Tire New York dent Fujimori led his nation’s military and police
Times and The Washington Post, and (7) the newspaper forces in a successful campaign to break the power of,
chains outrightly controlled in British imperial inter- and to imprison these mass-murderous, narco-terrorist
est, by such British Commonwealth agencies as the killers in his own country, a campaign for which all
Murdoch and Hollinger chains. Similarly, what is the civilized humanity owes a great debt of gratitude to
Australian angle which U.S. Attorney General Janet Peru, to its incumbent President, and to the military
Reno has been complicit in covering up in such cases as and police institutions of that nation.
Granted, as EZR and other experts agreed at the
the Waco, Texas massacre (8), and, also, in (9) the
fraudulent 1983 -88 covert and legal trials of a U.S. time when the majority of these terrorists had been
Democratic Presidential candidate whom Henry A. rounded up, Peru had eradicated most of the branches,
Kissinger and 1980s drug kingpin George Bush wished if not all of the seeds of these terrorist organizations;
to put out of the way? What is the massive official, but, until recent foreign interference, from U. S. A. offrdeliberate cover-up, for the benefit of not only both the cial, channels, and elsewhere, pressed Peru to lessen its
British government and former President George Bush, security measures against international terrorism, the
but, also, ongoing international terrorism, in (10) the terrorist menace in Pem remained essentially a dorcarefully pre-scrambled New York City Federal indict- mant one.
ment, trial, and conviction of those accused in the
These two Peru-linked terrorist organizations are
World Trade Center bombing? What is the role of part of a terrorist international called the Sao Paul0
British intelligence’s Hollinger press channels (11) in Forum (Fore de Sao P&o) (15), nominally originating
orchestrating the attempts to indict U.S. President Bill in Brazil, and presently headed, at least nominally, by
Clinton-i.e.,
overthrow the U.S. government in the Cuba’s President Fidel Castro. This association insame way British intelligence agencies customarily cludes every notable international terrorist organizaconduct bloody revolutions, invasions, or other forms tion operating to the south of the United States, and
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Now, with some of the legal work in other’s hands
for a while today, let us move on to Sir George Bush
and, yes, I hear you: “bah humbug”!
Knowledge,
however, can be a PRICELESS commodity.
For the next article shared we are greatly indebted
to one whose name will be easily recognized, Lyndon
H. LaRouche, Jr. fromEIR, January 10, 1997:
[QUOTING, PART l’:]

SIR GEORGE BUSH:
ON HER
MAJESTY'S SERVICE
by Lyndon LaRouche, Jr.
December 24, 1996
British-led intelligence networks’ role in supporting international
terrorism against France, Sudan,
Colombia, and, most recently, Peru, obliges all U.S.
citizens who wish to regard themselves as patriots,
rather than of a nasty Tory type, to come to their senses
on the subject of those continuing services to the
British Empire, for which, according to no less an
authority than the Queen herself, President Sir George
Bush has received a knighthood from her Royal
Britannic Majesty.
We examine the present British campaign for UN0
sanctions against Sudan, against the background of
London’s simultaneous backing for the same intemational terrorism of which it, with witting falsehood,
accuses Sudan. We emphasize the relevance of this of
France’s and other nations’ repeated exposures of
London as the base for terrorist operations directed
against them. We emphasize London’s role in firrthering the cause of international terrorism in Fidel Castro’s
Central and South America, as key to understanding
the genocide and related terrorist operations which
London is orchestrating through Uganda and poor
Eritrea against Sudan, Rwanda, Burundi, and Zaire,
among other targets in what Sir George Bush’s cronies
of genocidalist London currently identify as “the Greater
Horn of Africa”.
Refer to the attached documentation [elaborated
documentation
not included here], as numbered here,
for identification of evidence bearing upon that question. Therefore, (1) consider the role of Britain’s
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includes also agents operating, from withinthe Internet,
inside the U.S.A. itself. The principal narco-terrorist
organizations of Colombia, including the “legalized”
M-19 and the FARC, are part of this. the terrorist
organization which calls itself the “Zapatistas” (15),
which has occupied one of the richest oil-deposits of
Mexico, in the state of Chiapas, is part of this same
terrorist international.
Some confused minds call. these “leftists”; wicked
people call them “rebels”. History shows (16), that the
“leftist” Duke of Orleans, “Philippe Egalitd”, the patron of terrorist Robespierre, and a terrorist massmurderer in his own right, was, like Napoleon III after
him, a-British intelligence services’ agent of influence
against his own nation, France.
The same history
shows, that “leftist” terrorists Danton and Marat, were
mass-murderers trained in, and directed from London
by the then-head of the British foreign intelligence
service, Lord Shelburne protege Jeremy Bentham (16).
The “leftists” of Fidel Castro’s following among the
terrorists of the Sao Paul0 Forum, are in that tradition.
The London connection to the MRTA, like the
House of Lords’ openly expressed sympathy for the
narco-terrorists
of Colombia, shows us the meaning
which the term “leftist” must invoke when employed as
a political costuming for the class of international
narco-terrorist
organizations which the MRTA represents. Terming the MRTA “rebels”, as their apparent
sympathizers of the CNN network have done, is like
terming genocidalist Genghis Khan “a specialist in
etiquette”.
That said, focus upon the specific kind of criminal
complicity exhibited by certain press and related agencies in the recent MRTA affair in Peru (17). Focus
upon a collection of accomplices which includes the
editorial page of the Dec. 24 New York Times, Time
Warui*r’s CNN network [H: Note he did NOT say
Turner’s CNN...], and other traditionally Londonconnected news-media accomplices of these terrorists.
These terrorists have been operating, like the assassins
which British agent Giuseppe Mazzini’s Young Europe
deployed, or, as in the 1860s tradition of B’Nai B’Rith
associate and British agent John Wilkes Booth: as
instruments of British policy-shaping.
In this case, as the relevant international television
newsmedia insisted constantly, the announced purpose
of the recent MRTA terrorists’ deployment has been to
induce Peru to abandon the last vestiges of national
sovereignty, just as shamelessly open sympathizers of
Colombia’s narco-democracy as the British House of
Lords have insisted for Colombia, and the sympathizers of international terrorism’s “Zapatistas” have used
terrorists’ deployment as a pretext for demanding the
end of the national sovereignty of the Republic of
Mexico.

“fellow-travellers
of terrorism”7
Was Nazi Propaganda Minister Joseph Goebbels, perhaps, a “fellowtraveller” of the Gestapo7 Cut through the shyster’s
quibbling sophistries about “politically correct” choice
of words. Why should institutions which some putatively chic persons of reckless opinion wish to term
“respectable”, such as the Berlin-based Chickie-Mckies
of CNN, or B?ltain’s House of Lords, be gushing like
yesterday’s sex-maniacal bobby-soxers, over the fashionable international terrorists of Peru or Colombia?
Granted, some CNN reporters might reject the idea of
actually sleeping with an MRTA terrorist; let us give
them the benefit of the doubt, by stating that it is
irrelevant to this report whether they all do, or don’t.
The question is, whence the coincidence of desired ends
between the operations of the actual terrorists and their
putative political fellow-travellers among representatives of today’s international mass media?
Is the answer really an elusive one? Are there not
people in high places, in the U.S.A., as in western
Europe, who think it desirable that the institutions of
the modern, industrialized nation-state republic-such
as the United States itself-must
quickly fade away?
Are there not presently currents of opinion, in high
places, working openly to eliminate the sovereignty of
nation-states, even their own, in order to transfer power
to supranational regimes, such as the UN0 Security
Council, the UNO’s locust-plague of Non-Governmental Organization (NGOs), or regional agencies such as
the European Union or Organization of the American
States (OAS), before the close of the present century7
Might one not conceive of the possibility, that, late
some November evening, in the year 2000, Al Gore
rushes to inform his wife, Tipper, that he has just been
elected President of the United States? To which news
Tipper responds with mixed diffidence and pity, “I hate
to tell you this, Al, but the United States was dissolved
eight months ago. They just forgot to call off the
election.”
It might not happen like that, but, around the
world, there are a lot of people, including Britain’s
Prince Philip, the Duke of Edinburgh who has served as
acting Queen termite of the World Wide Fund for
Nature, including some obviously very influential, and
also very treasonous persons and circles inside the
U.S.A., who have been straining to bring that dissolution of the U.S.A. about, as soon as possible.
There are some people in the relatively highest
positions of policy-shaping inside the U.S.A., who
have been working to bring about the early dissolution
of the sovereignty and present borders of every nation
south of the U.S. borders. Many of them are associated
with the relevant “Volpi di Misurata” of the old
Kissinger State Department, Luigi Einaudi. During
late 1995, this reporter, in his capacity as a candidate
for the Democratic Party’s 1996 U.S. Presidential nomination, had occasion to denounce precisely such a
policy for the Americas issued by the now recently
resigned U.S. Secretary of Defense Perry himself, a
policy which called, point by point, for stripping the
republics of the Americas of the most crucial institutions essential to the continuation of their national
sovereignties.
The leading effects of the demands placed by the
terrorists were fully consistent with such stated goals of
eliminating the national-sovereignty
of every present
state within the Americas, the U.S.A. itself included.
The most prominent of the demands was that the government free from the prisons about 400 of the most
inhuman mass-murderers and drug-pushers in the history of South America. The second is that these terrorists and drug-pushers should be set up, with financing
by the government of Peru, to be a “legalized” political
organization, like the M-19 of Colombia’s present
What, then, if the MRTA’s fel“narco-democracy”.
low-terrorists inside Brazil conduct a similar terrorist
operation in the near future, or perhaps the allies of the
Peru narco-terrorists’
Zapatista allies in Mexico?
Clearly, CNN and certain other international news-

[END QUOTING OF PART 1)
That is all for today.
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[QUOTING, PART 2:]
Take CNN as typical of those parts of the international news media whose editorial policy in this matter
clearly expresses culpable kinds of sympathetic actions
in aid of at least some crucial features of the terrorists’
crimes. From virtually the outset of the terrorist crime,
CNN has insisted on terming the terrorists “rebels”,
and in acting as a de facto, Joseph Goebbels-like propaganda ministry, in support of demands that the government of Peru must submit to in terms presented by the
criminals. CNN went to such extremes as suggesting
that Cuba’s Fidel Castro, the putative head of the
relevant international terrorists’ political association,
might assist in such destruction of the national sovereignty of the people of Peru.
Are CNN reporters therefore to be described as
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media organizations have no presently manifest objection to turning such mass-murderous, narco-terrorist
organizations loose on the entire hemisphere.
Obviously, once one compares the demands of the
terrorists with such international news media’s expressions of sympathy for those demands, only the most
reckless of fools would deny the fact of political aftinities between the terrorists and such news media. The
next question posed by these recent events in Peru is:
What is the nature of the British connection to these
terrorists, apart from the fact that not only has Britain’s
House of Lords expressed its warm regard for Colombia’s
narco-democracy, but the British government is openly,
and officially, harboring the largest of Peru’s narcoterrorist organizations, Sender0 Luminoso, as well as
many other similar organizations,
in London. One
might ask, without being rightly accused of profanity:
“What in Hell has London become?”

THE BRUTISH
EMPIRE
Persons who show themselves thus to be illiterate
in the most elementary features of modern and also
ancient history insist that the mantle of imperial authority has passed entirely from the former British
Empire to the United States of America. Such persons
have frequently defended their delusion to this effect,
by advancing the following sophistry. They are wont to
assert (often with a telling glint of fanatical blindness
in their wild-eyed stare at the unseen), that the poor,
little United Kingdom whose economy has been recently almost destroyed by its baby-killing former nanny,
Margaret Thatcher, must be viewed either as a mere
lackey of the terrible U.S.A., or, at most, perhaps, a
moderating influence upon the dumb U.S. strategic
giant.
Those officials of governments who, thus akin to
Jonathan Swift’s fabled sages of Laputa, suffer the
delusion that the United Kingdom today is ruled by an
elected Parliament and should not, in the interests of
their own safety, be allowed out of the house without
their vigilant, pig’s-bladder-armed
attendants.
The
widespread popular ignorance of the relevant facts
must be corrected, if but summarily, here, if we are to
bring the popular mind out of its imprisonment in
popularized, illiterate virtual reality, into the world as
it actually is.
Since the 1714 accession of King George I, the
British Empire was established as an empire in fact, as
a matter of law, under the implicit terms of the preceding Act of Settlement. In brief, the ruling financier
oligarchy of London, acting in a manner copied from
the precedent of the imperial maritime and financier
power of Venice, selected, instead of an elected Doge,
an hereditary, Welf (var., Guelph) monarchy.
Like alI empires of note from earlier history, as far
back as ancient Babylon, the ruling imperial house was
the sole, ultimate authority in law, unless it were ousted
by the oligarchy itself. This authority, for as long as it
might be continued, is implicitly subject only to the
monarchy’s observance of certain religious and related
local customs. These customs might evolve, in the
sense that Immanuel Kant, G.W.F. Hegel, and Karl
Savigny later set forth their respective doctrines of
changing custom, as changes occurring under the influence of an utterly irrational Volksgeist, Zeitgeist, or
Weltgeist, merely “popular opinion”; but, the irrationalist principle of custom was the only “constitutional”
form of constraint imposed upon an imperial monarch
acting as executive agent for the relevant oligarchy:
For the literate historian, there is nothing extraordinary in this British imperial arrangement. Throughout European and greater Mediterranean history, with
the exception of some Greek city-state republics and
their imitations, until the first modern nation-state was
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established, as 1461-1483 France under King Louis XI, empire share in common an oligarchical principle which a whole more than all other forms of culture combined
the dominant political form of society and law was the is axiomatically hateful toward the Christian apprecia- up to the Fifteenth Century.
imperial form familiar to us from ancient Babylon, tion of the Mosaic principle of Genesis 1: the principle
From the founding of the modern nation-state in
ancient Tyre, and the Persian, Ptolemaic, Roman, Byz- that man and woman are each made in the image of late Fifteenth-Century France, a mortal struggle erupted
antine, and Venetian empires. These empires were all God, that mankind might thus exert a divinely assigned between that new institution and all forms of the old
ruled, top-down, on behalf of an oligarchical collection
dominion within the universe. That latter is the prin- imperial order, both landed and financial oligarchies.
of families, an oligarchy of a form symbolized in the ciple which separates the imperial form from Chris- Following the near-defeat of the imperialist reactionGreek Olympus pantheon. In that sense, the emperor, tianity, and also from Islam, as the case of Prince ary class by the early Sixteenth-Century
League of
or pharaoh,
or Cromwell-like
dictator,
Cambrai it was apparent to the leading
whether an individually selected ruler, or a
imperial interest of that time, Venice, that
selection of an hereditary form of such rule,
the economic and related military superi“The key to all recent and present-day
world
was the executive-the
proverbial Zeusority inhering in the new nation-state inhistory and politics is
continuing, mortal conwhich the oligarchy put over itself, as the
stitution had brought the old order in
flict between
two axiomatically
irreconcilable
chief cupo of the U.S. collection of orgaEurope to an end. Venice’s reaction to
nized-crime
“families”, such as the late
this perception was: Divide and conquer.
political philosophies,
the continuing
conflict
Meyer Lansky, might acquire his position.
Beginning then, Venice fostered bloody
between
the old imperialism
and its creation,
schisms within western Europe’s ChrisIn the instance of the British Empire,
the so-called
materialist/empiricist
Enlightentianity, while looking northward to find a
the ruling of oligarchy is constituted presGalileo
Galilei,
Franci
ment of Pa010 Sarpi,
new base for imperial financier and mariently of several thousands of persons drawn
time operations, beyond its increasingly
chiefly from those families which represent
Bacon, Thomas Hobbes, John Locke, et
vervulnerable base at the north of the Adriatic.
the financier interests associated with Comsus the Renaissance
heritage of the modern naThe NetherlandsandEnglandwerechosenas
monwealth places such as the City of Lontion-state
republic
that is typified by the
thelocationstobecultivatedforthislatter
don, Montreal,
Toronto,
Singapore,
examples of Gottfried Leibnie and the founding of
Canberra, Hong Kong, and so on. In that
purpo=
Beginning in 1517, Venetian agents
sense, yesterday’s British East India Comthe U.S.A.
a constitutional
federal republic in
typified by Francesco Zorzi (Georgi),
pany and Barings, or today’s Anglo-Ameri;
1789.n
Cardinale Pole, and Thomas Cromwell
can and Royal Dutch Shell, the family known
utilized the Howard family’s bait, Anne
variously as Welf, Hannover, Saxe-Coburg,
Boleyn, to lure a susceptible Henry VIII
Windsor, has been a “bourgeois” hereditary
monarchy, with more likeness to a Doge of old Venice, Philip’s 196 1 co-founding of the paganist World Wild- into adopting the schismatic role of an English Pontifex
or the Netherlands’ bloody-handed William of Orange, life Fund attests this fact. This fact is key to under- Maximus and, a bit later, lured a susceptible Hapsburg
standing the role of the British Empire in Jeremy dynasty into a foolish, bloody tyranny against the people
than to a Habsburg, Bourbon, Romanov, or Hohenzollern
Bentham’s and Lord Palmerston’s fostering the terror- of the Netherlands.
dynasty. The oligarchy, through a feudal Furstentum
Western Europe entered the last
ist organizations of such British agents as Robespierre, decadesoftheSixteemhCenturydividedwithinitselfby
under a chancellor such as von Kaunitz or Metternich,
or a “bourgeois” assembly of financier-oligarchy
nobil- Napoleon III, and Guiseppe Muzzini’s Young Europe, rivers of bloody, politically-motivated, confessional tie.
ity, retains implicitly the ultimate power of a Roman and London’s harboring of so many of the world’s
paler familias,
to continue or replace the currently
leading terrorist organizations of today.
[END QUOTING OF PART 21
ruling hereditary monarchy.
The key to all recent and present-day world history
Thus, by standard of legal system of government,
and politics is a continuing, mortal conflict between
We have to go attend other legal matters so let us
the United Kingdom is, like ancient Italy under Capri’s two axiomatically irreconcilable political philosophies, just interrupt this at this point and continue as we have
Emperor Tiberius, merely the chief province of an the continuing conflict between the old imperialism time to do so. I must do some informational work on the
imperial form of power, of imperial institutions whose and its creation, the so-called materialist/empiricist
“flu” hitting you now as it turns into Meningitis with its
legal authority is rooted in the imperial tradition of Enlightenment of Paolo Sarpi, Galileo Galilei, Francis rapid mutation within the lungs first and then spreadBabylon and Rome. Like ancient empires, the imperial Bacon, Thomas Hobbes, John Locke, et al., versus the ing to the entire system through the nerves and circustate of today relies upon agencies whose existence lies Renaissance heritage of the modern nation-state repub- latory system. You have a serious thing taking place
essentially outside the reach of whatever other elected lic as that is typitied by the examples of Gottfried and we simply have to keep you posted on the seriousforms of government might appear.
Consider, for Leibniz and the founding of the U.S.A. as a constitu- ness of what is happening. Keep your immune systems
example, Britain’s permanent civil-service bureaucracy,
in good condition and keep your colloids flowing.
tional federal republic in 1789.
of the type which Anglophile U.S. dupes introduced as
If one accepts the Christian reading of the cited There are many test areas being contaminated so don’t
a corrupting “reform” undermining the U.S. ConstituMosaic principle, then it follows that the state must be consider that if a breakout is occurring in Maine you
tion, as the U.S. civil-service system. In the British derived, not from the mere assembly of persons of won’t have to worry in New Mexico. Remember, the
Empire of today, the monarchical management of both which a nation is comprised at some choice of moment, depopulation has to LOOK LIKE GOD IN ACTION.
state and government of the United Kingdom, and of nor, of the mere customary and other opinions of such
May you walk in caution until you can again walk
the larger British Commonwealth, is situated within persons, but, rather, from the principle that the state in good health. Salu.
the institution of several hundred persons known as the must be constituted to uphold the implications of a
Privy Council.
principle. The principle, which lies outside and above ZIGGY
The Privy Council controls the customary, popular, the mere opinion of such children of the Ockhamite
side-show entertainment known as the Parliament, and, Enlightenment as U.S. Justice Antonin Scalia, is that
respecting all truly important matters, also controls the truth and justice must prevail, and these according to
governments of all of the quasi-independent states of the fact that each newborn personality is made in the
the so-called British Commonwealth.
It determines
living image of the Creator, and must be developed’,
who might be selected to constitute a parliamentary
protected, and afforded opportunities in mortal life
government, and, whose government, in good time, consistent with that fact. A state, such as a promust endure a major sort of disappointment.
In fact, a Malthusiau one, which evades that principle is not morally fit
government of a Commonwealth state might, occasion- to survive, and ultimately, assmedly, will not survive.
ally, like present-day Sudan or Nigeria, resist the higher
The modern European form of nation-state, as first
authority of the Privy Council, at mortal risk to the established by the Fifteenth-Century
Renaissance in
persons of the official, and his or her family, who Louis XI’s France, occurred as an offshoot of the 1439attempts to free that state from the only slightly dis- 1440 sessions of the great ecumenical Council of Floguised colonial fist within the Commonwealth system. rence, where the eastern and Augustinian rites of the
The characteristic feature of all empires, this Brit- Christian churches were temporarily unified over the
ish Empire included, is axiomatically implicit in the coordinated political opposition of Venice and Mount
specific type of -oligarchy which predominates within Athos. Despite all of the evils done in the name of
the ranks of the assembly of the oligarchical families as European nations since the Fifteenth-Century RenaisIn Britain, the ruling interest is of the sance, it is simply a statistical fact that, until a 1966
a whole.
financier-aristocratic,
rather than, for example, the turn toward neo-Malthusian utopianism, the creation
legendary, landed-aristocratic
form of feudal Europe, of the modern nation-state in western Europe has had
or the theocratic form of ancient Babylon or Egypt.
the net effect of improving the life-expectancy and
All such differing varieties of the species called conditions of life of the average person on this planet as
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and create the “Fourth World”-theirs!
This agenda
became very clear at the UNCED Earth Summit conference in June 1992 in Rio de Janiero. This conference was intended to further the plans laid out in the
Brundtland Report, which had been earlier presented
at the Fourth World Wilderness Conference in Denver,
Colorado, along with the plans for the World Conservation Bank. Gro Harlan Brundtland’s report had been
commissioned by the U.N., under the direction of
Maurice Strong.
Editor $ note:
The beginning of this series, nificance of these labels was not always clear. George
Many believe Maurice Strong is the “single most
Article I, Section 1, appeared in the l/16/96 CONTACT H un t , investigator into the environmental movement,
influential person in the international environmental
on page 14; Article I, Section 2 appeared
in the learned that the international clique, which was pro- arena”, and is a strong eventual candidate for Secrel/23/96
CONTACT on page 13; Article II, Section I moting this movement and the one-world government,
tary General of the United Nations.
According to
appeared
in the 2/20/96
issue on p. 4; Article II, uses these labels with serious intent. It would be wise George Hunt, Strong is employed by the Rothschilds
Section 2 appeared in the 3112196 issue on p. 16; to memorize them for yourself:
and Rockefellers. The Wisconsin Report states he is a
Article
ZZZ, Section Z appeared
in the 4/9/96 issue
First World = Capitalistic countries of Europe Canadian Socialist, who has had a meteoric and unexon p. 15; Article
III, Section 2 appeared
in the and North America
plainable rise in the industrial, financial and political
j/21/96 issue on p. 39; Article III, Section 3 appeared
Second World = Soviet Union and Eastern Block world Among his organizational amnections are listed the
in the J/28/96
issue on p. 15; Article Zr/: Section 1 countries
following, which gives an idea of his international inflm:
--- ----was in the 7/30/96 issue on p.2; Article It: Section 2
Third World = Countries that have emerged since
President-World
Federation of United Nations
was in the 8/b/96 issue on p. 2; Article y Section 1 WWII and are supposed to be under the tutelage of the Association
was in the 8/13/96 issue on p.2; Article v Section 2 First World Co~tries
Cochairman-World
Economic Forum
was in the l/14/97
issue on p.8; Article t: Section 3
Member-Club
of Rome
Fourth World = The one-world government:
wus in the l/28/97
issue on p-23.
Here we con- Leaders such as Edmond de Rothschild refer to the New
Trustee-Aspen
Institute
Director-World
Future Society
tinue with Nora 5 mseamh on the Four Horsemen of World Order as the Fourth World. (Ref.: Video Tape
the Apocalypse.
Director of Finance-Lindisfarne
Association
titled: U.N.C.E.D .-1992, by George Hunt.)
Founding Endorser-Planetary
Citizens
Trustee-Rockefeller
Foundation, 197 l-78
In a nutshell, as we shall see, the plan is to deInternational Union for the Conservation of Naindustrialize, take over and dismantle the First World,
especially the U.S.A., blaming it for the world’s prob- ture and Natural Resources (IUCN)
United Nations Environmental Program (UNEP)
lems; promote the economic growth and political and
First World Conference
of the Environment
military strength of the Second World through a Second Marshall Plan, which was promoted at the United (Stockholm 1972)
World
Commission
on the Environment
Nations Conference on Environment and Development
Strong helped write its
(UNCED)-a free handout at the expense of the people (“Brundtland Commission”):
of the “First World”; take over the Third World through report, Our Common Future
United Nations Conference on the Environment and
Article
V, Section
4
land-for-debt swaps, debts that were manipulated by
the international clique (the “Elite”) in the first place; Development (UNCED. June 1992. Rio de Janiero.
Barth Summit)
Earlier in this series of arBusiness Council for Susticles I reviewed some of the
tainable Development
history of the British East InPetro-Canada
dia Company (BEIC) and its
Dome Petroleum
protected, monopolizing posiOntario Hydro
tion under the Crown of EnStrong formed the Business
gland. It was the BEIC parCouncil for Sustainable Develticipants and merchants, most
opment, a group of 50 eminent
of whom were titled people
business leaders from all reand could
be found
in
gions of the world. Its purpose
Debrett
‘s Peerage,
that
was to support the Earth Sumformed,
together
with the
A Collection of Research Articles which appeared
mit and promote an understandDutch East India Company,
in the weekly PHOENIX LIBERATOR
and CONTACT Newspapers
ing of and commitment to enwhat became known as the
vironmentally
sustainable de“Committee of 300”. It was
under the heading of Nora’s Research Corner from
velopment
within
the private
Dwight
D.
President
7/28/92 through 4127193.
sector at the highest corporate
Eisenhower who dubbed this
level.
“committee” the “Military-InVOLUME I
During an interview with
dustrial
Complex”
after
Daniel Wood for West magazine
WWII. Their greedy grab for
in May 1990, Strong presented
land and power has continued
the idea that the “only way to
unabated since the sixteenth
save the planet from destruction
century.
They now control
is to see to it that the industrimost of the wealth, resources
alized nations collapse.“(!!)
and governments of the world,
(Ref.: The Greening)
but still want to be considered
According to the Wisconthe benevolent protectors and
of 2/l/96,
sin
Report
philanthropists.
(Ref. : Con“Strong has left a long paper
spirators
’ Hierarchy:
The
trail that vividly illuminates
Story of the Committee of 300;
the influence he has exerted
and Stamp Out the Aquarian
upon the institutions and orgaConspiracy.)
BY
nizations he has led. In a 1991
Curious labels became
NORA BOYLES
book published by the Trilatmedia-prominent
following
eral Commission called BeWWII and into the present
yond Interdependence:
The
(Mastercard, VISA,
year.
Among them were
Order by mail or phone: credit cord phone orders to l-800-800-5565
Meshing
of
the
World’s
“Third World Countries”,
Discover); Mail orders to Phoenix Source Distributors,
Inc., P.O. Box 27353, Ias Vegas,
Economy and the Earth’s Ecol“Fourth World Wilderness
Nevada 89 126. Please send $6.00 plus $2.50 for shipping gbhandling; Nevadaresidents,
ogy, by Jim Mac Neil (Strong
Conference”, “Second World
please add 7% sales tax.
wrote the introduction
and
Marshall Plan”, etc. The sig-
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David Rockefeller wrote the forward), Strong said:
‘This interlocking...is
the new reality of the century,
with profound implications for the shape of our institutions and governance, national and international. By
the year 2012, these changes must be fully integrated
into our economic and political life.’
“He told the opening session of the UNCED conference in 1992, that industrialized countries (USA)
have: ‘developed andtinefited
from the unsustainable
patterns of production and consumption which have
produced our present dilemma. It is clear that current
life-styles and consumption patterns of the affluent
middle class-involving
high meat intake, consumption of large amounts of frozen and convenience foods,
use of fossil fuels, appliances, home and workplace airconditioning, and suburban housing-are
not sustainable. A shift is necessary toward life-styles less geared
to environmentally damaging consumption patterns.
“The concept of national sovereignty has been an
immutable, indeed sacred, principle of international
relations. It is a principle which will yield only slowly
and reluctantly to the new imperatives of global cooperation. It is simply not feasible for sovereignty to be
exercised unilaterally by individual nation-states, however powerful. The global community must be assured
of environmental security.. . .
“Whether Strong really believes that the planet is
biologically impoverished,
or whether he is simply
posturing himself, his businesses, and his organizations to be in control of the institutions that control
the world’s natural resources-is
anybody’s guess.. . .”
There were many conferences, organizations and
promotions prior to and in preparation for the Earth
Summit, ‘92, in Rio. The United Nations Association
(UNA) of Iowa hosted a private meeting on 9/22/91 in
Des Moines in preparation for the UNCED Earth Summit. Vice President Al Gore, Jr., and Maurice Strong,
President of the World Federation of UNA, were keynote speakers at the conference. Maurice Strong has
financially backed both Al Gore, Jr. and his father. Al
Gore, Jr. is deep into the international environmental
programs and was the author of the “Superfund” legislation promoted to “clean up the environment”. A very
alarming paper was privately distiibuted at the meeting in Des Moines by the “Cobden Clubs” on 9/22/91,
titled: “initiative for Eco-92 Earth Charter”.
The
“Cobden Clubs” are described at the top of this paper
as “Secretariat for World Order”. The phone number
shown is that of Congressman Richard A. Gephardt.
A copy of this “Initiative” was given to me by George
Hunt, investigator into the environmental movement.
It is retyped here because the copy I received had many
handwritten notes on it which are not part of the original. [Quoting:]
The Cobden Clubs
Secretariat for World Order
(314) 631-9959
September 20, 1991

INITIATIVEFORECO-92
EARTHCHARTER
1. THE PRESSING NEED
a. The time is pressing. The Club of Rome was
founded in 1968, Limits to Growth was written in 1971,
Global 2000 was written in 1979, but insufficient
progress has been made in population reduction.
b. Given global instabilities, including those in
the former Soviet bloc, the need for firm control of
world technology, weaponry, and natural resources, is
now absolutely mandatory. The immediate reduction
of world population, according to the mid-1970’s recommendations of the Draper Fund, must be immediately effected.
c. The present vast overpopulation, now far beyond the world carrying capacity, cannot be answered
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by future reductions in the birth rate due to contraception, sterilization, abortion, but must be met in the
present by the reduction in the numbers presently existing. This must be done by whatever means necessary.
d. The issue is falsely debated between a political
and cultural approach to population and resources,
when in fact, faced with stubborn obstruction and dayto-day political expediency which make most of the
leaders of the most populous poor countries unreliable,
the issue is compulsory cooperation.
e. Compulsory cooperation is not debatable with
166 nations, most of whose leaders are irresolute, conditioned by local& “cultures”, and lacking appropriate notions of the New World Order. Debate means
delay and forfeiture of our goals and purpose.
f. The U.N. action against Iraq proves conclusively
that resolute action on our part can sway other leaders
to go along with the necessary program. The Iraq action proves that the aura of power can be projected and
sustained and that the wave’ of history is sweeping forward.

PERILSTOBEHEEDED
There is a twofold opposition which must be eliminated by quick action. There are rumblings among
some of the “South” regions, notably Brazil and Malaysia, to thwart the aims of the UNCED Earth Charter and to thwart the international gathering in Brazil
in June 1992.
There is also the unfortunate vacillation in our own
ranks, an argument that the UNCED leaders have made
the agenda “too political” and that the way must first
be prepared on a less abrasive cultural basis.
We present only the most recent evidence:
*
* Gilbert0 Mello Mourao, the Brazilian writer,
warned in the August 4, Folha de Sao Paulo that at
Munich in 1938, “It won’t be easy to row against the
current of that type of ecological epidemic, unleashed
against our country, which threatens the structure of
our cultural, spiritual, and political values, and against
our very national sovereignty.. . . Messrs. Chamberlain
and Daladier, heads of the governments of England and
France, calmly offered the Brazilian Amazon to the
Fuehrer.” Hitler reportedly observed that, since the
Amazon was in South America, the United States would
cite the Monroe Doctrine and reject a German occupation of Brazilian territory. “Chamberlain and Daladier
responded that the proposal had Washington’s backing .”
* The prime minister of Malaysia, Mahathir
Mohamad, announced on Aug. 16 that his country may
boycott the Earth Summit and stated that if the conference is used to suppress the Third World, it would be
better for these nations to hold their own meeting.
Speaking to newsmen in Petaling, Java, Mahathir
claimed that environmentalists have launched a global assault on Malaysia, while it is the developed nations, not Malaysia, &ho are polluting the environment.
* Malaysia’s Science, Technology, and Environment Minister, Law Hieng Ding, announced Aug. 20,
according to the New Straits Times of Aug. 23, that
Malaysia is preparing a document entitled “Greening
the World”, urging developed countries to use wealth
and technology to turn the deserts green.
* Ahmed Djoglaf, Algeria’s delegate to the Aug.
15 meeting of the U.N. Conference for Environment
and Development, said Aug. 23 in Geneva, according
to the U.N. Inter Press Service, that “We have the old
pattern of the North imposing the system and the South
having to accept. Non-governmental organizations are
saying that the North has hijacked the agenda, and they
are right.. . . They are prepared to let people die but
not forests.”
* The Malaysian Sunday Times editorial of Aug.
16 said, “Environmentalists
make so much of their
noble mission in protecting the environment which

sustains all of us... . They do not credit Malaysians
with much intelligence, with a similar concern for the
health of the land and themselves. Shades of precious
fin de siecle romanticism; visions of the noble savage
stalking big game in arboreal groves, in grunting communion with the voices of the land. The same kind of
romantic claptrap that got natives all over the world
sold down the river into slavery, decimated by smallpox and clap, driven from their land into alcoholism
and hopel&s helplessness.
“Malaysia has had its fill of cultural and intellectual domination...:”
l
The Brazilian Journal de Commercio on Aug.
19 reported that Brazilian Foreign Minister Francisco
Rezek said that it was “hypocritical to campaign to
preserve flora and fauna.. . . If the human race becomes
extinct, there won’t be any sense in preserving an exuberant flora or fauna on this planet.”
* Brazil’s chief of staff of the Amazon military
command, Gen. Thaumaturgo Sotero Vaz, stated in an
interview in the Aug. 28 Folha de Sao Paulo, that the
nation’s armed forces will not permit Eco-92 resolutions restricting Brazil’s sovereignty over the Amazon
or creating “Indian nations” within the region. The
general did not rule out the possibility th& Brazil could
be subjected to “something similar to what+appened
in the Persian Gulf,” and declared that pe&ons like
Franqois Mitterrand and Ted Kennedy would not be
permitted to order reductions in or elimination of
Brazil’s armed forces. Sotero Vaz said, “If those idiots te to come in here, we’re going to give it to them
and [treat them] like guerrillas....”
The governor of
the Amazon, Gilbert0 Mestrinho, stated Sept. 8, “The
generals’ position is the product of looking at reality.”
* The president of the Industrial Federation of the
Brazilian state of Para in the Amazon region, Fernando
Flexa Ribiero, was quoted by the press Sept. 14 as stating that environmentalists want to make the Amazon
“a sterile preservation”.
He said Eco-92 could “promote colonialist practices”.
* The Brazilian daily Tribuna de Impresa quoted
Joann Grossi, a spokesperson for the U.S. Agency for
International Development, as saying that sterilization
is the family planning “method preferred by President
George Bush to increase the effectiveness of birth control in the Third World.”
* The Italian Catholic weekly Zl Sabato published
a Sept. 14 article by Prof. Franc0 Cardini stating: “It
must be said with utmost clarity that the plans of the
International Monetary Fund for the [former] U.S.S.R.
and the eastern countries are infamous.. . . The European Community is in the position to supply not only
suggestions, but also capital and technological structures, but all this obstructs the plans of the New World
Order, which is strictly hooked to the United States,
the country that remains [have we forgotten?] the most
indebted country in the world, and is facing a crisis of
production exemplified by the crashes of the stock
market and the big banks. It is this new frontier that
reemerging liberalists would like to propose to the
ZiGGY/ By Tom Wilson

former Soviet Union....”
The article has been much
discussed in Poland, as the first frontal criticism of
the International Monetary Fund and the free-market
model from this quarter.
* India’s delegate at the Geneva UNCED negotiations t ,ld the Earth Charter organizers, with the support of negotiations from China, the Philippines, Chile,
Venezuela, Ethiopia, Ghana, and Malaysia, that “we
are not here as supplicants, and we have not come here
for aid”, but “compensatory financial flows” to underdeveloped nations are required, according to the Sept.
13 Indian press.
The delegate,
Chandrashekar
Dasgupta, also strongly opposed plans to bring environmental matters under the U.N. Security Council,
and insisted that “development” be put center stage
instead of bracketed next to the environment. He told
newsmen that both India and China will have to be
satisfied on these questions before they attend the Rio
summit, declaring that without the assent of India and
China,nocharterwillbeworththepaperitiswrittenon.
* At the Non-Aligned foreign ministers’ meeting
in Ghana, India’s external affairs [spokesman],
Madhavsinh Solanki, called Sept. 11 for a comprehensive and integrated strategy on debt and a development
consensus for this decade. The African group at the
conference sponsored an urgent call for an international
conference on debt.
l
The U.N. Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD) issued its annual report Sept. 16, declaring, according to the BBC, that the liberal free
market is not an appropriate model for the developing
nations. Finance should serve industry, not the other
way around, and government has a key role to play in
certain sectors of the economy. Directed credit for special projects is sometimes necessary. Developing nations should look to Germany and Japan rather that
the U.S. and Britain as examples. The report deplores
the tendency to introduce an “Anglo-Saxon” banking
system into developing countries.

Strong is somebody who spent too much time at
his wife’s New Age center; it obviously touched his
mind. It all reminds me of the so-called Millerites of
the 19th century, who predicted that the world would
come to an end at some point in 1844, so they all went
into the mountains to prepare. The world didn’t come
to an end, and the Millerites became the Jehovah’s
Witnesses. That is what I see happening with the Earth
Summit. Just listen to Strong talk about ‘the most significant event in human history ever’, and ‘the last
chance to save the planet’. What could be more ridiculous, and guaranteed to create a mess? We see the
backlash already, in the reactions of various Third
World countries.”

“British Race Patriots” and our patriotism is “the
speech, the tradition, the principles, the aspirations of
the British Race.” Do you fear to take this stand, at
the very last moment when this purpose can be realized? Do you not see that failure now, is to be pulled
down by the billions of Lilliputians of lesser race who
care little or nothing for the Anglo-Saxon system?

WHAT MUST BE DONE

A. The Security Council of the U.N., led by the
Anglo-Saxon Major Nation powers, will decree that
henceforth, the Security Council will inform all nations that its sufferance on population has ended, that
all nations have quotas for REDUCTION on a yearly
basis, which will be enforced by the Security Council
by selective or total embargo of credit, items of trade,
including foodand medicine, or by military force, when
required.
B. The Security Council of the U.N. will inform
all nations that outmoded notions of national sovereignty will be discarded and that the Security Council
has complete legal, military, and economic jurisdiction in any region in the world and that this will be
en&cod by the Iv@or Nations of the Security Council.
C. The Security Council of the U.N. will take possession of all
resources, including the watersheds and great forests, to be used and preserved for
the good of the Major Nations of the Security Council.
D. The Security Council of the U.N. will explain
that not all races and peoples are equal, nor should
they be. Those races proven superior by superior
achievements ought to rule the lesser races, caring for
them on stierance that they cooperate with the Security Council. Decision making, including banking,
trade, currency rates, and economic development plans,
will be made in stewardship by the Major Nations,
E. All of the above constitute the New World Order, in which Order, all nations, regions and races will
cooperate with the decisions of the Major Nations of
the Security Council.
The purpose of this document is to demonstrate that
action delayed could well be fatal. All could be lost if
mere opposition by minor races is tolerated and the
unfortunate vacillations of our closest comrades is
cause for our hesitations. Open declaration of intent
followed by decisive force is the final solution. This

In the face of mounting opposition from Third
World elements, certain forces in the Eastern European
and Russian regions, and by the Vatican, and certain
weak-kneed response within the ecology effort, what
really is the purpose of traipsing around America to
convince a handful of farmers, unionists, local officials, churchmen, and university environmentalists of
the necessity of the Earth Charter? If one truly wished
to convert the American public, would it not be necessary to say fully, openly and explicitly what must be
done? And that it must be done now?
Do you really imagine that parading some Third
Worlders before “hearings” conducted by local celebrities, the Third World will simply quiet down, or that
the American press coverage of these events will overwhelm this opposition?
Will you take action now that President Bush has
the political momentum or .wait until you must convince America to fight a hundred Vietnams simultaneously? This is the time to save the Anglo-Saxon race
and its most glorious production, the Anglo-Saxon systern of banking, insurance and trade.
.
We are the living sponsors of the great Cecil
Rhodes will of 1877, in which Rhodes devoted his fortune to: “The extension of British rule throughout the
world.. .the colonization by British subjects of the entire Continent of Africa, the Holy Land, the Valley of
the Euphrates, the islands of Cyprus and Candia, the
whole of South America, the islands of the Pacific not
* An official of the World Wide Fund for Nature heretofore possessed by Great Britain, the whole of the
(WWF) said Sept. 10 that the Geneva UNCED results Malay Archipelago, the seaboard of China and Japan,
were “absolutely a serious setback. There will be no the ultimate recovery of the United States of America
convention on forests by June 1992 for Brazil. No- as an integral part of the British Empire....”
We stand with Lord Milner’s Credo. We too, are
body wants to say it publicly, but the forests convention is finished. The situation has reached a deadlock.
This is the first casualty for the UNCED process. Increasingly, UNCED is being broken down into blocs,
with the developing sector in one bloc. We heard the
statements of Mahathir, and these can be serious. We
hope it is just a tactic to precipitate new negotiations,
but it has the potential to set the ball rolling and cause
other countries besides Malaysia to withdraw. It is a
very difficult situation.”
+ A senior advisor on ecological affairs to Britain’s
Prince Philip said Sept. 15 that &o-92 organizer
Maurice Strong had “over-politicized” the issue of environmentalism and had raised “ridiculously messianic
expectations” for the Earth Summit. “Strong is misfocusing attention away from a clear and present danger confronting the entire ecology movement: the general shift in paradigm toward favoring economic
growth, in the former cotiununist nations. .. . We should
be avoiding too much overt politicking.
We should
concentrate on change-of-awareness models, and attack
the underlying ethical-moral considerations that motivate people. Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union,
that is our biggest challenge.
We will have a major
problem if they try to achieve the level of economic
growth of the advanced Western nations. This is potentially one of our biggest challenges, and Prince Philip
isgettingmoreandmoreinvolvedindealingwithit.

WHATTHEWORLDWIDE
FUND
FORNATUREISSAYING

THEREFORE THE
FOLLOWING POLICY
MUST BE IMPLEMENTED:
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must be done before any shock hits out financial marLets, tarnishing our credibility and perhaps diminishing our force.
(End quote)

the Committee of 300 (the “Elite”/Bankers and Military-Industrial Complex) to rule the world? Could Mr.
Gephardt be one of their company or a paid performer?
Why hasn’t the “Earth Charter” been made a subject
of public debate and vote? Certainly the “Cobden
Clubs” do not represent the opinions or desires of most
Americans and appear to be a throwback to the time
before America won its independence from tyrannical
rule. Do we want to do that all over again? The
“Cobden Club’s” Initiative also appears to be an overt
attempt to cause the Anglo-Saxon race a great many
problems among other people. I think any arrogant
and diabolical promotion of a race war should cause
its perpetrators the greatest difficulties among the
peoples of the nations from
this time forward. It is those
who think they are ‘superior
to others, the “Elite”, who.
have been at the center of all
the wars in the past. This
should not be forgotten by
w/&
C+Ij-..+~~7IJ
a~&~october
2, 1991
any man defending his life
in any war in the future, a
Congressman
Richard
A Gephardt
man of any race or culture.
Attn:
Adrianne
It is, in my opinion, the
9959 Gravois
“Elite” members of the naSt. Louis MO 63123
tions, not the men in the
street, who are creating the
Dear Congressman Gephardt:
divisions among races for
the purpose of depopulation
and gaining world control.
Adrianne
asked me to send this
literature
to you.
It bears
your
The next installment of
telephone
number, but certainly
doesn’t
seem to represent
your
this article will continue
political
mind.
It emerged at the UNCED conference
held in Des Moines
with the UNCED Conference
on September
22, 1991 where an acquaintance
was gleaning
informatiofi
in Rio and information on
about the X0-32meeting
to be held in Rio in June 1992.
the Bio-Diversity
Convention
adopted
there.
The isThoug’h the _za-,er s~ea;:s
against
!!aurice
Strcng,
we have ieason
to
sue of world depopulation
think that
Pecgle
I:. his cam? distributed
this
rascist
literature.
why
was not openly discussed at
he would “shoot
himself
in the foot”
is beyond me.
And why he would
Rio, but is part of the plan,
insinuate
you as the creator
of this volatile
literature
is still
as will be shown through the
another
puzzle
of which,
perhags,
you may already
know.
programs
that were promoted and approved. If “the
plan” were to be printed,
Strong is’stirring
up controversy
about the Rio meeting.
iie will
widely distributed,
and
Breside
as the Secretary-General
of the Conference.
An article
not
openly discussed among all
included
with these gapers
quotes
his speculations
that a world
people, I believe it would
financial
collapse
will be precipitated
by the Rio,,meeting.
Many are
soon gain the contempt it so
watching
and listening
as this Rio Conference
unfolds.
justly and richly deserves.

to Mr. Gephardt’s offrce. (Please see attached copy of
his letter to Mr. Gephardt, and his handwritten cornments.) [see bar below]
I tried unsuccessfully to find outmore about the
Cobden Clubs. From the material presented, it would
In my opinion,the above“Initiative
or Eco-92 appear they are “the living sponsors of the great Cecil
Earth Charter” is a remarkable herald of the prophecy Rhodes’ will of 1887” which was devoted to “the exof Revelation 6~8, Death riding a Green Horse (envi- tension of British rule throughout the world” . ..and read
ronmental movement) with power over one-fourth of in part like “British-Israel” propaganda.
the Earth.
Why Mr. Gephardt did not choose to respond to
Mr. Hunt wrote to Congressman
Richard A. Mr. Hunt is an open question. Is it possible that all
Gephardt regarding the above material because it has the media hype on the environment stems entirely from
his phone number on it. Mr. Hunt did not receive a an unabated, unconscionable and insatiable desire on
reply or a response to any of his subsequent phone calls the part of the British Monarchy and the families of

Our country
has been undermined
by the same sorts
of persons
who
convened
the Des Moines UNCED (“unsaid”)
Conference.
We seem to be
powerless
to stop them.
It must be doubly hard on you, Congressman
Gephardt;
to serve in these
last
years of our Constitution,
seeing
how
we have lost
control
of our affairs’as
we ooze toward the brink.
When
foreigners
like Maurice Strong
can thwart our laws and dismantle
American systems
at will
(I have proof
of these
statements)
right
under
our noses and get away with them, any discerning
American
can’see
“the
fat lady rising
u? to sing”.
.

It seems that,you
and your colleagues
are much too busy with other
agendae than to follow
the machinations
of X. Strong
and his European
treasure
hunters,
but if Strong
is truly
responsible
for placing
your
phone number on this literature,
you may have some real problems
at
hand.
Sincerely,
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tom or frequency-specific treatment modalities break
down that protein/proteasc protection on the cells and
disallows the retrovirus’ ability to “cling”.
With all this in mind, but not as a distractor since
most of you are not medical doctors, let us look at the
presentation on the subject of “flu” in the Bakersfield
Californian, Feb. 2, 1997. This is not a discussion of
the new cases of meningitis also “going around”.
[QUOTING:]

THE FLU

r,

[Continued

from

to them far more severely. Since there is argument over
which and what is more serious, I suppose I should not
have “rated” one beyond that of another for any “dis”ease
brought on by anything, such as dust or particulate of
any kind, can be as damaging as is anything else. One
is basically a response to dusty air and one is a fungal/
yeast type of invader often picked up by people who
handle a lot of birds or are around pigeons, chickens
who can be carriers. One also leads into the other so
don’t relax your guard. If the lungs are impacted by
particulate, the damaged areas are then open for settling-in any microbial organism and allowing it to
stake a homestead. Since, however, as in the case of
Dharma, she has a productive nasal/sinus mucous effluent which usually indicates mucous in the lungs as
well.
I do want all of you to understand that if you are
taking anti-histamines and they HELP, you are having
a histamine response to the active process taking place.
There is an enzyme circulating in the body which
inactivates histamine, called histaminase, and there is
something else which means having an affinity for
“tissues” and not the Kleenex variety.
Now, how can you tell if something untoward and
of a histamine reaction is taking place? Well, let’s see
now: If you are one who shows redness and allergic
response to, say, wine and you are in the midst of hyperattack on your immune system, take a glass of wine and
see what happens. If you already have problems you
will find that you will far more quickly respond in
allergic symptomatology to the addition of alcoholic
beverages.
So what might have we in this individual case?
Well, she lives with and for her birds, and each bird
gives off what I call “dander”, and we have an ongoing
irritation and histamine reaction now compromised by
a bacterial-viral infection.
This would not be a big deal FOR HER at all
because she finds an anti-histamine will usually relieve
the allergic reactions; however, add a mutation-capable retrovirus to the equation and you have trouble.
You also have to CHECK OUT YOUR SYMPTOMS against what else is going on in your life, i.e.,
Dharma has a very stiff neck which would be terribly
worrisome if it wasn’t that she and E. J. had to make two
trips of about 150 miles to and from Fresno to file
responses to the US&P case. This means that they had
to HURRY to meet deadlines and flinging back and
forth in an auto causes one to have to brace the head
with the neck-leaving
stiff muscles just as there would
be with “exercising” when one is not accustomed to
those particular muscle motions.
IF A RASH MOVES RAPIDLY INTO WHAT CAN
APPEAR TO BE POX OR SOMETHING SIMILARGET TO A PHYSICIAN INSTANTLY FOR-YOU ARE
TOO SYMPTOMATIC TO TINKER WITH THIS AT
HOME WITH ONLY ORAL “STUFF” TO TAKE.
Mutation can start, and can end in death in mere hours,
so don’t play with these things.
I have had, recently, another episode of someone in
the foothills coming down with symptoms on a hiking
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outing over a weekend.
They had colloids and an
emergency pack with a syringe and one injection of
colloids quieted the disease action and a second one
stopped it. I am NOT recommending anything, I am
passing along information.
Each area of the country, or anywhere in the world,
will be having outbreaks and actual epidemics of these
things and you will have to watch what is taking place
in your neighborhood. All these “retroviruses”, which
are being talked about so virtuostically and with such a
jangle of expert opinion (“only your doctor knows for
sure”), are deadly if not attended properly and quickly.
Big speeches and big words are used to keep you as
confused as are the physician8 and medical staffi of
any clinic-hospital in any town U.S.A. or World,
This %t”, as it is being called, is now making its
way through California-but
do not confuse it with the
Meningococcemia also killing here and there around
your home-base. This begins with a meningococcus
mutating to a meningococcal-type
retrovirus.
But,
readers, the onstart symptoms can be so similar that you
have to be aware of your own body condition and
deterioration rate and type of symptoms. A major lung
invader is the pneumococcus in one case and the meningococcus in the other. After mutation with viruses,
they become almost identical and give off toxic reactions with very similar symptoms. Moreover, in your
MODERN world of mutations, you will find the toxins
given off from the viruses and especially their “breakdown” are often responsible for “kill off effect or
simple toxic reaction akin to an anaphylactic response
or shock. This latter can be so responsive as to cause
medications to be interrupted until the body can clear
out the dead or dying microbial entities.
In this circumstance, it is the continuation of rupturing of the organisms after the initial impact. In very
ill patients this is a MAJOR symptom and treatment
should be held until the body is free of reaction symptoms along with lowering dosages of whatever treatment modality is producing the massive “kill off of the
invaders. These symptoms are healing signs but will
frighten both the physician and the patient, so don’t
push the river. These “critters” continue to die off and
cause toxins in circulation for quite a long while after
successful treatment regimes.
If you have medical intervention apparatus and
personnel present, then you can move quickly with
treatment.
If not, and especially with new protocols
when and where you have “time”, start low dosage and
then don’t push the envelope beyond and into major
reaction symptoms. Remember that you are LOOKING
for a response, and the more lengthy or strong the
disease the larger will be the “kill off and toxins in
circ? .lation. You are dealing with “frequencies” and it
takes, even by frequency-ray devices, about half an
hour or so to move up and past the microbe frequency,
but once damaged or ruptured through the protease
covering of the cells or microbes, you get a continuation of the rupturing condition. This is why, if treatment is given WITH a protease inhibitor, there is far
better evidence of “kill”. Further, the protease inhibi-
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OF THE VIRUSES
MAKING ITS
ANNUAL TRIP
THROUGH CALIFORNIA
by Tamara Koehler, Staff Writer
Better watch that person coughing and sneezing
with some serious suspicion.
The flu is here.
While the viruses that cause colds and respiratory
ailments are nasty in their own right, the flu virus
stands head and shoulders above the rest.
Tiny and spiked, these cells of genetic junk pack
the punch of a freight train. And this year, it’s the A
strain of influenza now hitting California on its annual
path around the world.
While no cases in Bakersfield have yet been confirmed in the laboratory, public health watchdogs say
influenza is definitely here.
There’s the complaints of body ache. The searing
fever that causes chills. The cough, the joint pain, the
headache.
“What we’re hearing in the community really fits
the clinical picture of flu,” said Dr. Claudia Jonah,
Kern County assistant health officer.
State levels of influenza activity are described as
average, or at expected levels.
And while there’s no cure, the good news is that
this year’s A strain is milder and its effects lessened
with antiviral drugs. According to the Centers for
Disease Control, amantadine and rimantadine are approximately 70 percent to 90 percent effective in preventing illnesses caused by strains of type A influenza
viruses.
If administered with 48 hours of the onset of illness, the drugs have been shown to reduce the severity
and duration of symptoms.
Symptoms include coughing, congestion, headache,
sore throat, muscle aches, some vomiting and diarrhea,
especially in children, and a fever that can last up to
five days, various clinics and hospitals report.
Jonah said the flu invasion in KeN County began in
December. The peak season in the United States for the
airborne virns is December through February.
According to the CDC’s monthly disease surveillance report, 99 percent of influenza viruses identified
in labs nationwide have been type A.
One to four days after exposure, a person will come
down with symptoms. The illness lasts for five to 10
days.
But all too often, a second bacterial infection, such
as bronchitis or pneumonia, invades the body weakened
with influenza. The risk of catching secondary infections is greatest for elderly and chronically ill people,
who should get vaccinated for the flu each year, according to the CDC. [H: NO COMMENT!]
Flu vaccines are made up of killed strains of flu
viruses. [H: Don’t they just wish! You are getting
live monkey viruses in every vaccine of any kind, but
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If you think you are only getting kiiled viruses, you
are misinformed.] But the time has already passed for
Because it takes about
most people to be vaccinated.
two to four weeks for the vaccine to create antibodies in
the body, chances are that most people will already
have come down with the flu.
This year’s round of flu shots should help combat
the season’s sickness, but doctors say no shot is 100
percent effective because the strains can mutate at any
time.
Each year, new strains appear that are resistant to
Influenza viruses, like most viruses, are
vaccines.
given to mutation for survival. Most often the process
is gradual, with only slight changes in the virus from
season to season.
But every so often, an abrupt change occurs deep in
the proteins of the virus.
This change, called an
antigenic shift, has led to worldwide outbreaks which
claimed tens of thousands of lives. The high rate of
death occurs because large numbers of people have no
antibody protection against this new virus.
Three antigenie shifts involving influenza A have
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occurred in this century: the 1918 Spanish flu outbreak
which caused 500,000 deaths in the United States and
20 million worldwide;:the 1957 Asian flu outbreak that
led to 70,000 deaths in the United States; and the 1968
Hong Kong flu epidemic that caused 34,000 deat 4 in
the United States. There is no way to predict if and
when the next shift could occur.
People with influenza are most contagious during
the first 24 hours after infection.
One of the best ways to lessen your chances of
infection is simple handwashing with hot water and
soap. Infection can be as simple as shaking hands,
handling a telephone used by a wheezing colleague or
walking through an invisible shower of virus-loaded
droplets sprayed into the air by a sneeze. [II: Or by any
naturai or artificiai method.]
Once you are infected, doctors advise drinking lots
of fluids and getting plenty of rest to relieve fever,
headaches and muscle aches.
To relieve a sore throat, gargle with lukewarm salt
water every two hours. To relieve a cough, use a coldmist room humidifier.
[H: For goodness sakes,
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people-USE YOUR HEADS HERE. These Ynuids”
oat of the tap and/orcontaminatedwater in the
hamidifiers will simply SPREAD THE’ORGANISMS
FOR THEY ARE ALSO FLUID-BORNE AS WELL
AS AIRBORNE. TREAT ALL WATER USED FOR
ANYTHING WITH AT LEAST 10 DROPS OF ICYDROGEN PEROXIDE (FOOD GRADE 35%) OR IN
HUMIDIFIERS AT LEAST 35 DROPS OF TOPICAL HYDROGEN PEROXIDE TO EACH GALLON OF WATER TEE STABILIZERS IN OVERTHE-COUNTER ANTISEPTIC HYDROGEN PEROXIDE CAN BE TOXIC SO USE ‘FOOD GRADE”
FOR INTERNAL USE. ]
To relieve head, nose and ear congestion, drink hot
liquids such as chicken soup or spray salt water drops
into your nose.
If symptoms are worse after five days or a fever over
100 degrees persists, call the doctor. Bar or facial pain
and shortness of breath may indicate a secondary infection.
[END OF QUOTING]
Now I have comments of a rather general nature as to what you might find hidden
in the text above. Realize that, if the first 24
hours are the most contagious, then you are
more at risk because people tend to not go
home from work or school until they get too
sick to continue routine activities.
Remember that heat does NOT kill all
viruses so make sure even your chicken soup
has a few drops of OxySol, Gaiacol, and/or
food grade hydrogen peroxide. Also wash
dishes and rinse in a fairly strong hydrogen
peroxide-treated
water and soak those
dishrags in strong hydrogen peroxide solution. You just keep on keeping on infecting
yourselves and anyone around you.
If lozenges of Zinc seem to cause lessening of symptoms, then you have a virus with
a zinc “neck” which will be knocked out by
a silver colloid internally and Zinc applied
topically (dripped down and past the sore
areas of the throat). However, if these do
not work, you have to move to something
more effective and that means if you use
silver colloids you are going to have to move
to GaiaCol which is silver colloid finished
with gold with selenium, and add to that
titanium colloid. These are totally harmless
and are pretty useless on the skin as an
antiseptic-but
are highly effective integrated within the body.
Then, please, attend your immune-system, lest you turn right around and get hit
again in short order.
CANADIAN

FRIENDS

This is directed specifically to you Canadian friends who do use Gaia products,
You are now headed for hard times for
getting products. The places who handle
U.S. Products in Canada are now being hit
with massively expensive taxes (licensing)
on EACH product. What do you do? Well,
I don’t know anything to do about the government and these taxes but, until “something” else happens, you CAN order directly from New Gaia and if your orders are
not more than “family use amounts” you
won’t have much, if any, problems.
The
problems crossing those “NAFTA” free-andopen borders are getting worse every day.
When it is not acceptable, then we will have
to cease shipping. I believe you may actually find you can get the products more
inexpensively by ordering DIRECT, but I
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have no input or knowledge about costs, shipping, etc.
This is simply one more evident sign of the “closedown” of freedoms in all categories. It is also a very
blatant effort to put health-care facilities, supplement
vendors and general health-care enhancers OUT OF
BUSINESS. THIS FAIRLY EFFECTIVELY, IN MOST
INSTANCES, SHUTS DOWN THE FLOW OF PRODUCTS REGARDLESS OF WHAT THE PRODUCT
MIGHT BE.
We spoke of protease inhibitors above and I want to
STRESS something here and now: Olive LeafExtract,
as we offer it, is one of the best protease inhibitors
around. But more importantly it contains oleuropein
which inactivates bacteria by dissolving the outer lining of the microbes. There is also present Naltrexone
which is also the name of a drug used in cases of
immune system degeneration. There is a generic term
for Naltrexone but it eludes me at the moment. The
extract
we offer in colloid
also has DNCB
(dinitrochlorobenzene)
occurring naturally. This is a
chemical which acts as an anti-viral agent which works
through the stimulation of “killer cell” activity. These
are both effective as protease inhibitors. This is particularly important with the viruses and circumstances
of AIDS invasion.
The Olive Leaf Extract in a Gaiandriana IV fluid
containing no particulate is exceptionally good at circulating that which gives symptomatic relief, i.e., to
enlarged lymph nodes, etc., as well as taking a major
_ toll on the viruses themselves. In other words, you can
so “gum-up” the viral covering as to disallow further
replication.
Olive Leaf Extract is especially effective
against the RETROVIRUSES.
Well, I see that I have distracted off into a lecture
on physiology and microbiology without intention of
doing more than telling you to STAY ALERT to that
which is being passed around because the next serious
victim can easily be YOU. I suppose this writing
would, however, be exemplary of topics we cover OTHER
THAN LIGHT AND PULSED UNIVERSES.
Is the above information copyrighted? I certainly
don’t see how it could be so, any more than basic truth
in any scientific arena or in any “religious” doctrine.
I find that what we refer to as Light and God are the
same thing that all “God-respecting”, and frankly ALL
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atheistic beliefs, “religions” or “doctrines” are quite
acceptable to ALL as we define God, Universe, and
Source.
Certainly anyone recognizing a HIGHER
POWER or BEING would not argue that this which we
offer is generalized and truly only a realization of what
“God” IS and how human IS and how all things come
to BE. I have found NO OBJECTION FROM ANY
ORGANIZED RELIGION OR BELIEF SYSTEM. WE
ARE BUT THE IDEA OF GOD MADE WHOLE AND
MANIFEST. How ELSE can one describe THE TRUTH
of this without being able to use THE LANGUAGE of
THIS TRUTH? MOREOVER, TO TOSS PEOPLE INTO
PRISON FOR SPEAKING OF THE SAME TOPIC IN
THE ONLY POSSIBLE LANGUAGE IN REFERENCE
TO THE TOPIC IS IMPOSSIBLE IN YOUR HUMAN
FORMAT.
Therefore, if you believe this information and explanation of GOD AND UNIVERSE, but are denied
ability to speak or write in explanation, and in fact are
tossed into prison, are your RIGHTS OF ALL KINDS
not violated7 You would, as in the case of Doris Ekker,
be deprived of every right offered under Constitutional
LAW, for her very task is to write that which I offerthat topic being the least utilized of all due to an effort
at meeting requirements laid forth by a Judge in a
Federal Court at the demand, without hearing, of
US&P’s Timothy Binder by and through his attorneys.
Remember something else: these people under injunction have never had opportunity to CONFRONT
THE ACCUSER(S) NOR HAVE HABEAS CORPUS
GUIDELINES OF PRODUCING THE DAMAGED
PARTY(S) BEEN DONE. The opposing parties in
point HAVE NEVER APPEARED IN COURT OR
ELSEWHERE TO ANSWERTO THESE OBJECTIONS.
Therefore, the point may well be the reasonable cause
IN THE FIRST PLACE of edicting such restraints,
especially onto a person whose very mission and career
is writing and speaking on LIFE, RELIGION, SPIRITUALITY AND UNIVERSAL LAWS. And is it not
terrifying to have to again appear before a Judge who
‘has already threatened such miserable repercussions of
speaking on said topics7 US&P certainly presents these
ideas as being valid and truthful and does, in fact,
TEACH PUBLICLY THIS INFORMATION UNDER
THE SHELTER OF A STATUS OF NON-PROFIT,

“This new drug workson streptococci,

and staphylococci. Now
here’s where you come in . . .”

pneumococci
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TAX-FREE, UNIVERSITY/COLLEGE.
Can a Holy Catholic church be indicted in Texas for
teaching the catechism offered by the Holy Catholic
Church? How about the Baptist in New Jersey using the
Ten Commandments
as offered by the New Mexico
Baptist or Methodist churches7 And furthermore, how
is one DAMAGED by the use of the other especially if
the one in New Jersey advertises and tells you to get the
books in point with this information from the New
Mexico church? And furthermore, many books are sold
and payments made to the New Mexico church because
of this, so how can there be DAMAGE?
Now move a step forward: How can the Holy Catholic Church object to regiving the exact information as
from that Holy Catholic higher diocese? Would you not
expect more uprising if DIFFERENT information would
be given which would change CONCEPT? And. furthermore, how can a blanket restraint be placed on
other people and on the PRESS when there is no agent
or connection with the writer? It is MY BELIEF that
you have in the US&P vs. Ekkers case-MAJOR CONSTITUTIONAL ISSUES IN PLAY-FROM UPSTARTAND THERE SHOULD NEVER, IT APPEARS TO
ME, HAVE BEEN ALLOWED SUCH PERMANENT,
OR EVEN TEMPORARY, INJUNCTION PLACED ON
THESE PEOPLE WHO HAVE NO ATTACHMENT TO
ANYONE ELSE AT ALL. CERTAINLY IN THIS
CURRENT SET OF CIRCUMSTANCES THE ITEMS
UNDER LEGAL SCRUTINY WERE PRIVATE CORRESPONDENCE AND WRITINGS PURELY IN RESPONSE TO INQUIRIES OF A VERY PERSONAL
NATURE BY INDIVIDUAL PARTIES.
Would the New York Times be prevented from
publishing public information with proven TRUTH?
So be it.
A further KNOWN is that the body human is created of Light and electricity (simplified) and, deprived
of that LIGHT, will perish for the cells cannot maintain
or proliferate absent light and fluid for a long period of
time. Man cannot, either, survive without BREATH.
As a matter of fact, absence of breath is more important
than absence of a heartbeat. With absence of breath
goes mind-mind
and brain must have nutrients and
When this function
elements in order to function.
ceases, life as you recognize it to be in human activities
from whole being to cells individual, spirals to a halt
and reproduction stops. Nothing ELSE may be present
and still the living cells stop their cycling. They then
begin to change presentation which you would call
NOTHING IN THE UNI“dying” or degradation.
VERSE IS DESTROYED-ONLY
CHANGED.
The
body itself reverses or goes back to its original elemental state in death of the physical being. As a matter of
fact, in the case of the viruses being disrupted-it
is
that they disperse in fragmentation when eruption occurs and there is no longer containment of the fragments which can be accomplished through housing
(containing the inner substance) to compression which
holds or compresses the contents. Just as a split belly
will allow the contents to pour out or a ruptured Cell
will allow the contents to expand outward, so too can
you rupture the atmosphere and, ‘people, even though
you can’t SEE it-you can know that every movement
as you perceive it moves out through the atmosphere
and into the Cosmos and Universe. You have to come
to realize that you are living organisms, parasites, etc.,
living off of and within other living organisms making
their infinite journey through manifestation or invisible beingness.
When you speak of LIGHT, you have to define
concepts because the most damaging of the photons
(LIGHT) are invisible and in higher frequency than
even the i&a-red Dust below the visible] and ultra
violet bands [just above the visible] or “octaves” of
tonal frequency and color. These rays are emitted by
elements which have octave, color and to@ sound.
They are banded at each octave by [the inert] gases, i.e.,
neon, xenon, argon, etc. Of some of these divider
elements you will probably never have heard, such as
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possibly “niton”. Now you tell me how we can explain
this SCIENCE without utilizing science and expression? If I have to change my language, say, I give you
“zanin” instead of “xenon”, what have you got? You
have false information and stupidity.
If I use “farringialcoccus” when the term is “meningococcus”, have I said the same thing? No, of course
not, and nobody will have ability to relate to anything
else in the topic. This is WHY you have succinct and
explicit terms in SCIENCE as different from general
slang languages, so you can understand-anywhere
and everywhere, the terms presented. It would further
seem to me that someone placed IN CHARGE OF AND
HEAD OF A SCIENTIFIC BRANCH OF ANY UNIVERSITY WOULD HAVE TO REALIZE THIS NECESSITY. Either that OR THIS PERSON DOES NOT
KNOW WHAT HE IS ABOUT IN ANY SUCH PLACEMENT. Perhaps it would be good to take the entire set
of black notebooks from which the journals and writings are then presented and just offer them as evidence
to the Judge in the Fresno Court to exemplify the
myriads of topics over which I seem to have some
working knowledge. Is it feasible that Doris has such
out-of-hand knowledge7 Would she go forth and choose
these topics for in-depth writing without researching?
I don’t think so, people, and it appears to me that the
entire show might well be interesting.
Does it mean, in addition, that Doris Ekker can’t
even say, for instance, “. .: the room was dark but someone pushed the electric switch and electricity flowed
and the light went on...“? How would you EXPLAIN
THAT PARTICULAR FLOW OF CURRENT AND
DEFINE “LIGHT”‘?
Well, let me explain something to you readers:
THIS IS EXACTLY WHAT HAPPENS IN ALL TOPICS GOVERNED AND LIMITED AS TO EXPRESSION IN EVERY SCHOOL ON ANY, UNWANTED
BY THE ELITE, TOPIC AND THIS IS WHY YOUR
NATION AS A MENTAL WHOLE AND YOUR CHILDREN ARE SO “DUMBED DOWN”. TEACHERS
ARE NOT ALLOWED TO TEACH TRUTH AND IF
YOU CANNOT HAVE TRUTH-YOU
ARE STUCK
IN THE WHOLE OF THE LIE. Does 2 + 2 = 4 or does
it equal 5-l/2? If you cannot use the terms and numerals of “2” or “4” how can you explain or express 2 + 2
= 47 (17171) And how about, OK, you change to avoid
duplication of copyrighted information and say two
plus two equals four. (77) How about 3 + 1 = 41 What
of l+l+l+l
= 41 How about 5 - 1 = 41 Well, this is
claimed by US&P as just as bad-or worse, an infringement and is classified as “paraphrasing”.
What it is
truly is to be damned if you do and be damned if you
don’t. I have another obvious example in, say, a wall
painted purple-not
lavender or bluish pink but purple.
Now do I call this “purple” or a vivid mix of red-blue or
what? I can call it “violet” but that is not accurate, or
lilac, but neither is this accurate in replacement of what
is meant by “purple”. I might say, “That wall is afnon!”
That is what “I” would call it but what does that mean
to you? Well, LIGHT is the same-there
is no other
way to describe the invisible rays of “light” in content
of TOTAL OF ALL COLOR IN TRANSPARENT FORM
without calling it “light”. I PERSONALLY HAVE NO
OTHER WAY TO DESCRIBE ORDEFINE GOD THAN
BY USE AND DESCRIPTION OF LIGHT AND ELECTRIC PULSE WAVES, ETC. I could say that it is the
invisible compilation of all frequencies of color into a
frequency of a ray traveling at around or about or
higher than radiant energy that stimulates the organs of
sight, having for normal human vision wavelengths
ranging from about 3900 to 7700 angstroms and traveling at a speed of about 186,300 miles a second.
So, our highest Deity sends forth valve-like pulses
of electric waves in a spiral type of perceived motion,
which isn’t, an idea, a whole idea, of what will be a
projected YOU, at 3900 to 7700 angstroms and traveling (but it doesn’t move) at a PERCEIVED speed but is
a pulsing wave of electric charged particles in pairs
according to DNA-RNA-Mitochondriachal blerint,
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of some 186,300 miles per second and that would
equate to so many more kilometers... and thus and so.
Do you know what I just said? What is an angstrom7
Just how much more in counting,are kilometers than
miles? Are they more or less or are they equivalent to
the same thing?
How do you define gravity7 How did Newton in
Principia Mathematics
DEFINE GRAVITY7 Or, would
that constitute plagiarism to use his definition? Well,
&is not what is touted there-gravity
is not some pushpull motion toy-gravity
simply is representative of
elements, particles, THINGS, trying to reach within
and become within the same density as itself. If you are
SOLID material, as is “human”, you are heavier than
air, gas or “those invisible frequency rays”. Now, is
everything clear? Well, what about that old “Rapture”
theory of walking on clouds? You are much heavier
than air or clouds containing water vapor so what is
going to happen to your cute little body? But what if
your body became lighter than air and at a higher
frequency than air and at the least as light as light? Ah,
now we have THINKING to be done, do we not?
Along these same lines you now have to explain to
me how to explain that a physical body crucified against
his will allows you to dump all your guilt and sins. If
you believe this, then surely you are absolved of all
crime or ill-thinking and will be Raptured? How so?
What process allows a physical“thing” to SAVE YOUR
NON-PHYSICAL BEING? THIS IS WITH OR WITHOUT BLOOD-LETTING AND ONLY PHYSICAL BEING-BODY HAS BLOOD!
Does “light” have a circulatory system? Of course,
it is called charged particle electricity and frequency.
Therefore to be like the “Deity, Great Spirit, Christ
Consciousness, Wakan Tanka, Allah, I Am, Umdogie,
God, Aton”, and on and on and on-you too, MUST BE
AS “LIGHT”. HOWMANY WAYS CAN YOU, OR
EVEN THE GREAT JUDICIAL BENCH (JUDGE),
DESCRIBE OR EXPLAIN THIS CONCEPT? And if
a free citizen is denied ability to express this concept in
the only language available to express THIS TRUTH,
are you not violating the very basis and foundation of
your CONSTITUTION? And if a paper of public recognition cannot print such information, are you not further violating the Constitution?
If you are claiming
that the information is FALSE, who claims this? If
US&P for instance, claims that we print false and
defamatory information by stating truth and fact, then
WHO IS IN VIOLATION OF LAWS OF FRAUD AND
FALSE WITNESS?.
Let us look more carefully at the work of Newton.
Newton wrote in one language and then Voltaire had it
translated-BY
HIS OWN MISTRESS, THE COUNTESS CHATEAU de Lay (phonetically spelled to protect
the guilty). Is there any possibility, do you suppose, for
error here and there? Have YOU read or studied the
Principia Mathematics?
And furthermore, didn’t Newton do ANYTHING ELSE besides drop apples7
You will be told by the opposition that “this is not
the point”-but I assure you readers, THIS CERTAINLY
IS THE POINT “HERE”. The opposition’s point is
obviously to deny this particular person and persons the
right to exist in a free and open state as a citizen with
all rights under the Constitution ofthe United States.
Walter Russell did not write fiction or novels and never
claimed otherwise. Therefore, we deal with “assumed”
truth as TAUGHT BY AN AUTHORIZED UNIVERSITY IN PUBLIC STANDING EVEN AS A NONPROFIT INSTITUTION AND TAX-FREE ENTITY.
Are not the subjects then taught somehow for public
use? Ekkers BOUGHT and enrolled in the Home Study
Course offered by this US&P. Are they not, however,
entitled to utilize the information taught? Would they
present OTHER than the information as taught by the
professor?
This is to point out the absurdity of the
charges in point-and
again, PRESENT THE DAMAGED PARTY(S) IN A COURT OF LAW AND ALSO
BRING THOSE PARTIES TO BE CONFRONTED IN
THAT SAME COURT OF LAW BY THE DEFEN-
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DANTS. AND AGAIN, NO, THE LAWYERS ARE
NOT THE PARTIES IN POINT.
I believe that the defendants, as Ekker, et al.,
should demand that the erroneously named Greens,
their cohorts, Timothy Binder and possibly others of
the Plaintiffs, be charged great fines for inflicting
damage against defendants and other named partiesAND IT WOULD BE MORE SUITABLE IF LENGTHY
JAIL TIME IS ORDERED-TO
TEACH THEM A
LESSON, AS WAS DEMANDED AGAINST THE
UNWITTING DEFENDANTS IN THIS CASE. The
defendants set forth very inconvenient monitoring systems to prevent even the appearance of intentional
breaking of Bny agreement with anyone and certainly
CONTACT, the newspaper, is not bound by any “other’s”
agreement or singular order.
This becomes open censorship against the freedoms of speech, thought, press’and basically all other
of the freedoms within the Bill of Rights of the Constitutions of both State and Nation extended to ALL
CITIZENS. I would greatly enjoy the subject under
discussion to be undertaken by such as Robert Bork
and/or Eustace Mullins. This case should be a total
embarrassment to the Federal Court in this case. I
further think you who stand before that court in defense
should cause Timothy Binder and George Green to sit
on the witness bench and be caused to define the subject
of Who is God, What is God, and give full definition of
all teachings of Walter Russell from whom they claim
sole rights of this information. I suggest you remove
this sentence, however, because they would undoubtedly rush to the nearest Pleiades Journal to see if they
could find definition. They BOTH still have a supply
of the books, while we were forced to divest ourselves
of any of the disputed information and are allowed to
have no copies of either Russell’s work or our own. By
the way, that fact alone makes it very difficult for Doris
to copy anything!
I enjoy the author who claimed to have had his
books burned in Europe while being a U.S. citizen. Oh?
Well, we beat you, Sir, we have had books burtrd by
order of the court, IN THE UNITED STAT,;S of
AMERICA without any member of the judicial system,
including lawyers, having even READ the books in
question. The first defense attorney came to the first
hearinb and had never even SEEN the books, knew
nothing of the books, had no copies of even the points
in question, and neither had Russell’s books nor had
heard of Walter Russell. The Judge had not heard of
Walter Russell, and George Green, the accused defendant in the first order, wasn’t even required to attend
court and ended in SECRET agreements with the Plaintiff, AFTER COMMITTING CONTEMPT AND SELLING BOOKS UNDER INJUNCTION-INTO
THE
THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS.
Doris and E.J. did
NOTHING save sit respectfully in the court, never
being allowed to speak.
Yes indeed, readers, THIS IS THE UNITED
STATES OF AMERICA!, one nation under “the inability to mention”, indivisible, and with “liberty” and
“justice” for the guilty few. You had best start facing
that which is upon you-the-people for it isn’t getting
any better-FOR
YOU.
So, Doris can just stop writing? Well, isn’t there
something in that Constitution about having the right
to happiness, work and freedom in body and secure in
your house and with your property? I have tried to
phrase this without copy or paraphrase so bear with our
paltry attempts at statements without ability to use
exact language.
The Ekkers have gotten nothing, not one cent, from
any of this work, except severe attacks, headaches,
threatened jail terms, bashing, abuse, ridicule and
other major and countless damages. And the information is hardly ever even regarding such topics as are
under attack. I find it even more interesting that it is
GOD who comes under fue. You think it is NOT God
under fire here? Well, YOU ARE WRONG!
Good morning.
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SOLTEG

Good morning, my friend!
It is I, Ceres
Anthonious Soltec, come in the Radiant One
Light of Creator God. Thank you for again
sitting this day to write for we of the Hosts.
There is a need at this time to issue yet
another warning concerning the geological
INstability of your planet. Your planet is
under severe stress this day and ah- is in
She shall have her
great need of relief.
relief! You ones need to be prepared for the
upcoming changes. Whether they be from
man’s tampering with forces that he does
not understand, or from natural balancing
of pressures within the body of Earth-Shan
is of little consequence when the walls of
your dwelling are coming apart!
Your Elite controllers feel they are running
out of time-when they perceive the extent of
their progress toward world control and
compare that to where they think they should be
according to their blueprint agenda. This is
cause for sounding an alarm because there are
horrendous plans to counteract this “time”
discrepancy
in their schedule. There are
several plans developed
to counter this
perceived problem and each plan has a set of
back-up plans. We could discuss any number of
these plans, but most of them have already been
touched upon in previous writings.
However, at this point in the unfolding
“play”, you who are going’ to be prepared have
already done so, and those who are still sitting
on the fence will continue to do so until the
fence is literally shaken out from beneath you.
You are well into serious times down there
and most know it not. The fox is in the hen
house and he has you convinced that he belongs
there and that you should have to feed and
support him in his efforts to destroy all that for
which you have worked.
Many down there will blindly continue to
support those dark ones who are draining the
life force from the very being of these
this blind majority
unsuspecting ones -until
comoletelv succumbs to the Elite controllers’

parasitic condition. The ignorance and naivetd
of these clueless ones will enable the Elite
controllers to pull off the massive annihilation
on your planet.
It is only through knowledge and
understanding that you can divert these
catastrophic
plans for your planet. As
always, the masses will refuse to listen for
it causes them great discomfort to have to
feel responsible for their part in the overall
drama of life.
These are the ones who will refuse to hear
the messages of Truth. These are the ones who
will say, “What’s the use? I am only one small
person; I can’t change anything.” These are the
ones who are frightened by the thought of
taking an action that might lead them into a
position of responsibility. These are the ones
who will choose to remain in ignorance and thus
go along with “Big Brother” as he uses them,
and then discards them when they are of no
tirther value. These are the ones who shall
have to recycle through this sort of experience,
again and again, until they “get it right”. These
are the “young” ones whose growth we stand
ready to assist!
By contrast, many of you who diligently
read these messages are the Ground Crew
members who have volunteered (Oh, yes you
did!) to come at this time, in the physical form,
in order to re-give that which others before
you have given to you. Inasmuch as you prepare
now, you will find that your job will be easier to
accomplish in the years to come.
When catastrophe strikes and YOU are
prepared, those who are not prepared will
come to you asking, “How is it that you knew
to prepare for these things?” At that time
you will probably have the undivided
attention of the ones you have been trying
to help all these years. It is at that time when
a larger part of your mission will be
recognized!
You are Teachers
and
Wayshowers for the ones who are in need of
realizing who they are and why they are
going through such horrendous experiences.
You are Dart of the Hosts who have been

sent at this time so that God’s promise would be
fUlfilled to those who are seeking diligently
to find the answers to the questions that demand
an answer. These are questions like: “Why am I
here?” and “Why has all this (catastrophe)
happened?”
God promised that the truth shall be
known and that people would be given to
know WHY the great tragedy has befallen
them. YOU are the answer to this promise!
You shall stand as a Beacon of Light during
very dark times. Your job is to assist your
brothers in their understanding of WHY
all of what will transpire has transpired.
Inasmuch as you prepare NOW for iour
titure survival, you will capture the attention
of those around you for having greater insight
than they, because your very actions will have
proven this to be so!
There are many reasons why we of the nonphysical expression suggest that you do the
things that we ask. We will, however, always
wait to see where you are ?&in abiity to discern for
yourselves, prior to just giving you the answers.
So, if you’re just sitting out there all
alone, and you are thinking that you do not need
to prepare, for you have no real responsibilities
to attend such as children or family, then I
would suggest that you consider your choices
most carefully prior to dismissing preparation
as a course of action. To those of you who have
prepared for yourselves, you may wish to
consider adding to your food supplies so that
you have extra to offer those in need.
Know that you ALL have a purpose to
tilfill. Realize also that, though we may not
always respond to the individual question in
this forum, we WILL most certainly respond to
individual questions on an individual basis, for
the call compels the answer. But that means
making the effort to go within and be
attentive to the response!
With this said, I will ask that this morning’s
earlier “private” writing to this scribe be
attached following this message, for there are
many who can benefit from the words and we
simnlv do not have the time to re-write the
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message again.

Be patient and persistent, for the answers are
there when YOU take the proper focus in order
to perceive them.
We shall assist you when and where we can.
You can help us by keeping your space cleared
and by calling in.the Light for assistance. Once
the call is made, you can KNOW that an answer
WILL present itself to you. But-YOU must
recognize the clues and follow your inner
nudgings in order to help manifest the answer in
physical space (or in the physical consciousness).
Many times we send you ones the answers
you desire, or a clue that will lead you to the
answers, only to have the opportunity lost
due to a lack of cognitive recognition of the
subtle nudges that we are sending to you in
Be
response to your call for assistance.
attentive to the nudges and learn to recognize
the thoughts that seem to upopn into your head.
In time you will come to greatly appreciate
the communications and insights that manifest
because of this developed perception that you
ones call INTUITION.
We shall continue
to work with you ones in order to strengthen
this sort of communication cycle.
It always helps to have a reminder, such as
this one, to help you to remain focused upon the
training cycles that you are experiencing almost
non-stop every day. However, this is also to
caution that, when you are being constantly
guided throughout your life, you will sometimes
become complacent with the whole process and
thus begin to ignore the suggestions that we are
making to you.
When you remain focused and place the
proper amplification on a thought, then you
will have done YOUR part. You will soon
more fully realize the value of maintaining a

PREPARATION
IS TEE
KEY
TO FULFILLING YOUR INDIVIDUAL
PURPOSE and we will assist you in
ALL your efforts-when YOU take conscious
action to meet us part way!
I am Ceres Anthonious “Toniose” Soltec
come in the Light of Creator SOURCE!
May you see beyond the words andfeelthe
Love with which these messages are sent. Salu.

[Editor ‘s note: The following writing was
It is
scribed just before the message above.
the ’‘private ” message
which geophysical
Commander Soltec suggested was worthy of
general attention and sharing in conjunction
with the advice penned already.
Indeed, in any imaginable
capacity
of
teaching
or wayshowing
under the chaotic
conditions
we are about to experience,
connection to Source for guidance is a most
prudent
first
step 1toward fruitful
later
actiondon
‘t you agree?!]

Good morning, my friend; it is I, Toniose
Soltec, come in the One Light of Creator God.
Thank you for hearing the call and responding.
We have work to get done, so please get
comfortable and find balance within.
We shall stand with you throughout all of
the challenges that you will face down there.
Call upon the Light whenever you .feel the
desire to do so. Please do NOT hesitate to do
this! We can assist you more when a conscious
call is made.
Allow for the changes in perception to unfold
within your mind as well as within your heart.
You will be guided to the answers you desire.
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conscious mental awareness of our Higher
Presence within your mind as thoughts come
and go throughout the day. You will also be
able to connect more easily to the Higher
Consciousness of we of the Higher Energy
Realms as you consciously practice becoming
attuned and then amplifying those thoughts.
As always, you must maintain your guard at
all times, for the adversary will most certainly
try to influence this process IF you give him
the opportunity to do so! Keep your Light
shielding up at all times, and if a thought
causes you concern, then clear your space and
I
ask for clarification.
Act always in wisdom for you are responsible
for all that you dwell upon, and thus manifest in
the physical experience. Release the thoughts
that will only serve to distract you for they are
just that-DISTRACTIONS!
You are under constant barrage from all
‘directions in order to slow you up or even stop
you if the adversary is able to “pull it off’.
a
Again, there is nothing new here-just
reminder to you to keep an “ear open” to the
nudges and follow your Inner Guidance.
Recognize when we are there working with
you. Even the small, seemingly unimportant or
mundane tasks can be turned into a training
session IF you but call us in and then pay
attention to the clues that we will provide,
As always, the choice is yours and YOU
must have desire to participate, else thc!re is
little value that we can add. Thank you for
receiving my energy this day. We shall walk
through the challenges together, if you but ask.
I &.n Toniose Soltec-Friend,
Guide, and
Teacher, in Light and service to Creator Source.
Salu!

e

“1 don’t know what it measured. The
Richter scale is down there.”
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On Utilities,
.-O,J,
& Standing
ForJustice
319191 #l

GAS.

HATONN

ELECTRICITY

AND

YOU

We have been writing about the dastardly things
taking place in “Out of Africa” and other spots around
the globe because, whether or not you like to consider
it-you ARE a global basket of organized confusion.
But what of BIG things a-comin’ down in the
U.S.A.? What “killing” can be yet made in a market
gone crazy? Oh my, LOTS. But not where you are
placing your bets.
UTILITIES
Yes, I suppose you could call this a “scoop” because
nobody else is going to explain it to you so that you
understand the impact or potential dangers in this
particular rainbow.
Lb% us remember that UTILITIES and their offshoot r:ompanies who supply John Q. Public with utility
products, water, gas and electricity, are CONTROLLED.
Ah, but next year these controls are due to be removed.
Remember that committee of blood suckers. the P.U.C.
[Public Utilities Commission]?
So what? GREAT
‘WHAT”! THE WHOLE OF THE MESS IS GOING TO
COME OUT FROM UNDER CONTROL AND, AS WE
WRITE, THERE IS MASSIVE PLANNING AND
SHIFTING TAKING PLACE. Let us look at the various places in Southern California.
Never mind the
location placed here for it will be including everything
from Canada to way down South. There will be a
gathering of control and shifting out of dead weight and
spiffing up for the kill-then
the utilities will be
“TAKEN PUBLIC”. Billions upon billions of bucks
will be made by the holders of these corporations. Los
Angeles Power and Gas, for instance will be set up by
Dreyfus, the BROKER, and when that baby sells, it will
be a giant sucking sound of money moving.
The “clue” I want you to pick up here, however, is
what is taking place and what probably won’t take place
for a while, There is no point in doing such a massive
shift UNLESS: (1) it is intended to keep the market
stable enough to handle this major change, and (2)
What is going wrong as is?
The market will probably not be in collapse mode
YET because to make money going public, one has to
have a good market that can do a land-office business
with the new offerings.
Next, you have a massively sprawling octopus in
total disrepair. Just like the infrastructure of old New
York, New York-you know, that one inNew York, not
Las Vegas, the systems criss-crossing the nation are
defunct. The technologies are such that to continue the
old obsolete methods of electric production are insane.
You are polluting your world and to continue to run
breaking-down atomic systems is stupid.
Once the major money changes hands to the RICH
and you think you have something hot and new in your
pockets and wallets-it is going to fold. Why? Because
it is planned that way.
Does this mean you shouldn’t participate?
Goodness no, friends. The ones who hold investments in

those utilities, especially the more limited ones, will
stand to make a fortune-if
currency itself doesn’t
collapse. Once again, the plans are perfected so that
the PUBLIC will take the beating as you come on board
with this ‘new” decayed product and, just to keep it
running, you will need billions upon billions of dollars.
To bring it current and into safety-in
what, I repeat,
is a defunct system of production, would take more
billions. The Elite always know when to dump the old
Plymouth in favor of the updated, solar-powered
Bentley-Mercedes.
You the public will be taking the
medicdlytumiMl~offthebacksoftbeElitccwtIullerswhiletheymoveontogetmoreofyourbhmd.
It should be noted, however, that for you who only
have misery with small community districts-you
can
soon count on more local controls and political authority-or, you can manage to own your own and run it like
you please along with modernization and updating.
Let us look at one of the utilities involved hereWATER. The nation’s water supply for personal use
has become totally hazardous to your health. Even
upgraded systems are still serving you microbes and
parasites. And YOU-THE-PUBLIC will be picking up
the responsibility and the tab for improving everything.
If you think you have trouble paying your utility bills
NOW, just WAIT! Oh sure, it sounds really good
because as a publicly-traded company, there SHOULD
be better and more capable management and thus and
so-but does it work that way? How many companies
have YOU witnessed go down once such a major
changeover has happened7
And further, AFTER Los Angeles is sucked into the
sea, how much value are you going to get out of your Los
Angeles “stock”? And by the way-these
new stocks
will be sucked up by the Mutual Funds. Ah yes, the
commercial Khazarian network of managed and controlled funds.
I know that it seems silly and confusing to have
something “public”, “going public”. That is for the
benefit of furthering the ignorance of you&e-people.
The only reason you had those controls prior to now was
to protect the guilty and Elite money-masters.
The
environmental restrictions are going to be so great as to
bleed everyone dry if nothing else happens. But if you
want to make a bundle-hold
stock that is going to “go
public”. People are now trained to HAVE TO HAVE
THESE BASIC LIVING PRODUCTS. YOU CAN’T
HAVE A SOCIETY IN THIS DAY AND AGE IN
DOWNTOWN U.S.A. WITHOUT THE NECESSITY
OF HAVING UTILITIES RUN TO YOUR TAPS AND
LIGHT SWITCHES, NOT TO EVEN MENTION YOUR
WATER HEATERS AND COOKING RANGES.
One thing to consider, however, is when and how to
get in and THEN GET OUT of “such a deal” and I’m not
going to take more time at it now. Further, you need a
pretty good chunk of money in today’s currency to
participate lest you just exchange something for more
nothing. What, moreover, you can expect to evolve in
this “public offering” is step one, and then the move of
the big boys to MERGE until you have a secured
MONOPOLY over the ENTIRE SYSTEM NETWORK.
THE UTILITIES CARTEL WILL HAVE FULL CONTROL.

Now, what would you expect to be happening with
precious metals while such big things are in the works?
Ah ha, as you find that the same ones who have control
of the market for such as utility companies, also have
control over the fuels to run the utilities around the
world AND they also now control the gold reserves
around the world. In fact, they are still scooping up the
mines, etc., streamlining the methods of mining, depopulating the areas for more efficient managemeht for
hanging onto profits-and
so, it probably will be that,
say, gold will hang even lower while the market is
readied for the HIT. Then, if the sky doesn’t fall, the
prices will skyrocket.
None of this is what you “hear” from noted and
learned dealers and financial whizzes who haven’t
made a cent in 25 years except off you? Well, I didn’t
come around to watch your piggy-banks. I came around
to talk about TRUTH.
You haven’t heard anything, or almost nothing,
about such a thing as I have just related here? So be it,
and just how much are you allowed to hear when
something BIG is coming down? Are yougoingto hear
about O.J. Simpson’s indiscretions or Los Angeles
Water and Power company-when
the power company
doesn’t WANT YOU TO KNOW ANYTHING?
So, I am speaking out before you hear anything
about anything of this limited edition of information.
You did demand revelations FROM ME, didn’t you?
Somehow I am not supposed to just hang around and not
REVELATE!
I would revelate about something else which you
might well call “specplation” but wouldn’t it seem a
real shame for these Wheeler Dealers to plan all this
and then just have the Big One(s) on the Coasts and inbetween and wipe out your utility customers? I would
suggest you have a couple of years to get situated,
wouldn’t you surmise from simple reasoning? I mean,
after all, in “going public” you-the-people will have a
PRIVATE interest in the companies and WILL FOOT
THE BILLS from your pockets instead of your taxpackages taking the whole hit.
So, am I saying that you can again get stuck either
way you go? YES. If you can get IN at a right price,
however, go public with the Big Boys, and then quickly
get out-you will be fine. Better you put your sheckles
into precious metals, though. Just know something,
readers, about me, however: I am not going to continue
to hold your hands in these matters. THIS is not my
mission. My responsibility is to guide us through some
of these bumpy times to secure you of our tribes and that
means that I will not be making public very much
information that inflicts anger upon the Elite scorpions-my team has had enough stings and agony.
Now, you who skip around the network internetswhy don’t you investigate this circumstance7 I understand CONTACT will be happy to share information
space in the paper.
It is not the time to rush out and recklessly do
anything until you learn more. Just remember that, as
with casino gambling-the
HOUSE HOLDS THE
CARDS THAT MAKE SURE OF WINNINGS-and
THAT is NOT “your” house. Remember something
important: As long as there are at least two people alive
there will be one who will make sure he makes more
money than the other and will build the systems to
insure it.
Do not let it be heard that you do foolish things and
then say “Well, Hatonn said.” No! Hatonn says to learn
and know everything there is to find out-and then act
only in WISDOM. Wisdom in actions comes only
AFTER the knowledge is gained.
I want to point out to all of you what usually
happens with such as myself. You want to gain so you
come and listen or “not listen” as the case may well be.
You then say, “Sir, show me where the gold is buried,
or tell me the Lottery winuing numbers-and
I will give
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you a tenth or a fourth of my winnings.” Why would I
do that? I could tell my own trusted, and tested-by-fire
people and get it ALL. When will you start using your
heads other than as a separator for your ears? Do you
think that you do US some great service to prance
through our places and, when you are not fed caviar and
champagne, you prance out again leaving devastation
and false accusations against us for not meeting YOUR
EXPECTATIONS AND MISPERCEPTIONS?
I hope that all of you readers read VERY CAREFULLY every word of “Dr. John Doe’s” writing and
observations this week. It is valid observation: IF I DO
NOT SUPPLY YOU WITH THAT DEMANDED POT
OF GOLD AT THE END OF “YOUR” RAINBOWYOU TURN LIKE SCORPIONS AND SERPENTS AND
STRIKE AT ANYTHING WITHIN REACH OF YOUR
FORKED TONGUE AND FANGS. If all we wanted to
accomplish would be to replace one mode of tyranny
with that of another even more powerful type of controlling tyranny, then we wouldn’t be going through all
of YOUR antics to gain control of our lives and our
properties.
To replace the LIE with a LIE is hardly
making proper progress TOWARD GOD.
Does this mean that we can’t do business with the
people of the world? Goodness no, WITH WHOM
ELSE would we DO BUSINESS? However, KNOW
that there is certainly no obligation FOR US to DO
YOUR BUSINESS and we don’t need just a tenth of
your handouts when we need a hundred-fold to just
accomplish some modicum of transitional needs. Mr.
Bush and Mr. Kissinger certainly understand the structure of their side of the action-why
can’t YOU understand ours? It has to be through utilizing in goodness
that which they have set up for total control. We don’t
want control of anything so it becomes a very workable
relationship if we simply ATTEND OUR WORK AS
GOD ASKS. Mr. Bush isn’t looking so great these
days, in case you haven’t noticed. Upkeep and updating takes its toll, and it pays for those who are reaching
the point of no return to carefully consider how they
might ASSIST our team from time to time: I repeat
something from a couple of weeks back: IF YOU HAVE
ALL THE GOLD IN THE WORLD-DON’T
YOU
NEED A MARKET FOR IT IF IT IS TO HAVE VALUE?
THINK ABOUT IT, PLEASE. THINGS have to be
moved in order to have relative VALUE.
If the tools created for “their” gains work in the
marketplace, then won’t those same tools, as structured
and used by them, work for us? Of course they willespecially if they insist the tools continue to work for
them. The Elite have to EAT also. And, contrary to
what it may appear-Elite
do not live forever in this
physical trap. Moreover, the old battalions are dying
off and the Young Turks are coming aboard. The intent
is THE SAME, but the discipline and dedication to the
task of destroying and controlling is not nearly so fixed
within the programming of the youngsters and the bad
boys can’t longer just kill off all the youngsters and
have ANYTHING left at all. Even the Bush “Twigs”
will not be so dedicated to “having it all” as is Big
Daddy. And, by the time you are the Big Daddy, you
have equal opportunity players-there
are more powerful persons to unseat you than any friends who will
struggle for your security and safety. Deterioration
comes very rapidly to old replicas.
LET
AND

US AGAIN
CONSIDER
0 J SIMPSON
TH’E’ BIG OUEST’IONS

The major question in this case is NOT, actually,
whether or not O.J. Simpson did or did not commit
crimes, even murder. The big screenversion of the tale
is important because there was a crime; he was charged,
he was found not-guilty, and then was tried againdouble jeopardy in the face of the CO,NSTITUTION
AND JUDICIAL LAWS OF YOUR PEOPLE AND
YOUR LAND.
“But this was a civil case.. ,” you say? Oh? Indeed?
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I could swear to having seen MASSIVE headlines
stating that 0. J. found GUILTY by jury-in the “civil”
case outcome.
The whole show-and-tell is to dump guilt on the
innocent parties to protect the criminal network in
The same
action here in this circle of participants.
criminal actions include high-level parties. Simpson is
caught between the rock and hard place for he knows
what awaits on both sides of THIS BAD NIGHTMARE.
Therefore, the point is not O.J. Simpson-it is your
total lack of respect for LAW and ORDER, JUSTICE in
the now defunct Judicial System, a Media out of control
for the public and under TOTAL CONTROL by the
Elite criminals, and you have no Constitutional Rights
remaining as a Nation of Citizens. Confusing? No,
simplicity itself. You have put aside your Constitution
and all its protections and RIGHTS. You pit race
against race and forget the CRIME and criminal. You
VOTE on whims rather than judging on TRUTH. You
move in mass to the beat of the voice of the fools and
controllers and those securing and covering their own
guiltybacksides. YOU ALLOWYOURFINALVOICES
OF TRUTH TO BE DESTROYED METHODICALLY
BY THE EVIL LIARS AND CHEATS. YOU INSURE
THAT THE THIEVES BE ASSURED OF KEEPING
THE LOOT THEY JUST STOLE FROM YOU!
Well, in our circumstances within our own friends
and teams, it is time to take up voice and pen and STOP
the insanity as it comes upon you now having destroyed
the breakwater represented by the pioneers who stood,
voiced and wrote and shored up the harbor boundaries
until you could SEE AND HEAR.
Ah indeed, you can stand with God and nothing
will happen until you STAND WITH MAN and demand
TRUTH for then and only then can YOU ACT AS
MAN, and GOD WILL STAND BEFORE YOU LIKE
THELIGHTHOUSEOFUNFALTERING
STRENGTH.
HEROES become heroic not by thinking and acting for
self-but because they think NOT of self but, rather, of
others, and act instinctively in GREATNESS. Heroes
do not think of self or their actions as particularly
“heroic” and never so at the time of the action required.
Usually in heroic circumstances there is not time for
calculated and reasoned-out response. Greatness comes
from GIVING AND REGIVING. Therefore you can
have Big Controllers, Famous and Infamous and Zmportant personages-but
that does not equate to GREAT
MEN AND WOMEN. “Important” and “Great” are
more nearly defined as being at opposite ends of the
When you have IMPORTANT WITH/AND
pole.
GREAT, you have “arrived”. And, moreso, when you

act in greatness to help great men become yet even
greater-you
have served mankind and thus, SELF.
Do YOU actually have control over whether or not
you are genetically structured as a Black, a White, a
Golden, etc. racial product?
No, so how dare you
present yourself LATER as somehow being superior or
inferior to any OTHER hapless victim of sexual intercourse of parents who came before? These same people
are usually in a state of LUST, not LOVE. Blessed
indeed be the child conceived and birthed in LOVE,
HONOR, RESPECT, AND DESIRE FOR THE CRJZATION OF SAME.
GOD awaits your actions to always come forth with
these qualifications guiding your actions from the soul
of your being. BECAUSE IT IS THE RIGHT THING
TO DO!
Do Doris and E.J. go forth to fight their legal
battles against the adversaries in a Federal Court of
Injustice because they want to or simply think it is
right? No, they don’t. They do it because at the
moment there is no alternative acceptable to their
circumstances.
The fact that it is the RIGHT THING
TO DO only allows for reasons for continuation of the
struggle. Likewise, YOU have alternatives in the same
set of circumstances wherein you can help them because it is the right thing to do, or choose safe and
secure but DEADLY AND COSTLY TO SOUL alternatives which further isolate you and separate you from
righteousness. In each circumstance YOU HAVEALTERNATIVES and the choice is always yours, from
simply standing as observer, a participant, or moving
into service of that which is WRONG. Rarely do the
people making WRONG
CHOICESrealize they have
chosen “wrongly” in the upstart. To continue, however, to choose over and over again the WRONG tn
hopes that somehow the opponent will be oulvotea‘,
appears to me to be foolish in both concept and deed.
But aren’t you GLAD that some of the chaff from
the grain and bad from the good has been brought to
your attention in things and personages7 Are you not
benefitted by the KNOWING7 You cease to be victim
of that which tosses you about on a sea of confusiou and
haphazard thoughts-when
you take a stand in the
corner of RIGHT choices, actions and KNOWING.
Note the overflow of wondrous self-esteem wash over
your being when you KNOW YOU HAVE CHOSEN
AND ACTED CORRECTLY IN RIGHTNESS.
I can tell you a personal little secret “on” Doris.
She works, receives, etc., but this “little child” is so shy
and non-outspoken in reality as to crawl under the
couch rather than stand on it to be better heard. But one

Federal
CourtTonternptyy
Hearin
At the 9th Circuit Federal Court, located at I130 “0” St. in Fresno,
Calzfornia, on Tuesday, February 18th at 1:30, Department
I, 4thfloor,
there will be a heaping before Judge Robert Coyle concerning the University of Science & Philosophy ‘s Motion for civil contempt and application
for Order to Show Cause regarding Criminal Contempt against Doris and
E..JEkker. Because of the time involved in preparation for this hearing by
many people, including the staff of CONTACT,
there will not be a paper
the week of February
17. For those of you who are planning a trip to
Fresno fop the hearing, check the Hotline
(805-822-0202)
for updates or
any last-minute changes.
***NO
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day a few years back some ‘White” children denounced
and belittled a “Brown child” in her loving circle. She
took a stand which has included such negative impacts,
birthed enemies untold, brought forth more indiscretions of the opposition in final battle against her-and
yet the soul sang that day and does right through THIS
DAY. When you do the RIGHT THING, TELL THE
TRUTH, confront the evil antics of the clowns who are
steeped in theft, cheating and lying, your soul SOARS
with the Eagles. She, like you, can then watch the sides
forming, the blindfolds coming out and being affixed
across the eyes of the guilty to protect ignorance and
stupidity and, yes indeed, you will pay dearly for your
RIGHT CHOICES sometimes-but
that day of
unrighteousness
CANNOT LAST IF YOU STAND
WITH GOD AND RIGHT CHOICES, even if you do so
because you see no *ulternutives”.
The fact that you
choose a positive and meritorious ofternutive is the
proof of your pudding and your learning. You “could”,
you know, simply join the evil empire and lose your
soul as do the multitudes of participants in this game of
life in physical format. But if you sell your soul you
have just sold the ONLY VALUABLE THING IN YOUR
UNIVERSE.
Doris and E. J. are correct in the KNOWING that it
is more important to be heard in the US&P case than
winning anything or everything regarding a house and
property. In the property case all you can hope to win
is physical property beyond the confronting of the evil
persons involved and watching a system in decay and
degradation.
However, in the US&P case you are
concerning the very basic CASE ABOUT GOD. This
case on Tuesday next is ABOUT GOD and FREEDOM
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to SERVE GOD AND EXPERIENCE LIGHTED GOD.
This is about being limited by force to NOT EXPRESS
GOD. And yes indeed, this comes about in the wondrous United States of America in progressive year
19971 YOU didn’t think it could happen, did you?
Well, it may appear to be HAPPENING TO A COUPLE
OF OLD PEOPLE UNIMPORTANT TO YOU-BUT
IT IS HAPPENING TO YOU.
Do Ekkers want to go through this terrible ordeal?
No more than did Jesus Emmanuel want to be forced by
many persons to be hanged on a cross. There is no
alternative seen in the face of such determined evil
intent. But was there, with either, no alternatives? Yes
there are and were, but they become unacceptable as
things of plea-bargaining.
But is it really a matter of
choice as to writing or not writing, speaking or not
speaking? Not here because what is to be gained by
stupidity of actions7 We don’t want any more dead
martyrs who commit suicide to prove they are incapable
of making better choices. Dharma and E.J. don’t ever
have to write about “light” or any related subject to
accomplish what is ultimately THE ONLY important
thing in their lives-THEIR
INTENT AND KNOWING. What you do about YOUR KNOWING and PATHWAY is YOUR problem. They have served; they have
offered-and
NOW, it becomes your responsibility as
they are thrust into something in which the ONLY
alternative is to do what they can under THESE CIRCUMSTANCES.
You who wait and wish, through
service or input, into “their” hoped for rewards-need
to do something positive to disallow further losses of
either assets or time-FOR THEY NEED FREEDOM
TO ACCOMPLISH THE GREATER GROWTH AND
CAPABILITIES
OF HAVING
THAT WHICH IS NEEDED TO ACCOMPLISH POSITIVE GROWTH
FOR ALL. Let us consider the circumstances to be thus: YOU HAVE
RUN OUT OF FENCE DOWN THE
MIDDLE OF THE ROADWAY! In
this instance you can no longer sit
on the fence for you will either serve
God and Truth or you choose to not
do so. And the choice is made against
God if you make no seeming choice
at all. To word this differently: If
you choose to not choose-you have
chosen I
I repeat that no matter how it
APPEARS TO BE-this CASE coming forth IS ALL ABOUT GOD
AND Y GU and NOT about a Binder,
a Green, a Federal
Court, or
“druthers”.
It is about YOU and
GOD in America, U.S.A.
May you ever walk in beauty
BECAUSE you have learned what
beauty IS and choose it against the
“seeming beauty” of that which is
but illusion of the moment, and traps
and shackles you within the physical THINGS of that which is valueless. Why do you choose the Bad
and Ugly when you have the GOOD
and GOD? Shiny yellow stuff is
JAMES
R, PRIV.LITERA,
M.D.
rarely GOLD. So, why do you choose
the shiny imitation when you can as
easily HAVE THE TRUTH OF THE
GOLD? Can the reality of CREBooklet Available
From:
ATION work? Of course-it always
has, always does and it always
New Gaia
SHALL. Just as the WHOLE IDEA
P-0. Box 27710
OF GOD is the resulting creation of
YOU, so too are your WHOLE ideas,
Las Vegas, NV 89126
YOUR CREATIONS as projected
from your thoughts MADE MANI800-639-4242
FEST. Therefore, IF your thoughts
be toward freedom and Godness, then
(including
S&H)
YOUshall create freedom and nood-
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ness for there is no other alternative.
Evil cannot
CREATE-it
can only USE that which is created and
ULTIMATELY destroy.
Evil is an intent only present in the realms of
dimensional physical beings for within the realms of
God there is no evil; there is only Creation. But wow,
the trip from here to there is a dooxy, isn’t it? You don’t
have to change the ConsfituNon, change a nation, or
save a world-YOU ONLY HAVE TO CHANGE SELF
INTO CREATOR RATHER THAN CONTINUE AS
USURPER. Simple? Indeed yes, if you could but see it.
Can Ekkers do well in court on court day? They can
only do as well as you who stand with them! Think
about it. They don’t have to DO ANYTHING if you
who stand with them in truth DEMAND THE TRUTH
be heard and fairly and justly received. They also can
serve only themselves and continue to have the bindings drawn tighter and tighter upon all of you for they
are only two people in a sea of humanity making
individually singular choices. The sea can only move
and act as the power it is AFTER the individual drops
(persons) question, conclude, and choose to move together. So, it comes right back to the starting point:
YOU HAVE TO CHOOSE AND THEN IN THOSE
CHOICES-ACT
TOWARD THAT GOODNESS IN
INTENT. Doing nothing constitutes choice toward the
other direction of intent or negativity. Just to stand and
stir the pot can sometimes keep from burning the soup
but it does nothing else. Sometimes it is enough-but
not if you want to participate in the EATING of the
GOOD SOUP. ONLY CONTRIBUTIONS MERIT THE
REWARDS. Eating without contribution constitutes
WELFARE and that is the downfall of mankind and
society. Charity is a blessed, blessed thing-welfare
under force for the “free lunch” merits food-poisoning.
If, further, you are so wishy-washy about your own state
of mind as to flow with the easiest and most popular,
even if wrong, people and attitudes-you
are pretty
much a loss to self and humanity as to positive participation in anything. You CAN exist without living, you
must understand.
That kind of “existing” is already
definitive of your “death” and becoming a robotic
zombie being tossed about on the whims of the tides
sweeping in ebb and flow upon the endless sands of the
shore AND WITHIN THE HOUR-GLASS. YOU DO
NOT HAVE TO GO DOWN just because the multitudes
don’t choose to do otherwise. IN YOURVERY POWER
OF GOD YOU CAN CREATE YOUR OWN SOLUTIONS TO NEGATE THE IMPACT OF THE
ADVERSARY’S PUSH AGAINST GOODNESS AND
FREEDOM.
How many of YOU will become “the ONE” in order
to accomplish this glorious and joyful state of achievement in beinnness?
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Gaia Products

PrOdUCtS

l * SHIPPING 6, HANDLING RATES:
FOR THE REST OF
FOR: CA, WA, OR, AZ,
MT, UT, ID, CO, NM, I CONTINENTAL USA
WY;NV.
.
$6.00
$7.00
f 10:::::
$8.00 S 201-300
s10.00
S 201-300
$9.00 s 301-400
$11 .oo
s 301-400

l(800) NEW-GAIA (639-4242)

P.O. Box 27710
Las Vegas, NV 89126

1 (805) 822-9070 FAX

Please Print)
Uame

Date

City/Town

State/Prov.

$12.00
$13.00

401-500
Sol-600

l
T

UPS 2nd day to Rural Alaska, please call for rates.
For Priority Mall to any locations, please call for rates.
l * All Foreign orders, please contact our office In wrltlng
for specific rates as rates vary greatly.
l * When ordering cases of product call for shlpplng rates.

Zip Code

l*

Phone No.

Credit Card No. (Visa, Master Card or Discover)
iignature

s
S

ALASKA 6 HAWAII PLEAS CALL FOR SHlPPlNG RATES

Street Address

Davtime

510.00
$11 .oo

f 2:-i::-

Expiration Date

FOR ALL BREAD MACHINES, BREAD MIXES, FLOUR
ORDERS, PROGRAM STARTING PACKAGESAND MAINI TENANCE PACKAGES, CALL FOR SHIPPING COSTS.

For Credit Card Orders

-

DRICE

Amount
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t 48.00
c260.00
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1EA VINEGAR
CARBRAGAIA
(FIBRINO-CARTILAGE)
MELLOREAM
BEVERAGEPOWDER
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9.26

lb

I

flS.00

CAPSULES jSl8.00
“3IN1”lWWESEEDEXTRACT
; 22.00
8OCAPSUE6
“4 IN 1” WILD YAM EXTRACT
s 24.95
1801 rmLET8
A-GE Antiadant
Formula
306 T-/W.,
CHLORELLA
IEA. $21.00
ECHINACEA 6OLD PLUS
SO TABU ET6 $24.50
-aoaytlmp(
ply
s 35.00
6AlATRIM
(24% Lxcmd)
6lNK60 BlLOBA
1SO TABU 33
$24.95
6OTABU38 1$24.00
OLIVELEAF
OLNELE4FEXTUACT
3BPa 6anuETI s -3.?5
s 1
byJarnesR~kl0.
inct wLl
6OCAPMkE6
1
$
6.00
RARE EARTH CAPSULES
6omm llllL8
% 6.00
PosLlNcAPsuLEs
60 cAPsuLEs/4som ---J. Ea.
ALOE PLUS 77
$16.95
Alhlra a MInorala
6ommlJLEs IJ30.00
ALDE FREEZE DRIED CAPS
11eLeaf Aloe Vera Concentrate

I
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3.50I - -

f
$

2.50,
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5.00I $ 12.50
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STARTING PACKA6E
1 Bottle 6akRdrku
(1 qt.)
1 Bottle Aqmatwm (1 qt.)
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2 Ibs. 0 8 1.2S/lb.
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BREAD MIX

15.00

s 149.00

(FACTORYBLEMlSHED/REFURBt8HED)

I

6.00

each
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I $18.00
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5130.00
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MICROWATER TTELECT

‘1100.04 D

$

WHEN

CALCULATING

(located in the top of this order form
SHIPPING FOR u
New G&u Probers.

* FOR PROGRAM
STARTING
PACKAGES
and MAINTENANCE
PACRACIES, BREAD MACEIINE, BREAD PRODUCTS and MICROWATER
ELECTROLYSIS PLEASE CALL FOR SHIPPING RATES.
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Please make all checks and
money orders oavablc toz
New (77&a producrs

;,,

P.O. Box 27710
Las Vegas
NV 89126
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Nevada
Nevaaa Residents only: add 7!

California Phone Orders only: add 7.25!
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